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Purchasing Division
111. E. Maple, PO Box 1019
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Re: Proposal for Energy Master Plan | RFP: P-1-2017
Dear Mr. Churchill:
The City of Independence, Missouri (City) through Independence Power and Light (IPL) will receive a comprehensive
evaluation of its power supply options utilizing Burns & McDonnell. Burns & McDonnell has extensive experience
evaluating power supply alternatives for numerous clients in the Midwest and specifically in the Southwest Power Pool
region.
Burns & McDonnell is well qualified and prepared to assist the City with this Study. We have served in similar roles for
other utilities, cooperatives and municipalities across the Midwest and North America, including Rochester Public
Utilities and Lafayette Utilities Systems – both completed within the last few years.
Below highlights several key attributes and experiences that makes Burns & McDonnell extremely qualified for this
study:
►

►

►

We are a full-service engineering and construction company. We have experience engineering, constructing and
managing retrofits and new generation resources. We have an extensive database of cost that allows us to develop
costs new generation resources.
Our resource planning department has assisted numerous clients with evaluating the cost of complying with the
EPA’s regulations and conducted resource planning simulations to determine the most robust, low cost power supply
plan.
Burns & McDonnell has all the resources available in-house to complete this Study. The City can feel confident in
our team to apply the information and develop costs within the Study for the economic model. This will lead to
concrete and timely results.

We are excited about the opportunity to assist the City and IPL; we truly want to serve as your consultant. If you should
have any questions concerning our proposal, please contact Mike Borgstadt at 816-822-3459 or
mborgstadt@burnsmcd.com. We look forward to your favorable review of our proposal.
Sincerely,
BURNS & McDONNELL

Chris Underwood
General Manager

Mike Borgstadt, PE
Project Manager

9400 Ward Parkway \ Kansas City, MO 64114
O 816-333-9400 \ F 816-822-3027 \ burnsmcd.com
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FIRM BACKGROUND

FIRM BACKGROUND
At Burns & McDonnell, our engineers, architects, construction
professionals, scientists and consultants do more than simply plan,
design and construct. With a mission unchanged since 1898 — make
our clients successful — our more than 5,700 employee-owners
partner with you to take on the toughest challenges, constantly
working to make the world an even more amazing place.

FAR-REACHING PRESENCE
Based in Kansas City, Missouri, Burns & McDonnell has more than 40 offices nationwide,
allowing us to provide innovative, timely and cost-effective services to clients. We also have
international project offices, enabling us to provide you with our full range of services
wherever you need us.

CORPORATE STRUCTURE & SERVICES
We provide comprehensive services that cover the full life cycle of a project, finding cost-effective solutions to meet your
specific needs. Our services cover all markets in the architecture/engineering sector to bring you and your projects seamless
breadth and depth of knowledge and skills.
Aviation
Commercial, Retail &
Institutional
► Construction

Environmental
Governmental, Military &
Municipal
► Manufacturing & Industrial

Oil & Gas
Power
► Transportation
► Water

►

►

►

►

►

►

COMMITMENT TO SAFETY & HEALTH
Engineering News-Record ranks us in the top 1 percent for safety. That speaks volumes to ingrained safety is into our
corporate culture. With our Corporate Safety & Health Program integrated with our project process, we are actively
demonstrating safe work measures.
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(continued)
We have integrated the Safety & Health Department as a function of
the safety process and recognize it as a key factor in completing jobs
on time and within budget. The Safety & Health Department
conducts Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA), 10Hour Construction/General Industry Safety Training, 40-Hour
Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response
(HAZWOPER) training, first aid/CPR, as well as other hazardspecific safety training courses.
Every project we complete operates with the safety philosophy that
zero recordable incidents can be accomplished with proper planning, resources and follow-through. Our project safety
records demonstrate the success of this approach. Burns & McDonnell’s Days Away, Restricted or Transferred (DART) and
Total Recordable Injury Rate (TRIR) safety statistics are considerably better than industry standards set by the Construction
Industry Institute and the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Although it is not an OSHA requirement, We are one of the few firms to
include subcontractors in our safety statistics. We choose to do this because our safety commitment goes beyond reporting
the numbers. It is our intrinsic expectation that everyone working on a project goes home safely to their families every night
— our employee-owners and those who work with our partners.

COMMITMENT TO QUALITY
Delivering high-quality work is a cornerstone of our firm. Backing the skills,
knowledge and experience of our professionals is our robust Quality
Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) Program.
Providing the framework to confirm our project excellence, our QA/QC Program
includes check and balances based on lessons learned throughout or more than 115year history and the experience of our employee-owners. We performs risk reviews to
identify, assess and develop plans to mitigate risks and create project instructions,
which include scope and responsibilities, schedule and budgets, and project-specific
requirements. We build six-step internal quality reviews into project schedules that
involve regular coordination meetings and evaluations by experienced professionals
at strategic milestones throughout the design and construction processes.
Our projects often contract externally for supplemental professional services,
suppliers of materials and equipment, and construction services. The quality control
measures taken for subcontractors typically include prequalifying potential suppliers
before bid and award; reviewing shop drawings and other submittal documents;
prequalifying potential suppliers for major equipment and shop inspections;
conducting a three-phase method of construction quality control; and reviewing and verifying testing records and other
records of fabrication and construction.
This approach allows us to maximize design, specification and drafting efforts; to comply with codes, standards, laws and
regulations; and to help you achieve your project goals within the established time, budget and technical feasibility.
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COMMITMENT TO BUSINESS
DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
The founders of our firm and every leader since them has
incorporated the spirit of entrepreneurism to expand and
strengthen our company. Burns & McDonnell employee-owners
remember our beginning. We appreciate the hard work of the
small and diverse firms we partner with. Our CEO and Board of
Directors believe that Burns & McDonnell’s business diversity
and inclusion efforts are a direct and tangible way that helps
achieve the best value for our clients.
We actively participate in, and are corporate members of, more
than 15 chambers and organizations throughout the country that
positively impact business diversity and inclusion. We engage in
unofficial mentoring as well as provide formal mentoring to
small business concerns through the U.S. Small Business
Administration’s Mentor-Protégé program. In the past decade,
our project managers and procurement professionals have
contracted with small/diverse firms for more than $2.5 billion of
work. These mutually beneficial relationships are integral to the
success of our projects. That’s one reason we host an annual
awards reception highlighting many of the diverse companies
that assisted us in making our clients successful.

DIVERSITY AWARDS
Richard Barrera Award for contributing to the
mission of the Hispanic Chamber, 2015
2015 Asian Employer Excellent Award, Mid-American
Asian Cultural Association
Champion of Supplier Diversity, 2014
Urban League of Greater Kansas City
Community Guardian Award for Business, 2014
AdHoc Group Against Crime
Prime Supplier of the Year, 2013
Edison Electric Institute’s National Supplier
Diversity Conference
MidAmerica Minority Supplier Development Council

►
►
►
►
►

BROADENING OUR COMMITMENT
Burns & McDonnell successfully partnered with Sprint,
Hallmark, DST, KCP&L and the city of Kansas City,
Missouri, along with Dr. Fred McKinney, managing
director of minority business programs at the Tuck
School of Business at Dartmouth, to offer Strategy and
Business Development for Minority Business
Entrepreneurs in September 2016. This two-and-a-halfday intensive program hosted at our world headquarters
in Kansas City and taught by Tuck faculty was designed
for minority businesses striving to win and profitably
deliver on public- and private-sector contracts. This type

FINANCIAL STRENGTH

of extensive corporate collaboration was a first for the
Tuck School of Business.

The company’s strong financial performance reflects its
historical growth and stability. Annual revenues for 2016, 2015 and 2014
were $2.364 billion, $2.428 billion and $2.418 billion respectively. Burns
& McDonnell maintains cash and investment balances of nine figures and
has no current or long-term bank borrowings. The company maintains
positive net income and current backlog levels approximating $2.6 billion.

OUR MISSION:
►

OUR VISION:
►

DEPTH OF STAFF
With more than 5,700 employee-owners, Burns & McDonnell has
professionals with extensive experience in a wide range of scientific,
architectural and engineering disciplines. This means that if unexpected
issues arise at critical stages of your project, we have people with the
knowledge and background to address your project’s challenges in a
timely, integrated and efficient manner. This translates to project
consistency, lower costs and the ability to maintain your project schedule.

Make Our Clients Successful

Improve the Quality of Life

OUR VALUES:
►
►
►
►
►
►

Safety First
Quality Driven
Integrity
Can-Do Attitude
Reward Performance
Profitable Growth

Firm Background
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INDUSTRY RANKINGS
Honored with numerous awards for excellence by professional organizations,
government agencies and the armed forces, Burns & McDonnell has a reputation for
providing high-quality service and innovative solutions to clients. Engineering NewsRecord ranks Burns & McDonnell in the top four percent of the leading 500 U.S.
design firms and the top one-third of the leading program management firms, designbuild firms, construction management-for-fee firms, green design firms, and
construction management-at-risk firms. ENR Midwest (2013) and ENR Texas &
Louisiana (2014) named Burns & McDonnell Designer of the Year. In 2014, 27 of our
specific industry services earned spots in the top 40 in their field in ENR’s industryspecific rankings, and 13 earned spots in the top 10 in their field on Building Design
+ Construction’s Giants 300 list.
For the fifth consecutive year, the Professional Services Management Journal (PSMJ) has
presented Burns & McDonnell with the Premier Award for Client Satisfaction for receiving
award-winning ratings in key client service categories. PSMJ, the leading publisher, trainer and
consultancy to the A/E/C industry, annually conducts an independent survey of A/E/C service
provider clients to determine overall satisfaction levels in seven categories: helpfulness,
responsiveness, quality, accuracy, schedule adherence, budget adherence and scope and fees.

RECOGNITION & HONORS
Burns & McDonnell has earned acknowledgment that calls attention to our industry leadership and stability, growth and low
turnover, experience, and financial strength. We have appeared on FORTUNE’s 100 Best Companies to Work For list for
five consecutive years, ranking 16th for 2016. The Kansas City Business Journal named us the No. 1 Best Place to Work
among large companies the past three years, and we have appeared on best places to work lists in Atlanta, Connecticut,
Dallas, Denver, Houston, Illinois, Minnesota, Missouri, Orange County, Phoenix, St. Louis, Texas and Virginia publications.
Eight local publications have also honored Burns & McDonnell for our work and community involvement. In 2012, the
Employee Stock Ownership Plan Association selected us the Company of the Year. Visit www.burnsmcd.com/honors for a
full list, details, and updates.
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KEY PERSONNEL

PROJECT ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE
The project organization proposed for the IPL project is shown below. The staff shown are the lead consultants. They will be
attending meetings, interacting with IPL leads on the project, coordinating research and analysis as needed for their specific
areas. They will be supported as needed by other Burns & McDonnell personnel.
Burns & McDonnell’s team has provided strategic consulting services to a diverse mix of clients. Our financial, management,
engineering and technical professionals develop and implement a wide range of innovative solutions in the areas of
generation resource planning, transmission planning, financial and rate analysis, information management, application
development, energy services, security consulting and project development. Burns & McDonnell has a large, well-diversified
staff available for completing projects.

Mike Borgstadt, PE │ Project Manager
Mike will serve as the project manager for these efforts. Mike has led numerous power supply and resource planning studies
and assessment very similar to the scope of work outlined within IPL’s RFP. He recently assisted RPU and LUS in resource
planning studies. Mike will lead our experienced subject matter specialists and be responsible for all of the individual tasks as
they are aggregated into the comprehensive master plan. Mike specializes in power supply and resource planning studies,
financial and engineering analyses of power projects, due diligence reviews, technology evaluations, condition assessments,
and strategic siting assistance and has provided project management and analysis for numerous studies over his tenure at
Burns & McDonnell. Mike has the experience required to lead Burns & McDonnell’s team to provide IPL a successful
assessment.
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Sandro Tombesi, PMP │ Condition Assessment and Staffing/O&M
Sandro, a dual citizen of the US and Italy, has 35+ years of experience in project development, thermal cycle analysis,
feasibility studies, conceptual designs, and coordination and implementation of projects. He has worked in the fossil, nuclear
and alternate fuel power generation fields. Sandro has developed open cycle, combined cycle, cogeneration and other small,
medium and large power plants. He has demonstrated his abilities and adaptation to the diverse and unique requirements of
the power generation industry in the United States and foreign countries. In addition to technical analysis and project
development, Sandro has experience in equipment selection, cost and budget preparation and schedule development for
proper phasing and implementation of various project elements, and in business development, financial analyses and
justification of capital and operating budgets.

Dean Huff, PE │ Condition Assessment and Staffing/O&M
Dean is a senior power plant mechanical engineer with 39 years of experience working on the study, design, construction,
startup, commissioning, and performance testing of large steam-electric and combustion turbine power stations. Since joining
Burns & McDonnell in 2001, he has focused on coal-fired plant studies and lead design assignments for coal-fired plants. He
has prepared studies for various clients analyzing the advantages and disadvantages of pulverized coal, CFB, supercritical,
and subcritical boilers. The studies have included the analysis of the impact of fuel properties (coal, pet coke, lignite,
biomass, etc.), fuel conversions, emission controls, current and projected fuel costs, relative O&M costs, and other Owner
specific factors.

Block Andrews, PE │ Environmental Assessment
Block will serve as the lead consultant for the regulatory review & environmental assessment. He is an environmental
professional experienced in ensuring compliance with environmental regulations and consent decrees, identifying technical
issues and delivering solutions that drive operational excellence and customer satisfaction. Block has also led a number of
Burns & McDonnell’s studies regarding the future options of a specific unit or a portfolio of units for utility clients. He has
testified in front of various Public Service Commissions and has been an expert witness.
Similar to Mike Borgstadt, Block has been working with numerous utility clients over the past year, evaluating the cost to
comply with the EPA regulations.

Megan Parsons, PE│ New Resource Technology Assessment
Megan is the development manager at Burns & McDonnel. She manages proposal managers and development engineers and
provides quality reviews of project development work in the Energy division. In her role, Megan specializes in project
scoping, conceptual design, performance and technical optimization, feasibility, and economic analysis of these projects. She
is responsible for maintaining current and accurate capital and operating costs for all new generation. Megan has served as
project manager, development engineer, contract engineer, and performance engineer on cogeneration, simple-cycle,
combined-cycle, coal, biomass, and carbon capture projects. Her duties include the design, technical evaluation, performance
optimization and definition, equipment specification, economic analysis, and preliminary scheduling. Megan has also served
as the owner’s engineer on combined-cycle projects. As owner’s engineer, her duties included project scope development,
permitting technical support, specification development, and major equipment contract negotiations.
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Zac Loehr, PE │ New Resource Technology Assessment
Zac is a development engineer for the technical development and implementation of combined cycle, simple cycle, steam
turbine repower, coal to gas conversion and coal generation projects for Burns & McDonnell. His duties include cost
estimating, economic analysis, conceptual design, technical feasibility, performance optimization and definition,
performance, equipment procurement and preliminary scheduling.

Victor Aguirre │ Resource Planning & Economic Evaluations
Victor is a senior business consultant at Burns & McDonnell who specializes in economic and engineering analyses for
generation planning and transmission & distribution assets. Prior to joining Burns & McDonnell, Victor was the manager of
resource planning at Tucson Electric Power Company where he was intensely involved in building utility Integrated
Resource Plans through planning, analysis (engineering and economic) and final presentation to executive management and
to the public utility commission.

Kyle Combes │ Resource Planning & Economic Evaluations
Kyle is a business consultant at Burns & McDonnell who specializes in economic and engineering analyses for electricity
generation and transmission assets. He utilizes complex economic models to support regional transmission organizations and
other utility clients in integrated resource planning, competitive transmission planning and technology evaluations.

Kieran McInerney, PE, CEM │ Demand Side Management & Energy Efficiency
Kieran is a mechanical engineer for the technical development and implementation of combined cycle, simple cycle and
reciprocating engines, renewables, and energy storage projects for Burns & McDonnell. His duties include cost estimating,
economic analysis, conceptual design, technical feasibility, performance optimization and definition, performance, equipment
procurement and preliminary scheduling.

Jon Summerville │ Load Forecast
Jon is a business consultant at Burns & McDonnell. He specializes in load forecasting, economic studies, RFP’s for power
supply, and financial analysis. With over 20 years of experience in the utility industry, Jon has served as a project leader for
projects to analyze complex development projects, long-term forecasts, valuations, profitability, rate cases, acquisitions,
decision support financial models and deal structures.

Adam Mummert │ Transmission Planning
Adam is a project manager for transmission planning at Burns & McDonnell. He is experienced in traditional transmission
planning studies such as power flow analysis, short circuit analysis, transient stability analysis and voltage stability analysis.
Adam is knowledgeable with the NERC Reliability Standards as they relate to Generator Owners/Operators, Transmission
Owners/Operators and Transmission Planners. He dedicates time in following the business practices developed within the
Regional Transmission Operators (RTOs) and how they impact each of the members within that particular region. More
recent experience, has been focused on FERC Order 1000 and assisting clients with developing and submitting projects
within competitive transmission planning windows in SPP, PJM, CAISO and NYISO. He has been with the company for
over nine years, experiencing a wide variety of projects in the power system industry.
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Depth of Burns & McDonnell Staff
With over 5,700 full-time employee-owners, Burns & McDonnell has experience in a wide range of scientific, economic and
engineering disciplines. The advantage to you is if unexpected issues arise at critical stages of your project, it is likely we will
have the individuals on staff with the background and experience appropriate to address your project’s issues in a timely and
efficient manner. This translates to project consistency, lower costs, and the ability to maintain your project schedule. It is
Burns & McDonnell’s intent to utilize the staff members included within this proposal. However, upon execution, Burns &
McDonnell may utilize other personnel than those listed to assist and complete certain aspects of the scope of the work
depending on availability. The team members presented here represent the key project leaders for this effort.

Resumes for Key Personnel are located in the Appendix of this submittal.
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EXPERIENCE & QUALIFICATIONS
Burns & McDonnell is well qualified to perform master planning studies and
resource planning analyses. Burns & McDonnell has performed studies for
numerous cooperative, municipal and investor-owned utilities across the nation
and specifically in the Southwest Power Pool. The following section provides a
summary of our experience with the areas outlined within the scope of work.
The following highlights several projec ts in which we successful assisted our
electric utility clients in preparing power supply plans which include a
comprehensive set of services from load forecasting, assumption development,
new generation technology assessments, and economic modeling. We also have
an extensive list of power supply resource planning and technology assessment
efforts.

SIMULATION MODELING EXPERIENCE AND METHODOLOGY
Burns & McDonnell has approached capacity expansion and resource planning utilizing a phased approach with ABB’s
software products of Strategist and PROMOD. For nearly every resource planning study, Burns & McDonnell utilizes these
software products, whether it is for resource capacity expansion, 8,760-hour dispatch, or LMP value forecasting.
Strategist and PROMOD are mature, widely accepted production cost model software tools that can be used for a variety of
resource planning applications in the utility industry. Both software programs are developed and maintained by Ventyx, an
ABB company. Below is a summary of capabilities and study applications for each respective software program.

Strategist
Strategist is comprised of several different analysis modules that allow for dynamic optimization of integrated resources
(supply and demand-side) in a side-by-side long range planning study. Strategist uses reserve margin logic to evaluate
expansion plans over a defined period of time, returning plans in a ranked order according to a defined objective function.
Typically, the objective function is minimized utility cost. Strategist uses simplified operational details to achieve quicker
scenario analysis and evaluation than a full hourly dispatch model. Some of the simplified assumptions include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Hourly typical week vs. full hourly dispatch consideration
Unit start-up costs
Unit ramp rates
Unit minimum run/down times

This approach sacrifices some operational detail, but allows for quicker evaluation of resource expansion plans that consider
a variety of timeframes and constraints. Due to the simplifications, Strategist results are typically best interpreted as
screening level rather than budgetary level. Strategist is suited for use in long range planning that involves multiple economic
decision variables and can be solved against a defined constraint. Model constraints can include reserve margin, emission
limit, renewable energy target, or other economic targets. Other analytical applications of Strategist include evaluating
transmission interface projects and unit conversion or retirement. Burns & McDonnell envisions utilizing Strategist within
the portfolio optimization under Deliverable 2 while screening the alternatives.
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PROMOD
PROMOD is an hourly chronological unit commitment and dispatch production cost model software program capable of
simulation under two different levels of engine granularity. These levels are typically referred to as Zonal and Nodal. Zonal
simulations require transmission constraints be identified, Nodal simulations include transmission topology for commitment
and dispatch including transmission congestion. Licensing of the software is accompanied by a database that includes
relevant information for the North American market. PROMOD includes more detailed operational granularity than
Strategist, including consideration for unit start-up, ramp rates, and minimum run/down times. However, due to the analysis
granularity, an iterative approach would be required to arrive at the multiple expansion plans that Strategist returns on a
ranked NPV basis in one Proview run. PROMOD is suited for use in long range planning that involves single or defined
economic decisions and where resources include significant hourly considerations. PROMOD can also be used for other
applications such as LMP forecasting, economic transmission analysis, renewable energy curtailment, and other complex
studies involving both generation and transmission considerations.
Both programs have useful aspects and can be considered in a variety of resource planning applications. The desired
application should be taken into account when choosing which program might be more beneficial for the analysis. Typically,
PROMOD produces results more closely aligned with budgetary assumptions; however, both programs still only provide
results as good as the input that is entered for the analysis. Level of effort for the application use is generally the same for
Strategist and PROMOD Zonal; PROMOD Nodal generally requires an even greater level of effort.

Burns & McDonnell’s Methodology
Burns & McDonnell would develop unique power supply portfolios for each of the scenarios decided between IPL and Burns
& McDonnell. The capacity expansion model would evaluate meeting future load requirements with existing resources (and
potential retirements), new resources, power purchase agreements, and incorporate DSM/EE programs. This would provide a
robust number of paths for evaluation.
The second step was to evaluate each of those paths within an hourly dispatch model accounting for individual market
revenues and production costs under both base case assumptions and sensitivities. This step would evaluate the paths through
stochastic analysis under variations of assumptions.
The analysis will have the ability to conduct capacity expansion optimization with hourly dispatch commitment capabilities.
Further evaluation of risks will be performed within each portfolio through sensitivity and stochastic evaluations. The
analysis will account for existing and future assets, power purchase agreements, and demand side and energy efficiency
resources. The cost to serve load will be evaluated in parallel with the production cost and revenues produced by generating
resources within the SPP market. The model will evaluate market energy (LMP values), resource adequacy, and ancillary
services related to portfolio optimization for capacity expansion and economic dispatch.
Prior to full dispatch modeling, and to further narrow done the number of units under evaluation, Burns & McDonnell will
develop a levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) for each resource option under consideration. The purpose of the LCOE
evaluation is to eliminate options that appear to be significantly higher cost than other resource options. The lower cost
options will then be carried forwarded to be evaluated within the economic dispatch modeling. The LCOE will consider the
overall cost of generation at various capacity factors and include capital costs, fixed and variable O&M costs, and fuel costs.
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As defined within the RFP (Deliverable 2 and Deliverable 4) extensive economic modeling will be required to develop the
generation resource mix for IPL moving forward. Burns & McDonnell will work with IPL to complete the scope of work as
outlined within the RFP utilizing the tools as outlined above. Burns & McDonnell typically includes four to six
“futures/scenarios” contemplating variations in fuel prices, market prices, renewable penetration, and environmental
regulations. Burns & McDonnell will work with IPL to define the most appropriate scenarios for consideration.
Our studies, methodologies, and experience has led to successfully accepted IRPs.

POWER SUPPLY PLANNING STUDIES
Similar to the extent of the Scope of Work that IPL is requesting, many of the power supply planning studies and integrated
resource planning studies encompass much of the same scope of work related to issues such as environmental compliance,
condition assessments, economic evaluations, and generate vs. procure energy from third-parties. The following provides
several project descriptions of similar power supply planning studies that Burns & McDonnell has completed for other
clients. A full list of our experience regarding power supply planning studies is provided within the matrix at the end of this
section and illustrates the breadth and depth of each of our assessments. Our resource planning experience matrix also
highlights our retirement studies, environmental assessments, condition assessments, load forecasts, among other services.
More detailed project descriptions for several assessments which Burns & McDonnell has completed for other clients are
provided after the martrix.
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Rochester Public Utilities │ Municipal Utility in MISO, Minnesota

Ongoing Power Supply Planning, Integrated Resource Plan, Strategic Assessment of Power Supply
Alternatives, and Smart Grid Strategy and Business Case
Burns & McDonnell has been providing power supply planning services to Rochester Public Utilities (RPU) of Rochester,
MN since 1999. During that time, a number of studies have been performed involving purchased power, existing and new
generation evaluations, renewable energy options, demand side management and distributed generation. Requests for power
supply proposals have been developed and managed for RPU. We managed numerous public workshops and board
presentations to describe issues to the public and RPU management. Major results of the efforts were to add a 50MW
combustion turbine to the system (early 2000s) and most recently to add 50MW of reciprocating engines, increase activities
in the demand side area and to add emission controls to the RPU Silver Lake Plant. More recently, Burns & McDonnell has
assisted RPU with evaluations of combined heat and power (CHP) options to replace the Silver Lake Plant which currently
provides steam to the Mayo Clinic. Burns & McDonnell evaluated numerous technologies including peaking resources
(reciprocating engines, aeroderivative combustion turbines, frame combustion turbines, combined cycle units, and
renewables).
Burns & McDonnell also assisted RPU in developing a Smart Grid strategy and business plan designed to enhance service to
customers as well as improve efficiency and reliability of their system. The enhancements are principal elements of the Smart
Grid concept promoted by the federal government in the 2007 Energy Act implemented in a prudent and responsible strategy
suitable for a municipal utility. Burns & McDonnell worked closely with RPU to review and identify expected community,
system and customer benefits that may be obtained from the use of increased digital data gathering and control systems on
the RPU system.
Burns & McDonnell recommended that RPU work to gradually implement the Smart Grid components that provided benefits
rather than consider an all at once approach. The advanced technologies and organizational changes needed to support RPU’s
Smart Grid vision developed include additions or upgrades in the following major areas of the RPU networks: (a) customer
meters, (b) enterprise data management, (c) distribution system control, (d) communication system, and (e) customer
education & awareness. The planning process better prepares RPU for future customer, technological and regulatory demands
as well as improves the performance of the RPU system through a responsible strategy.

Lafayette Utilities System │ Municipal Utility in MISO, Louisiana
Integrated Resource Planning Study

Lafayette Utilities System, a municipal utility serving customers in central Louisiana, retained Burns & McDonnell to
conduct an integrated resource planning study. The objective of this study was to determine a future power supply, including
coal-fired and natural gas-fired plant retirements, demand side management options, and new generation alternatives that
would meet energy requirements and comply with environmental regulations in a cost-effective manner.
Upon completion of the Study, Burns & McDonnell prepared a formal report with recommendations and provided a
presentation to the mayor and city council representatives. Burns & McDonnell used Strategist, a resource planning software
tool, to analyze and develop Study conclusions and recommendations. Burns & McDonnell evaluated numerous technologies
including combustion turbines, reciprocating engines, combined cycle units, power purchase agreement considerations,
renewables including solar and wind, and energy storage with batteries. The resource plan indicated installing low cost,
reciprocating engines at an existing site which leverage existing infrastructure and provided local supply within LUS’ system.
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Cooperative Energy, Inc. (formerly South Mississippi Electric Power Assoc.)
Power Supply Planning and Environmental Compliance
Burns & McDonnell has assisted Cooperative Energy, Inc. (formerly South Mississippi Electric Power Association) on a
range of power supply planning functions including an environmental assessment, technology assessments, power supply
options study, and power supply request for proposals. Burns & McDonnell evaluated how environmental regulations would
impact Cooperative Energy’s fleet, which includes coal-fired, natural gas-fired, nuclear, and renewable resources. The
technology assessment review new resources as well as the conversion or repowering of existing resources. Simple cycle and
combined cycle resources were evaluated. The results of the environmental and technology assessments were included within
the power supply resource plan to determine the low-cost power supply paths for Cooperative Energy meeting its energy and
demand requirements within the MISO system. Cooperative Energy is now further evaluating reciprocating engines on its
system as well as combined cycle resources.

Kansas Electric Power Cooperative, Inc. │ Cooperative Utility in SPP, Kansas
Power Supply Planning and Environmental Compliance

Burns & McDonnell has assisted Kansas Electric Power Cooperative, Inc. (KEPCO) with a range of power supply planning
functions including environmental assessments, technology assessments, and power supply options study. Burns &
McDonnell evaluated how environmental regulations may impact coal-fired resources from KEPCO’s power purchase
agreements. Additionally, Burns & McDonnell evaluated how compliance with the Clean Power Plan may impact the cost of
power under the power purchase agreement. The technology assessment reviewed new resources to replace expiring power
supply agreements. Peaking and combined cycle resources were evaluated. The results of the environmental and technology
assessments were included within the power supply resource plan to determine the low-cost power supply paths for KEPCO
meeting its energy and demand requirements within the SPP system.

Willmar Municipal Utilities │ Municipal Utility in MISO, Minnesota

Local Generation Analysis, Power Supply Planning, and Environmental Compliance
Willmar Municipal Utilities (WMU) retained Burns & McDonnell to evaluate local generation resources in support of its
electric power supply plan as well as its district heating system. WMU was facing increased environmental regulations and
increased costs associated with operating its aging coal-fired resource, which provide both electric and district heating load.
Burns & McDonnell evaluated replacement options for local resources, such as reciprocating engines, to provide electric and
district heating load. Condition assessments at the power plants were made to provide budget estimates of ongoing fixed
maintenance costs. Using results of the study as well as other important community considerations, WMU made the difficult
decision to start moving toward ending their district heating system.

Midwest Energy │ Cooperative Utility in SPP, Kansas
Ongoing Power Supply Planning and Acquisition Services

Midwest Energy, Inc. retained Burns & McDonnell to perform a range of power supply planning functions. These included
review of reciprocating engine generators that were subject to the RICE rules. Condition assessments at the power plants
were made to provide budget estimates of ongoing fixed maintenance costs and RICE compliance costs. Reviews of
retirement versus continuing operation identified certain units that should be retired. The results of this effort are being
incorporated in to an overall power supply analysis using an updated load forecast.

Experience & Qualifications

EXPERIENCE & QUALIFICATIONS
(continued)
Midwest retained Burns & McDonnell to develop a Request for Proposal (RFP) for generation capacity and energy in 2005.
As a result of this RFP, Midwest received fourteen (14) offers from nine (9) different companies, grouped into 1) base load
proposals and 2) peaking proposals.
Utilizing the best peaking and base load proposals, Burns & McDonnell performed analysis of Midwest’s generation
portfolio to determine the optimum mix. Burns & McDonnell presented the Midwest Board of Directors a recommendation to
construct a 75 MW peaking plant on land already owned by Midwest. This plant was built and is named the Goodman
Energy Center in Hays, KS. Later Burns & McDonnell evaluated the expansion of the Goodman Energy Center for
approximately 25 MW of additional capacity.

Minnesota Power │ Investor Owned Utility in MISO, Minnesota
Integrated Resource Planning and Regulatory Filing Assistance

Minnesota Power, an investor-owned utility serving customers in northeastern Minnesota, has retained Burns & McDonnell
on an ongoing basis to provide staff augmentation related to resource and strategic planning support in a number of analytical
tasks going back to 2010. These tasks have been varied in nature depending on the planning initiatives needing support.
Burns & McDonnell has supported several planning-related regulatory filings including a Baseload Diversification Study,
2013 Resource Plan, Certificate of Need related to Great Northern Transmission Line, 2015 Resource Plan, and other
miscellaneous tasks. Minnesota Power’s current power portfolio vision, communicated as EnergyForward, was developed in
collaboration with and support from Burns & McDonnell.
Burns & McDonnell has used a variety of analysis tools including Strategist and PROMOD IV, common industry planning
software tools, to analyze and develop specific Study conclusions and support Minnesota Power. Burns & McDonnell also
trained Minnesota Power staff on advanced use of the Strategist software.

Vectren Corporation │ Investor Owned Utility in MISO, Indiana

Integrated Resource Planning Assistance, Regulatory Filing, and Testimony Support
Vectren is an investor owned utility located in southern Indiana and is a participant in the MISO market. Vectren has retained
Burns & McDonnell to provide resource and strategic planning support in a number of analytical tasks including:
►

►
►

►
►

Development of a low-cost compliance plan to meet the Mercury and Air Toxics Standard and testimony support
related to that plan
Development of their 2014 Integrated Resource Plan
Support of strategic corporate planning initiatives considering investment among various business units and impact
to shareholders and customers
Development of their 2016 Integrated Resource Plan
Other miscellaneous tasks.

The objective of many of the analyses was to develop medium and long-range resource portfolio decisions under a variety of
potential future scenarios considering future regulation, customer load requirements, and other strategic factors.
Upon completion of the Study, Burns & McDonnell prepared a formal report with recommendations to be filed with the state
utility commission. Burns & McDonnell used a combination of many different planning tools including Strategist and

Experience & Qualifications

EXPERIENCE & QUALIFICATIONS
(continued)
PROMOD IV, which are common industry planning software tools, to analyze and develop Study conclusions and
recommendations.

Westar Energy │ Investor Owned Utility in SPP, Kansas
Generating Unit Retirement and Fueling Review

Westar Energy, the largest electric utility in Kansas, retained Burns & McDonnell to help determine future resource value for
14 aging units within its generation portfolio. The units included both coal and gas-fired steam electric units as well as gasfired combustion turbine units. Additionally, the study considered the economic benefits of fuel switching to new coal
suppliers, natural gas or biomass. The developed costs were used to complete production cost modeling that identified the
most economic scenario for future operations of the candidate units.
Upon completion of the Study, Burns & McDonnell prepared a formal report with recommendations and presented the
conclusions and recommendations to the management team. Burns & McDonnell used both Strategist and PROMOD IV,
resource planning software tools, to analyze and develop Study conclusions and recommendations.

Sunflower Electric Power Corporation │ Cooperative in SPP, Kansas
Generation Resource Planning Study

Sunflower Electric Power Corporatio, a generation and transmission (G&T) cooperative, retained Burns & McDonnell to
develop a report and recommendations for future power supply strategies derived from a Generation Resource Planning
Study (Study). The objective of this Study was to identify a future power supply plan that would provide reliable capacity
and energy to its member cooperatives at the lowest cost possible and with the following priorities:
Having multiple self-owned generating resources and purchase power agreements (PPAs)
Maintaining unloaded available generating capacity (operating reserves)
Coordinating operation with other utilities
Meeting Regional and national reliability standards and criteria
Upon completion of the Study, Burns & McDonnell prepared a formal report with recommendations. Burns & McDonnell
used Strategist, a resource planning software tool, to analyze and develop Study conclusions and recommendations.

Pedernales Electric Cooperative │ Distribution Cooperative in ERCOT, Texas
Integrated Resource Planning Study

Pedernales Electric Cooperative (PEC), the largest distribution cooperative in the US, retained Burns & McDonnell to
independently develop an IRP and identify the portfolio(s) of energy resources that meet current and future needs for energy
at the lowest reasonable cost to members over a 20-year study horizon.
Burns & McDonnell developed an analytical approach to support PEC’s planning goals covering both supply and demand
side power supply alternatives. The assumptions and scenarios were evaluated comparing net present value revenue
requirements through the use of Strategist, an industry standard production cost model software.

Experience & Qualifications

EXPERIENCE & QUALIFICATIONS
(continued)
The study deliverables included multiple presentations, report, and study files. Presentations were delivered during public
Board sessions and included a member input forum and final presentation and recommendations to the Board. The report and
study files were provided to PEC at the conclusion of the study. PEC’s partial requirements wholesale energy provider
committed to immediate and future rate reductions as a result of the IRP findings and recommendations.

Confidential Client │ Municipal Utility in MISO, Midwest
Environmental Compliance Study

A municipal utility located in the Midwest within the MISO system retained Burns & McDonnell to develop a report and
future power supply plan. The objective of this study was to assess the impacts of environmental regulations on its coal-fired
power plants and the cost to retrofit the plant, and then determine future power supply options, including retirements of coalfired plants and new generation alternatives, to best meet load and comply with the regulations.
Upon completion of the Study, Burns & McDonnell prepared a formal report with recommendations. Burns & McDonnell
used Strategist, a resource planning software tool, to analyze and develop Study conclusions and recommendations.

Confidential Client │ Municipal Utility in SPP, Midwest
Environmental Compliance & Power Supply Planning Study

A municipal utility located in the Midwest within the SPP system retained Burns & McDonnell to conduct an environmental
compliance study and subsequent power supply plan. The objective of this study was to assess the impacts of environmental
regulations on its coal-fired power plants, the cost required to bring the plants into compliance, and then determine future
power supply options, including retirements of coal-fired plants and new generation options, to best meet load and
compliance with the regulations.
Upon completion of the Study, Burns & McDonnell prepared a formal report and presentation with recommendations. Burns
& McDonnell used Strategist and PROMOD, both resource planning and dispatch software tools, to analyze and develop
Study conclusions and recommendations.

Otter Tail Power Company │ Investor Owned Utility in MISO, Minnesota &
Dakotas
Unit Repower Assessment
Otter Tail Power Company, an investor-owned utility serving customers in Minnesota and the Dakotas, retained Burns &
McDonnell to perform an economic evaluation of capital investment. The Unit Repower Assessment developed estimated
costs for equipment retrofits, natural gas fuel switch, unit retirement, and repower of the existing site(s) with new combined
or simple cycle facilities. A production cost model was used to determine the economic benefits of each project compared
against the estimated costs over a 20-year study period.
Upon completion of the Study, Burns & McDonnell prepared a formal report with recommendations. Burns & McDonnell
used PROMOD IV, a resource planning software tool, to analyze and develop Study conclusions and recommendations.
Due to this work, Otter Tail Power has retained Burns & McDonnell to serve as its resource consultant on a variety of issues
associated with environmental issues and directives of the Minnesota Public Service Commission.

Experience & Qualifications
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(continued)

City of Columbia Water & Light Department │ Municipal Utility in MISO, Missouri
Integrated Resource Planning Study

Burns & McDonnell completed an integrated resource planning study for Columbia Water & Light (CWL). The study
included a variety of gas, coal and renewable options for the supply side and numerous demand side alternatives. The
objective of this study was to prepare a long-term strategy for CWL to follow in developing its future options for power
supply.
Burns & McDonnell developed cost analysis for the utility and compared the impacts of the traditional resource approach to
one using aggressive demand side management. A public Task Force was formed to assist in the analysis and provide
information on the citizen concepts of utility direction. Traditional resource options of combustion turbines, engine sets and
participation in new coal units were considered. Renewable options of wind and solar were also evaluated. Solar PV was
evaluated using the NREL calculator for Columbia’s specific location and historical weather. The analysis of solar and wind
options was performed using PROMOD IV software.
Transmission import limitations were reviewed and the probable outage hours that would put CWL at risk at the various
import levels were reviewed. The value of internal generation and DSM options were reviewed to the increased investment in
transmission capacity.
Programs were evaluated to determine areas of most benefit to the utility. Lighting, HVAC systems and appliances were
reviewed. Estimates of coincidence were prepared for various appliances and used to determine the expected impact of a
program to influence the residential appliance efficiency. Commercial programs were also considered with regard to CWL’s
estimated commercial space. eQuest was used to model sample residential and commercial buildings with various
improvements to estimate the hourly load impact. The DSM and supply side options were then included in Strategist to
develop an integrated resource plan. The model selected the optimum portfolio of DSM and supply options.
Numerous public presentations were made during the development of this study to provide results to the public and city
council.

On the following pages is an experience matrix showing our recent Power Supply Resource Planning studies,
as well as detailed project descriptions.
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Project Location Study Date

Confidential Client - Investor Owned Utility in MISO
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•

INTEGRATED RESOURCE PLANNING
Lafayette Utilities System - Lafayette, Louisiana
PROJECT SUMMARY
Burns & McDonnell has provided extensive services utility
consulting services to Lafayette Utilities System (LUS) over the past
several years. Burns & McDonnell has provided assistance to LUS in
determining its power supply paths to meet its load requirements
over the next 20 years.

PROJECT FEATURES
►
►
►
►
►
►

Load Forecasting
Regulatory Review & Environmental Compliance
Technology Assessments & Site Review
Power Supply Planning
Power Supply RFI/RFP Management
Integrated Resource Planning

CLIENT
►
►

PROJECT BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION
LUS originally retained Burns & McDonnell to assist in performing
its integrated resource planning efforts in 2011. Since that time,
Burns & McDonnell has been assisting LUS with power supply
planning as well as other engineering services associated with
planning, permitting, and project development of power generation
projects.
In 2011, the IRP focused on LUS’ power supply paths associated
with numerous environmental regulations proposed at that time.
Burns & McDonnell developed cost estimates to bring LUS’ existing
units into compliance with the regulations as well as evaluating new
resource alternatives. Retirement of existing assets were considered.

KEY DATES
►

2011-ongoing

SERVICES
►
►
►
►
►

Since the findings of the initial study, Burns & McDonnell has
continued to support LUS with load forecasts, power supply request
for proposals, decommissioning studies, and dispatch cost
assessments.

Lafayette Utilities System
Contact:
Jeff Stewart
Manager of Engineering, Power &
Communications
1314 Walker Road
Lafayette, LA 70506
(337) 291-8981
jstewart@lus.org

►
►
►
►

Load Forecasting
Regulatory Review & Environmental
Assessment
Generation Resource Planning
Decommissioning and Demolition
Studies
Technology Assessment including
Fossil, Renewables & Storage
Power Supply Request for Proposals
Dispatch Cost Assessments
Site Assessments
DSM/EE Evaluations

Most recently, Burns & McDonnell assisted LUS with an update to
the IRP focusing on LUS’ ability to comply with the Clean Power Plan. The IRP considered numerous demand side and
supply side technologies including peaking resource, combined cycle resources, renewables such as solar and wind, and
energy storage. The IRP also considered power purchases from third-parties or the market. The IRP was conducted using
Promod hourly dispatch software over a 20-year period. The results of the IRP indicated benefits to locally installed,
reciprocating engines on LUS’ system. Burns & McDonnell presented the findings to the Mayor and members of the city
council.

LONG-RANGE INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING
Rochester Public Utilities - Rochester, Minnesota
PROJECT SUMMARY
Burns & McDonnell has assisted Rochester Public Utilities (RPU)
with various engineering and planning services for over nearly two
decades. Burns & McDonnell has been providing continued
assistance to RPU to help facilitate RPU’s infrastructure plan
regarding its electricity supply.

PROJECT FEATURES
►
►
►
►
►
►

Regulatory review and environmental compliance
Technology assessments and site reviews
Power supply planning
Integrated resource planning
Decommissioning and demolition assessments
Grid modernization

CLIENT
►
►

PROJECT BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION
Burns & McDonnell has assisted RPU with numerous planning and
engineering assessments from regulatory and environmental
assessments to grid modernization efforts to combined heat and
power assessments. Burns & McDonnell has helped RPU shape its
infrastructure plan and power supply portfolio by providing
technology assessment comparisons, environmental assessments, and
cost/benefit evaluations associated with self-generation compared to
power purchases. Ultimately, RPU has elected to supply power from
a blended portfolio of self-generation (that was evaluated within the
IRP efforts) and power purchases.

KEY DATES
►

►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Burns & McDonnell also assisted RPU in evaluating the business
case for the “smart meters” and other grid modernization features.

1999-ongoing

SERVICES
►

Burns & McDonnell assisted RPU with the development of an
electric rate forecast model that incorporated key results from the
wholesale planning efforts into an assessment that evaluated the
overall electricity rate impacts to RPU’s customers.

Rochester Public Utilities
Contact:
Wally Schlink
Director of Power Resources
400 East River Road NE
Rochester, MN 55906
(507) 280-1650
wschlink@rpu.org

►

Regulatory Review & Environmental
Assessment
Generation Resource Planning
Electric Rate Studies
Technology Assessment
Site Assessments
Cogeneration Studies
Decommissioning and Demolition
Studies
Grid Modernization Support
Combined heat and power
assessments

SOFTWARE

Most recently, Burns & McDonnell assisted RPU with an assessment
►
Strategist & Promod
of combined heat and power alternatives. Rochester is home to the
Mayo Clinic; one of the premier medical facilities in the country. Mayo Clinic’s campus has both a large thermal and electric
load need. Burns & McDonnell has assisted both RPU and Mayo, working in collaboration, to assess CHP options that will
allow RPU to meet its overall electricity supply needs while providing Mayo Clinic with a low cost, reliable supply of steam.

POWER SUPPLY PLANNING SUPPORT
Westar Energy - Topeka, Kansas
PROJECT SUMMARY
Westar Energy, the largest electric utility in Kansas, retained Burns
& McDonnell to help determine future resource value for 14 aging
units within its generation portfolio. The units included both coal and
gas-fired steam electric units as well as gas-fired combustion turbine
units.

PROJECT FEATURES
►
►
►
►

Regulatory Review and Environmental Compliance
Fuel Conversion Technology Assessments
Power Supply Planning
Condition Assessments (Coal, Gas, and Combustion Turbines)

PROJECT BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION
In preparation for increasing environmental regulations and
renewable energy standards, Burns & McDonnell evaluated
compliance options and potential fuel switch opportunities to
determine the economic benefits within Westar’s power supply
portfolio. The study considered the economic benefits of fuel
switching to new coal suppliers or converting units to natural gas or
biomass. Asset retirements were considered which required thorough
assessments of the condition of the candidate units.
Burns & McDonnell developed costs associated for complying with
environmental regulations and ongoing O&M costs to maintain the
units. The costs were used to complete production cost modeling that
identified the most economic scenario for future operations of the
candidate units. Numerous units were evaluated within the study
including coal-fired units, natural gas-fired steam units, and aging
combustion turbines.

CLIENT
►
►

Westar Energy
Contact:
Joe Fritton
800 South Kansas Avenue
Topeka, KS 66612
(785) 224-1189
joe.fritton@westarenergy.com

KEY DATES
►

2011

SERVICES
►
►
►
►

Regulatory Review and Environmental
Compliance
Fuel Conversion Technology
Assessments
Power Supply Planning
Condition Assessment

SOFTWARE

The condition assessments reviewed the overall condition of the
►
Promod & Strategist
units, availability of spare parts, and potential ongoing O&M costs
and capital expenditures that would be required to maintain safe, reliable operation of the units.
Upon completion of the Study, Burns & McDonnell prepared a formal report with recommendations and presented the
conclusions and recommendations to Westar’s management team. Burns & McDonnell used both Strategist and Promod to
analyze and develop Study conclusions and recommendations. Westar utilized the study to prioritize investment in aging
resources and prepare to comply with environmental regulations and retirements.

POWER SUPPLY PLANNING AND
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE
Cooperative Energy, Inc. - Hattiesburg, Mississippi
PROJECT SUMMARY
Burns & McDonnell has assisted Cooperative Energy, Inc. (formerly
South Mississippi Electric Power Association) on a range of power
supply planning functions including environmental assessments,
technology assessments, power supply options studies, and power
supply request for proposals.

PROJECT FEATURES
►
►
►
►
►
►

Regulatory Review/Environmental Compliance (Including CPP)
Technology Assessments & Site Selection
Power Supply Planning
Power Supply Request for Information
Retirement Optimization
Independent Review

PROJECT BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION
Cooperative Energy has a peak demand of just approximately 2,500
MW that is primarily located in Mississippi. Burns & McDonnell
valuated how environmental regulations would impact Cooperative
Energy’s generation fleet, which includes coal-fired, natural gas-fired,
nuclear, and renewable resources.
Burns & McDonnell has completed a technology assessment for
Cooperative Energy that included new brownfield and greenfield
resources as well as the conversion or repowering of existing
facilities. Simple cycle and combined cycle resources were evaluated.
The technology assessment estimated the installed capital costs
associated with each power generating resource as well as
performance.

CLIENT
►
►

Cooperative Energy
Contact:
Gary Hutson
7037 U.S. Highway 49
Hattiesburg, MS 39402
(601) 268-2083
ghutson@cooperativeenergy.com

KEY DATES
►

2005 through present

SERVICES
►
►
►
►
►
►

Regulatory Review & Environmental
Assessment
Generation Resource Planning
Request for Information Management
Dispatch Cost Assessments
Site Selection
Technology Assessments
Independent Review

Burns & McDonnell has assisted Cooperative Energy with site
►
selection. The site selection study was focused on finding suitable
SOFTWARE
locations for the development of a combined cycle facility. The study
►
Strategist and Promod
evaluated sites for its proximity to natural gas supply, water supply,
and access to high voltage transmission. The sites were assessed for
environmental issues such as impacts to air emissions, wetlands, and threatened and engendered species.

The results of the environmental and technology assessments were included within the power supply resource plan to
determine the low-cost power supply paths for Cooperative Energy to meet its energy and demand requirements. Burns &
McDonnell included several asset retirement options in the evaluation. Hourly dispatch models were utilized to simulate the
dispatch over a 20-year period. Numerous futures and sensitivities were included evaluating changes in assumptions such as a
load growth, fuel prices, wholesale market prices, and environmental regulations.

INTEGRATED RESOURCE PLANNING
Midwest Energy, Inc. – Hays, Kansas
PROJECT SUMMARY
Midwest Energy, Inc. (MWE) retained Burns & McDonnell to
perform a range of power supply planning functions. Burns &
McDonnell has provided extensive services utility consulting
services to MWE over the past several years. Burns & McDonnell
has provided assistance to MWE in determining its power supply
paths to meet its load requirements over the next 20 years.

PROJECT FEATURES
►
►
►
►
►

Technology Assessment
Site Review
Power Supply Planning
Integrated Resource Planning
Power Supply RFP Management

CLIENT
►
►

PROJECT BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION
Burns & McDonnell has conducted numerous studies including for
MWE regarding power supply planning. Burns & McDonnell
conducted a review of reciprocating engine generators that were
subject to the RICE rules. Condition assessments at the power plants
were made to provide budget estimates of ongoing fixed
maintenance costs and RICE compliance costs. Reviews of
retirement versus continuing operation identified certain units that
should be retired. The results of this effort were incorporated in to an
overall power supply analysis using an updated load forecast.
Midwest retained Burns & McDonnell to develop a Request for
Proposal (RFP) for generation capacity and energy. As a result of
this RFP, Midwest received fourteen (14) offers from nine (9)
different companies, grouped into 1) base load proposals and 2)
peaking proposals.

Midwest Energy, Inc.
Contact:
Bill Dowling
VP, Energy Management & Supply
1330 Canterbury Drive
Hays, KS 67601
(785) 625-1432
bdowling@mwenergy.com

KEY DATES
►

2011-ongoing

SERVICES
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Load Forecasting
Regulatory Review & Environmental
Assessment
Generation Resource Planning
Decommissioning and Demolition
Studies
Technology Assessment including
Fossil, Renewables & Storage
Power Supply Request for Proposals
Dispatch Cost Assessments
Site Assessments
DSM/EE Evaluations

►
Utilizing the best peaking and base load proposals, Burns &
►
McDonnell performed analysis of Midwest’s generation portfolio to
determine the optimum mix. Burns & McDonnell presented the
Midwest Board of Directors a recommendation to construct a 75 MW peaking plant on land already owned by Midwest. This
plant was built and is named the Goodman Energy Center in Hays, KS. Later Burns & McDonnell evaluated the expansion of
the Goodman Energy Center for approximately 25 MW of additional capacity to meet growing load.

Burns & McDonnell conducted these assessments in an hourly dispatch model (Promod). Most recently, Burns & McDonnell
incorporated participation within the SPP Integrated Marketplace.

POWER SUPPLY PLANNING SUPPORT
Kansas Electric Power Cooperative, Inc. - Topeka, Kansas
PROJECT SUMMARY
Burns & McDonnell assisted Kansas Electric Power Cooperative,
Inc. (KEPCO) with a range of power supply planning functions
including environmental assessments, technology assessments, and
power supply options study.

PROJECT FEATURES
►
►
►
►

Regulatory Review and Environmental Compliance
New Generation Technology Assessments
Power Supply Planning
DSM/EE Evaluations

PROJECT BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION

CLIENT
►
►

Burns & McDonnell evaluated a number of issues for KEPCO to
assist in KEPCO’s long-term power supply vision. Burns &
McDonnell evaluated how environmental regulations may impact the
coal-fired power plants that provide significant power within
KEPCO’s power purchase agreement.
Additionally, Burns & McDonnell evaluated how compliance with
the Clean Power Plan may impact the cost of power under the power
purchase agreement, whether through impacts to the coal units,
additional gas units, and renewables.

KEY DATES
►

2016

SERVICES
►

Burns & McDonnell provided a technology assessment reviewing
new resources to replace expiring power supply agreements. Peaking
and combined cycle resources were evaluated.

Kansas Electric Power Cooperative
Contact:
Les Evans
Senior Vice President & COO
600 SW Corporate View
Topeka, Kansas, 66615
(785) 271-4839
levans@kepco.org

►
►
►

Regulatory Review and Environmental
Compliance
Power Supply Planning
Technology Assessments
DSM/EE

SOFTWARE
The results of the environmental and technology assessments were
►
Promod & Strategist
included within the power supply resource plan to determine the low
cost power supply paths for KEPCO meeting its energy and demand
requirements within the SPP system. Demand side management and energy efficiency programs were evaluated in addition to
the programs that KEPCO’s members already have in place.

COMPREHENSIVE UTILITY SERVICES
Pedernales Electric Cooperative - Johnson City, Texas
Burns & McDonnell provided a comprehensive set of utility consulting services for Pedernales
Electric Cooperative (PEC) located in Johnson City, TX. PEC is the largest electric distribution
cooperative in the country in terms of meters served. In 2014 PEC engaged Burns & McDonnell to
provide a number of services including developing a detailed load forecast, an integrated resource
plan, a depreciation rate study, a cost of service analysis and a retail
rate design analysis. The efforts include detailed development and
CLIENT
analysis of TOU rates, distributed generation rates, renewable
►
Pedernales Electric Cooperative
tariffs, and energy conservation rates. Burns & McDonnell also
►
Contact:
provided public involvement services to PEC and worked with
Ingmar Sterzing, VP, Power Supply
5015 Avenue F
community stakeholders and other customer groups to obtain input
Johnson City, Texas 73636
for the rate design prior to establishing and finalizing rates.
830.868.7155

Burns & McDonnell also provided public involvement services
including focus group meetings and development of relevant
information for dissemination to customers.

KEY DATES
►

2014 through present

SERVICES

Specific issues addressed within the study completed for Pedernales
►
Load Forecast
►
Integrated Resource Plan
were the development of TOU rates, inclining block rates, rate
►
Depreciation Rate Study
restructuring, and rate class consolidation. Significant investigation
►
Cost of Service Analysis
and analysis was also conducted on Pedernales options for net
►
Retail Rate Design Analysis
metering and how the utility should credit customers for net excess
generation (NEG). A comprehensive analysis was also conducted on the utility’s costs and benefits associated with providing
rebates and demand response credits for customers installing on site generation such as solar PV and dispatchable generation.
The Integrated Resource Plan prepared for PEC analyzed a variety of different plans in order to provide the utility with a long
term plan for their power supply portfolio. The Study included a range of future scenario conditions aimed at meeting a
variety of utility goals or potential risk factors. Scenario considerations included varying ranges of participation in a
wholesale power agreement purchase, renewable, and energy efficiency goals. Once complete, the Study provided a long
term road map for power supply decisions and highlighted the assumptions that drive increased customer cost.
The comprehensive electric cost of service and rate design study included the development of the overall system revenue
requirement, analysis of costs of service, and development of a rate plan for implementation by PEC. The Study results
enable PEC to establish an independent cost of service model to determine the cost of providing electric service for the utility
and establish a baseline for electric rates. The Study identified the cost to serve each class of customers and the appropriate
rates for each rate class. Included with the rates developed are standard rate design and innovative rates designed to
encourage customer engagement in a number of utility initiatives
The comprehensive depreciation rate study was prepared for the transmission, distribution, and general plant system assets of
PEC. In completing this effort, Burns & McDonnell provided services in data collection, reconciling account balances with
the client, site inspections, engineering assessment, and completing useful life analyses relating to the development of revised
depreciation rates for the utility. Additionally, Burns & McDonnell provided a project report summarizing the study efforts
and findings.

INTEGRATED RESOURCE PLAN
Vectren Utility Holdings Inc. – Evansville, Indiana
PROJECT SUMMARY
Burns & McDonnell was retained by Vectren Utility Holdings Inc.
(Vectren) to perform an Integrated Resource Plan identifying the
potential economic impacts of decisions on various supply-side
and demand-side resources. The Integrated Resource Plan
considered a wide variety shutdown decisions, retrofit options, and
new resource alternatives. The integrated resource planning
process was used to provide strategic direction for the utility over
the 20-year study period. The objective of the analysis was to
determine a preferred generation portfolio throughout the 20-year
study period that performs well against a variety of metrics and
market conditions.

PROJECT FEATURES
►
►
►
►

20-year Outlook
Renewables evaluations
Natural gas-fired generation
Coal-fired retirement decisions

PROJECT BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION
Strategist optimization software was used to develop low cost
portfolios with varying resource mixes to meet customer demand
for electricity supply. Unique portfolios were developed under
differing sets of assumptions known as world views. World views
varied assumptions such as: fuel prices, wholesale market prices,
load, regulations, and capital costs for new technologies. Unique
risk analysis portfolios were developed for a wide range of
assumption sensitivities referred to as world views.

CLIENT
►

Vectren Utility Holdings Inc.

KEY DATES
►

Project Complete: 2016

SERVICES
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Economic Analysis
Power Supply Request for Proposals
Technology Assessments
Unit Retirement Optimization
DSM/EE Evaluations
Transmission Congestion Studies
LMP Evaluations

SOFTWARE
►

Strategist & Promod

Each portfolio was measured against a set of performance metrics included maintaining reliability, minimizing cost
customers, mitigate risk to customers, providing environmentally acceptable power under a low carbon future, and included a
balanced mix of energy resources.
The results of the analysis process and results were presented at a series of public stakeholder meetings in order to solicit
feedback and input from Vectren’s customers and stakeholders. Stakeholders included but were not limited to Vectren
residential, commercial and industrials customers, regulators, elected officials and customer advocacy groups, and Vectren
shareholders. Vectren filed the IRP with the Indiana Utility Regulatory Council and plans to file for approval of solar and
natural gas fired generation projects based on the IRP analysis.

RESOURCE PLANNING SUPPORT
Minnesota Power - Duluth, Minnesota
PROJECT SUMMARY
Burns & McDonnell has provided extensive resource planning support
and consulting services to Minnesota Power (MP) over the past
several years. Burns & McDonnell has aided MP in state integrated
resource plan filings, justifying the need for new transmission assets,
baseload diversification studies, and developing request for proposal
documents.

PROJECT FEATURES
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Technology Assessments
Integrated Resource Planning
Regulatory Filing Support
Power Supply Request for Proposals
Dispatch Cost Assessments
Economic Analysis
Assumption Development

CLIENT
►

PROJECT BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION

►

MP, an investor-owned utility serving customers in northeastern
Minnesota, retained Burns & McDonnell on an ongoing basis to
provide staff augmentation related to resource and strategic planning
support in many analytical tasks.
Burns & McDonnell has supported several planning-related
regulatory filings including a Baseload Diversification Study, 2013
Resource Plan, Certificate of Need related to Great Northern
Transmission Line, 2015 Resource Plan, and others. MP’s current
power portfolio vision, communicated as EnergyForward, was
developed in collaboration with Burns & McDonnell.

Minnesota Power
Contact:
Julie Pierce
Vice President of Strategy & Planning
30 West Superior Street
Duluth, MN 55802
(218) 355-3829
jpierce@mnpower.com

KEY DATES
►

2010 through present

SERVICES
►
►
►

Integrated Resource Planning
Technology Assessments including
Natural Gas, Renewables, & Storage
Power Supply Request for Proposals
Dispatch Cost Assessments
Economic Analysis
Assumption Development

►
Burns & McDonnell provides strategic and planning support in a
►
variety of analysis applications considering long-term operation and
►
shutdown alternatives for existing assets, as well as new supply and
demand-side alternatives. The analysis performed, in collaboration with MP staff, considers multiple scenarios related to
future regulatory environments and other input assumption uncertainties.

Burns & McDonnell lead a client steering committee for MP dedicated to the development of an RFP for a combined cycle
facility. The RFP was designed to create a fair and open process in which to compare MP’s self-build generation alternative
to other similar market offerings and garner approval from the public utility commission.

EXPERIENCE & QUALIFICATIONS
(continued)

SECURITY CONSTRAINED ECONOMIC DISPATCH & LMP STUDIES
Burns & McDonnell is well qualified to perform consulting services and analysis related to security constrained unit
commitment (SCUC) and economic dispatch (SCED) using PROMOD. Burns & McDonnell has performed studies for
clients across a wide spectrum of the industry including regional transmission organizations (RTO), investor-owned utilities
(IOU), and developers. Below are project descriptions for recent studies performed by Burns & McDonnell.
We have completed numerous security constrained economic dispatch and LMP studies in
support of both generation and transmission projects.

Confidential Client
Competitive Transmission Planning Support in PJM Interconnection (2014/2015 RTEP Long Term
Proposal Window)
Burns & McDonnell was retained by a confidential client to provide planning and engineering support in the development of
competitive transmission project proposals for submission into PJM’s regional transmission planning process. The support
activities performed included:
►
►
►
►
►

Transmission System Reliability Studies
Transmission System Economic Studies
Transmission Engineering and Constructability Review
Cost-Benefit Analysis and Project Screening
Project Proposal Development

Working together with the client’s staff, Burns & McDonnell developed potential transmission solutions which targeted the
PJM identified reliability and/or market efficiency needs. All solutions were studied using powerflow and economic models
to determine how effective they were in addressing the identified need(s). Those solutions that solved transmission system
needs were then reviewed for routing, permitting, and constructability issues to confirm the solution could be built and
determine a cost estimate. Based on the voltage class, a benefit was calculated for each transmission solution for purposes of
developing a benefit-to-cost ratio (BCR). The benefits were calculated over a 15-year net present value basis according to
PJM methodology. All solutions that passed planning and engineering evaluations and a BCR threshold were then
incorporated into a detailed project proposal for submission to PJM for further evaluation.

Confidential Client │ Southwest Power Pool (2015 ITP10 and 2015 ITPNT)
Competitive Transmission Planning Support
Client is utility which owns, operates, and maintains transmission assets in the Southwest Power Pool (SPP) region. Burns &
McDonnell was retained by Client to provide planning and engineering support in the development of competitive
transmission project proposals for submission into SPP’s transmission planning process. The support activities performed
included:
►
►
►
►

Transmission System Reliability Studies
Transmission System Economic Studies
Transmission Engineering and Constructability Review
Project Proposal Development

Experience & Qualifications

EXPERIENCE & QUALIFICATIONS
(continued)
Burns & McDonnell worked together with Client staff to review regional transmission system needs from a reliability and
market efficiency standpoint and develop potential competitive solutions. All solutions were studied using PowerFlow or
economic models to determine how effective they were in addressing the identified need(s). Those solutions that solved
transmission system needs were then reviewed for routing, permitting, and constructability issues to confirm the solution
could be built and determine a cost estimate. All solutions that passed planning and engineering evaluations were then
incorporated into a detailed project proposal for submission to SPP for further evaluation. Burns & McDonnell supported
Client in both the 10-year and five-year SPP planning windows.

Southwest Power Pool
Consulting and Staff Augmentation
Southwest Power Pool (SPP) is a FERC-approved regional transmission organization (RTO) which coordinates the reliable
delivery of electricity to more than 15 million people in nine states. Burns & McDonnell has developed a strong partnership
with SPP and their Engineering Planning Department and has provided staff augmentation and independent consulting across
a wide range of transmission planning functions over the past several years. Burns & McDonnell has provided support to SPP
in the following study areas:
►
►
►

Transmission Service Studies
Model Development and Support
Integrated Transmission Planning

The support provided over multiple iterations of SPP’s integrated transmission planning (ITP) cycle highlights Burns &
McDonnell’s PROMOD Nodal experience. SPP performs an iterative integrated transmission planning (ITP) process which
identifies transmission expansion plans needed on a five, 10, and 20-year basis. SPP’s integrated approach to transmission
planning first considers generation expansion and location, then identifies transmission expansion requirements based on
reliability, policy, and economic needs. Transmission projects are developed for multiple futures and sensitivity scenarios to
evaluate the plan robustness and benefit metrics are developed for the recommended transmission project portfolio. ITP
studies are performed in conjunction with multiple stakeholder working groups. Burns & McDonnell has provided support to
SPP staff across all major analysis activities associated with the ITP process including stakeholder interaction and
presentations.

Southwest Power Pool
High Priority Incremental Load Study
Southwest Power Pool (SPP) is a FERC-approved regional transmission organization (RTO) which coordinates the reliable
delivery of electricity to more than 15 million people in nine states. Burns & McDonnell has developed a strong partnership
with SPP and their Engineering Planning Department and has provided staff augmentation and independent consulting across
a wide range of transmission planning functions over the past several years. An example of an independent consulting study
is the High Priority Incremental Load Study (HPILS). The objective of the study was to assess the need for projects to
address the impact of recent oil and gas developments within the SPP transmission system. Some of the unique features of
the study include the following:
►
►
►

At least 2,400 MW of new load predicted to be added by 2023
Approx. $1.5 billion of new HPILS-related projects identified
$573 M of new projects issued Notice to Construct

Experience & Qualifications

EXPERIENCE & QUALIFICATIONS
(continued)
In April 2013, the SPP Board of Directors directed SPP staff to perform the HPILS in response to concerns about oil and gas
shale play developments, and other future load additions in the region that had not been accounted for in previous planning
efforts or in models being used in planning efforts underway at the time. Burns & McDonnell supported SPP staff through
collection of load forecasts, modeling of load forecast, transaction and transmission configuration changes, simulation of
steady state analysis and economic analysis to identify reliability-based and economic-based needs. The HPILS report was
presented at the Transmission Working Group (TWG), Markets and Operations Policy Committee (MOPC) and Board of
Directors (BOD) meetings. The projects recommended in HPILS were approved by the SPP BOD in April 2014.

Nordex-USA, Inc.
Wind Farm Congestion and LMP Forecasting
Nordex-USA (Nordex), is a firm that designs and manufactures wind turbines as well as develops potential wind farm
projects. Nordex retained Burns & McDonnell to develop medium and long-term LMP projections and congestion for a
potential wind farm and several potential off-takers in the Southwest Power Pool (SPP). The objective of this study was to
simulate security constrained economic dispatch (SCED) under future market conditions and determine potential project
curtailment and LMP values on an hourly basis.
The analysis was based on long range models using PROMOD Nodal that included future transmission projects and
generation as included in regional transmission organization transmission expansion plans. Study assumptions were primarily
based on SPP planning assumptions and models. Upon completion of the Study, Burns & McDonnell prepared a formal
report with conclusions.

Alliant Energy
Generation Fleet LMP Forecasting
Alliant Energy (Alliant) is a Midwestern investor-owned utility that serves customers in parts of Iowa, Wisconsin, and
Minnesota. Alliant retained Burns & McDonnell to develop medium and long-term LMP forecasts at existing and new
generation nodes within MISO.
The analysis used security constrained economic dispatch to provide information assisting in the determination of estimated
economic benefit for various existing and potential generation assets. The long range LMP forecasts included future
transmission projects and generation as outlined in regional transmission organization transmission expansion plans and was
based on MISO transmission models. The analysis was performed using PROMOD Nodal software.

Experience & Qualifications
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(continued)

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS
Burns & McDonnell has completed numerous environmental compliance and regulatory assessments to evaluate the current
and proposed regulations that may impact coal-fired power plants. The assessments typically evaluated the current and
proposed regulations that may impact the plant and then determine the control equipment retrofits that would be required to
comply with the regulations. Burns & McDonnell has developed capital and O&M cost estimates for compliance options
utilizing our experience of design and construction air quality control system (AQCS) retrofits (that experience is outlined in
the next section). These assessments have been completed as stand-alone documents for use by our clients or as part of the
overall resource planning efforts that Burns & McDonnell was conducting. We have evaluated numerous pollutants including
NOX, acid gases (SO2 and HCl), Hg, PM, and water and ash concerns. We have evaluated several compliance technologies
including SCR, SNCR, wet and dry FGD systems, DSI, ACI, baghouses, ash handling conversions, and cooling tower
options.
Below provides a summary of the clients for which we have completed environmental assessments on numerous coal-fired
and natural gas-fired units. Due to the nature of environmental compliance assessments, many of our studies were performed
under attorney-client privilege and therefore must remain confidential. Below provides a summary of our experience
completing environmental compliance and regulatory assessments evaluating both the regulations and developing cost
estimates for compliance.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Great Plains Energy
Constellation Energy
Otter Tail Power Co.
City Utilities Springfield, MO
Western Farmers Electric
Coop
Wisconsin Public Service Co.
South Mississippi Electric
Power Association

•
•
•
•
•

Westar Energy
Jamestown Board of Public Util
Central Iowa Power Cooperative
Empire District Electric Co.
Cleco Power

•
•
•
•
•

Northern Indiana PSC.
San Miguel Electric Cooperative
Kansas City Power & Light
Xcel Energy
Lafayette Utilities System

•
•

Hoosier Energy
Minnkota Power Co.

•
•

Associated Electric Cooperative
Numerous other clients that were
performed under Attorney-Client
privilege
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(continued)

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AND PERMITTING EXPERIENCE
The environmental services team at Burns & McDonnell has served clients for more than 50 years, earning national
recognition for its efforts in addressing the full lifecycle of infrastructure development from permitting new energy
generation facilities and transmission lines to the remediation of contaminated soil and groundwater in our cities across the
US.
Our team can provide the full spectrum of services including: air quality permitting, noise assessment and consultation,
construction monitoring, due diligence, natural and cultural resource studies, EHS management services, public outreach, soil
and groundwater assessment/remediation, and solid waste management and resource recovery. Below provides a summary of
the clients for which we have assisted with permitting.
•
•
•

Kansas City Power & Light
OG&E
Otter Tail Power Co.

•
•
•

Alliant Energy
NPPD
Ameren

•
•
•

Old Dominion Electric Coop
Tenaska
Vectren

•

City Utilities Springfield, MO

•

Basin Electric Cooperative

•

Xcel Energy

•
•

Western Farmers Electric Coop
American Electric Power

•
•

Cleco Power
Hoosier Energy

•
•

FirstEnergy
OPPD

NEW RESOURCE TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENTS
Burns & McDonnell has designed and constructed all forms of new generation resource alternatives including coal-fired,
natural gas-fired, renewable, and energy storage resources. We have performed the new generation resource projects acting in
various roles on the project, most notably: EPC Contractor utilizing a turnkey approach, and Design / Owner’s Engineer
utilizing a multiple contract approach. Using our design, construction, and Owner’s engineer experience we have developed a
detailed database of new construction capital costs to utilize within resource planning and power supply studies. Resources
that we would include within the evaluation may include the following:
•
•

Combined cycle gas turbines
Reciprocating engines (natural gas
and fuel oil)

•

Biomass resources (if applicable)

•

Simple cycle frame CTs

•

Simple cycle aeroderivative CTs

•

Wind resources

•

Solar resources

•

Energy storage such as CAES,
batteries, pumped hydro

Burns & McDonnell has worked with numerous investor owned utilities, generation and transmission cooperatives, and
municipal utilities. Below provides a short list of Burns & McDonnell’s recent clients for which we have assisted new
resource technology assessments, a full list of our experience is provided in the matrix on the following pages.
•

Jamestown BPU

•

Westar Energy

•

Lafayette Utilities System

•
•

Progress Energy
Wisconsin Public Service Co.

•
•

Cooperative Energy
Sunflower Electric Corporation

•

Midwest Energy
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2017

Minnesota Power

Midwest, U.S.

2017

Cleco Power

Southern U.S

2017

Confidential Client

Midwest U.S., MISO

2017

Confidential Client

Midwest, U.S.

2017

Confidential Client

Northeast, U.S.

2017

Kansas Electric Power Cooperative

Midwest U.S.

2016

Confidential Client

Southwest U.S.

2016

Basin Electric Power Cooperative

North Dakota

2016

Duke Energy

Southeast, Midwest

2016

Empire District Electric Company

Midwest U.S., SPP

2015

Confidential Client

Western U.S.

2015

Vectren Power

Midwest U.S., MISO

2015

Confidential Client

Arkansas, MISO

2015

Midwest Energy

Midwest U.S., SPP

2015

Confidential Client

Southeast U.S.

2015

Rochester Public Utilities

Minnesota, MISO

2015

South Mississippi Electric Power Association

Mississippi, MISO

2015

Confidential Client

Midwest U.S

2015

Duke Energy

Southeast, Midwest

2015

Long Island Power Authority

Eastern U.S.

2015

Oklahoma Gas & Electric

Oklahoma

2014

East Kentucky Power Cooperative

Kentucky

2014

Duke Energy

Southeast, Midwest

2014

Vectren Power

Midwest U.S

2014

Louisiana Gas & Electric

Southeast U.S

2013

Confidential Client

Southern U.S

2013

Cleco Power

Southern U.S

2013

Confidential Client

Eastern U.S.

2013

Confidential Client

Midwest US

2013

Confidential Client

Singapore

2012

Confidential Client

Virginia

2012

Confidential Client

Texas

2012

Progress Energy

Southeast US

2012

Confidential Client

Illinois

2012

Nuclear

Geothermal

Fuel Cell

•

Hydroelectric, Tidal & Wave

•

Energy Storage

•

Waste-to-Energy

Repower/Conversions

Reciprocating Engines

Simple Cycle

Combined Cycle

Air Quality Control Retrofits

Carbon Capture

Biomass

Northeast, U.S.

Solar

Project Location

Astoria

Renewables

Natural Gas

Wind

Client Name

Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle

Puliverized Coal

Experience Matrix
Technology Assessments

Circulating Fluidized Bed

Coal

Study Date

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
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Study Date

Wisconsin

2012

Confidential Client

Wisconsin

2012

Confidential Client

Texas

2012

Confidential Client

Minnesota

2012

Confidential Client

Indiana

2012

Confidential Client

New York

2012

Confidential Client

Missouri

2012

Confidential Client

Indiana

2011

Confidential Client

Iowa

2011

Confidential Client

Mississippi

2011

Confidential Client

Louisiana

2011

Confidential Client

New York

2011

Confidential Client

Indiana

2011

Confidential Client

Louisiana

2011

Confidential Client

Oregon

2011

Xcel Energy

Midwest US

2011

Hoosier Energy

Indiana

2011

The Amalgamated Sugar Company/Idaho Power Idaho

2011

Confidential Client

Louisiana

2011

Confidential Client

Mississippi

2011

University of North Dakota

North Dakota

2010

Oklahoma Gas & Electric

Oklahoma

2010

Cleco Power

Louisiana

2010

Old Dominion Electric Cooperative

Virginia

2010

Confidential Client

Indiana

2010

Confidential Client

Kansas

2010

Confidential Client

Minnesota

2010

Confidential Client

Tennessee

2010

Confidential Client

Kansas

2010

Confidential Client

Wisconsin

2010

Confidential Client

Virginia

2010

Confidential Client

Eastern U.S.

2009

Madison Gas & Electric

Wisconsin

2009

Old Dominion Electric Cooperative

Mid-Atlantic

2009

Confidential Client

Confidential

2009

Nuclear

Geothermal

Fuel Cell

Hydroelectric, Tidal & Wave

•
•

Energy Storage

•
•

Waste-to-Energy

•

Biomass

•

Solar

•
•

Wind

•
•

Renewables

Repower/Conversions

Combined Cycle

Air Quality Control Retrofits

Carbon Capture

Reciprocating Engines

Project Location

Confidential Client

Natural Gas

Simple Cycle

Client Name

Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle

Puliverized Coal

Experience Matrix
Technology Assessments

Circulating Fluidized Bed

Coal

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Confidential

2009

Confidential Client

Confidential

2009

Old Dominion Electric Cooperative

Virginia

2009

Confidential Client

Confidential

2009

Northern Indiana Public Service Company

Indiana

2009

Progress Energy

Southeast US

2009

Powerspan Corporation

Ohio

2008

Basin Electric Power Cooperative

North Dakota

2008

Confidential Client

Confidential

2008

Minnesota Power

Minnesota

2008

Progress Energy

Florida

2008

Old Dominion Electric Cooperative

Virginia

2008

Portland General Electric

Oregon

2008

Vectren Corporation

Indiana

2008

Confidential Client

Confidential

2008

Progress Energy

Southeast US

2008

Old Dominion Electric Cooperative

Virginia

2007

Basin Electric Power Cooperative

North Dakota

2007

Basin Electric Power Cooperative

North Dakota

2007

Minnesota Power

Minnesota

2007

Vectren Corporation

Indiana

2007

Wisconsin Public Service

Wisconsin

2007

Confidential Client

Confidential

2007

Western Farmer's Electric Cooperative

Oklahoma

2007

Arizona Electric Power Cooperative

Arizona

2007

Confidential Client

Confidential

2007

Brazos Electric Cooperative

Texas

2007

Public Works Commission Fayetteville

North Carolina

2007

Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation

Arkansas

2007

Westar Energy

Kansas

2007

Great River Energy

Minnesota/Wisconsin

2007

Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation

Arkansas

2007

Confidential Client

Confidential

2007

Progress Energy

Southeast US

2007

Wisconsin Public Service

Wisconsin

2006

Minnesota Power

Minnesota

2006

Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation

Arkansas

2006

Confidential Client

Confidential

2006

Nevada Power

Nevada

2006

Vectren Corporation

Indiana

2005

Minnesota Power

Minnesota

2004

Old Dominion Electric Cooperative

Virginia

2004

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

Nuclear

Geothermal

Fuel Cell

•

Hydroelectric, Tidal & Wave

•

Energy Storage

•

Waste-to-Energy

•

•

Biomass

•

•
•

Reciprocating Engines

•

Simple Cycle

•

Combined Cycle

•

Air Quality Control Retrofits

•

Solar

Confidential Client

Wind

2009

Renewables

Repower/Conversions

Study Date

Minnesota

Carbon Capture

Project Location

Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle

Client Name
Minnesota Power

Circulating Fluidized Bed

Experience Matrix
Technology Assessments

Natural Gas

Puliverized Coal

Coal
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EXPERIENCE & QUALIFICATIONS
(continued)

CONDITION ASSESSMENTS
Burns & McDonnell has completed numerous power plant condition assessments where we evaluated the condition of
equipment, estimated remaining useful life, reviewed capital expenditures and operation and maintenance budgets, staffing
levels, and developed corresponding forecasts. These condition assessments have been completed as stand-alone documents
for use by our clients or as part of the overall resource planning efforts described above. More specifically, most of the
condition assessments have been conducted as part of a retirement or economic viability study for aging power plants, both
coal-fired and gas-fired. Below provides a summary of the clients for which we have completed condition assessments on
numerous coal-fired and natural gas-fired units (including both steam units and combustion turbines).
•

Westar Energy

•

Oklahoma Gas & Electric

•

Sierra Public Power Company

•
•
•
•

Brazos Electric Power Coop
Empire District Electric Coop
Basin Electric Power Cooperative
Lafayette Utilities System

•
•
•
•

PowerSouth Electric Cooperative
Minnkota Power Electric Coop
Public Service Co. of Indiana
Jamestown BPU

•
•
•
•

East Texas Electric Cooperative
Arizona Electric Cooperative
Muscatine Power & Water
AmerenUE

Burns & McDonnell also has extensive experience in conducting condition assessments on power plants. Burns &
McDonnell conducts three levels of condition assessments as described briefly below:
►
►
►

Level 1: Document review only
Level 2: Document review with on-site observations and plant interviews
Level 3: Document review, on-site observations, and detailed equipment testing and review

For resource planning efforts Burns & McDonnell typically will conduct a Level 1 or Level 2 condition assessment. Burns &
McDonnell will review the operating history and other condition assessment reports to determine the condition of Units. Our
recent experience involving power stations includes the following types of projects:
►
►

Condition Assessments/Remaining Useful Life Evaluations
Equipment Inspections

This type of study is typically performed when the owner of an existing facility is developing a long-range plan and wishes to
have a clearer picture of the condition of the existing equipment to better anticipate where major capital expenditures could
result. In some cases, plant assessments have been performed on the behalf of new owners or prospective owners of power
generation facilities for planning or preparing proposals for buying plants being sold. Examples of plant assessment studies
recently completed by Burns & McDonnell are provided below.

Sikeston Power Station
Burns & McDonnell worked with Sikeston to perform NDE on all of their critical piping; Main Steam, Hot Reheat, and Cold
Reheat. This work is a continuation of the report prepared in 1998, in which tests were performed, results of these tests were
analyzed, and a final report was issued detailing recommendations for repair, and recommendations for re-inspection
intervals.
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Basin Electric Power Cooperative, North Dakota/Wyoming
Remaining Life Assessment studies for depreciable life extensions for the following gas fired facilities: Deer Creek Station,
Elkton SD (One, 1X1 7FA Combined Cycle); Culbertson Generation Station, Culbertson MT (One Simple Cycle LMS100);
Pioneer Generation Station, Williston ND (Three, Simple Cycle LM6000); Lonesome Creek Station, Alexander ND (Three,
Simple Cycle LM6000); and Groton Generation Station, Groton, SD (Two, Simple Cycle LMS100).
Remaining Life Assessment studies for Laramie River Station Unit 1, Unit 2, Unit 3 and common facilities; the Antelope
Valley Station Unit 1, Unit 2, and common facilities; and Dry Fork Station.

Prairie State Energy Center, Prairie State Generating Company
Defined the intent and criteria to be utilized for the flow accelerated corrosion (FAC) study, utilizing the EPRI guidelines as a
basis, to minimize the risk of FAC in the piping systems. Reviewed the FAC report for conformance to the study
requirements and EPRI guidelines to confirm the design concepts to be used in the new unit design will limit the risk and
effect of FAC.

Kansas City Power & Light, Iatan Power Station Unit 2
Burns & McDonnell performed a review of the new systems designs to evaluate the
potential for flow accelerated corrosion (FAC) based on an internal KCPL report. The
study included recommendations for future evaluation and long-term planning.

Empire District Electric Company, Riverton Station Unit 39, 54 MW Pulverized
Coal Unit, and Riverton Station Unit 40, 68 MW Pulverized Coal Unit
As part of the project, a team of Burns & McDonnell engineers performed an initial Phase I
inspection of the plant facilities, boilers, high-energy piping and pipe supports, and reviewed
existing information from the plant’s records. Since very little historical information was
available, Empire elected to have Burns & McDonnell provide them with a detailed Phase II
and Phase III analysis of the boiler and high-energy piping. Stress analyses were performed on
the Main Steam lines to identify the highest stress locations within the piping systems. Burns
& McDonnell also employed the services of a highly qualified subcontractor who specializes
in boiler and pipe testing to perform the inspections. These inspections included a combination
of Ultrasonic Thickness (UT), Water Immersion UT, Magnetic Particle (MT), Wet Fluorescent
Magnetic Particle (WFMT), Dye Penetrant (PT), Flow Induced Corrosion (FIC), Replication,
Hardness, Pi Measurement, header and pipe straightness, video
borescope, and detailed visual examinations to ascertain the
condition of the Main Steam lines, Feedwater lines, Superheater
outlet headers, Economizer inlet headers, Desuperheater spray nozzles, Superheater tubes,
Economizer tubes, Waterwall tubes, steam drums, and Deaerator tank. Tube samples were also
removed from select locations within the boiler identified by Burns & McDonnell as potential
problem areas and sent to a lab for a full metallurgical analysis. The results of these tests were analyzed and a final report was
issued detailing recommendations for immediate repair, recommendations for improved cycle efficiency, an assessment of
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(continued)
the overall condition of the plant, estimated remaining life of the boiler, Main Steam, and Feedwater piping, the suitability for
continued service, and recommendations for re-inspection intervals.

Muscatine Power & Water, City Of Muscatine, Iowa, Unit 7 and Unit 8
Two units, including Unit 7, a 25-MW spreader stoker-fired boiler, were inspected internally and condition evaluation
performed. Burns & McDonnell determined from the preliminary assessment that detailed metallurgical and sampling testing
was not justified on Unit 7 in order to give reasonable assurance that the boiler was suitable for continued operation as a
peaking unit. On Unit 8, an 80-MW cyclone fired boiler, the inspection was followed by detailed metallurgical and sample
testing, since preliminary indications exposed numerous questionable areas. The unit also is expected to be required for
substantially more generating hours in the immediate future, and the evaluation was directed towards identifying near term
major maintenance activities in specific areas. The plant assessment included all auxiliary and heat balance equipment, with
the exception of the control systems and turbine.

Henderson, Kentucky
175 MW unit, reheater tube failure analysis and condenser tube failure analysis.

Lakeland, Florida Department of Electric & Water Utilities
Condition assessment and miscellaneous services including:
►
►
►

Boiler tube failure analysis of a 50-MW unit.
Critical piping life extension analysis of a 95-MW unit.
Boiler feed pump first-stage corrosion analysis and corrections for a 345-MW unit.

Sierra Public Power Company, Nevada
A study to evaluate the remaining useful life of their steam and combustion turbine electric generating facilities. This was
provided, along with estimates of proposed life extension programs, to support a depreciation study for the Nevada Public
Service Commission.

Empire District Electric Cooperative, Kansas
Technical review of the Riverton Unit 6 boiler and turbine condition for input to a study to determine the future economic life
of this 60-year-old turbine.
Condition assessment and economic analysis of plant upgrade scenarios to meet current and expected future air pollution
requirements for two 50-year old coal-fired units producing 36 and 54 MW.
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Minnkota Power Electric Cooperative, North Dakota
Condition assessment of major power generation and plant electrical distribution equipment for Milton R. Young Station’s
250 MW Unit 1 and 450 MW Unit 2 burning North Dakota lignite (coal). Observed plant equipment installations and
condition, conducted plant personnel interviews and reviewed plant operating and maintenance data, equipment history and
evaluations. Gathered and summarized information on the equipment condition, developed budgetary cost estimates for
major equipment replacements, and presented an overview of the findings and recommendations.

City of Marshfield, Wisconsin
Burns & McDonnell evaluated several spreader stoker fired boilers (5, 12, and 10 MW) to determine if the costs of
anticipated air pollution control requirements were justifiable considering the current condition and future utilization of the
plant. Results were unfavorable; the plant is now shut down.

Madison Gas and Electric/Wisconsin Power Co.
Life analysis, equipment, and operations review of the Charter Street Steam Plant of the University of Wisconsin.

University of Illinois
Boilers one through seven at Abbott Steam Plant are stoker coal-fired and natural gas-fired, with sizes up to 150,000 lb/hr.
The boilers were inspected and reviewed in order to determine expected life and future maintenance requirements. The
balance of plant equipment, including topping turbines, was also assessed. The boiler plant inspection was part of a larger
study to determine the future campus energy needs.

Miller Brewing Company, Wisconsin
Boilers one through four at the Milwaukee Brewery are 100,000 lb/hr and smaller, natural gas-fired, boilers of 1949 through
1965 vintage. The boilers were inspected and assessed to determine the anticipated future life and near term major
maintenance requirements. Findings were that at least another 10 years of economical operation could be expected from even
the oldest of these units.

The following pages provide detailed project descriptions for some of the condition assessments we have
completed.
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CONDITION ASSESSMENT – RIVERTON STATION
UNITS 39 & 40
Joplin, Missouri

PROJECT SUMMARY
Burns & McDonnell completed reliability assessment studies for Empire
District at its Riverton Power Plant Units No. 39 and 40. Unit No. 39,
placed in operation in 1950, is a Foster Wheeler wall fired pulverized coal
(PC) boiler capable of producing 350,000 pph at 925 psig and 900°F. Unit
No. 40, placed in operation in 1954, is a Combustion Engineering
tangentially fired PC boiler capable of producing 450,000 pph at 925 psig
and 900°F.

PROJECT BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION
As part of the project, a team of Burns & McDonnell engineers performed
an initial Phase I inspection of the plant facilities, boilers, high-energy
piping and pipe supports, and reviewed existing information from the
plant’s records. Since very little historical information was available,
Empire elected to have Burns & McDonnell provide them with a detailed
Phase II and Phase III analysis of the boiler and high-energy piping. Stress
analyses were performed on the Main Steam lines to identify the highest
stress locations within the piping systems.

CLIENT
Burns & McDonnell also employed the services of a highly qualified
►
The Empire District Electric Company
subcontractor who specializes in boiler and pipe testing to perform
417-623-4700
the certifiable inspections. These inspections included a combination
►
Unit 39 – 54 MW Pulverized Coal
of Ultrasonic Thickness (UT), Water Immersion UT, Magnetic
►
Unit 40 – 68 MW Pulverized Coal
Particle (MT), Wet Fluorescent Magnetic Particle (WFMT), Dye
KEY DATES
Penetrant (PT), Flow Induced Corrosion (FIC), Replication,
Hardness, Pi Measurement, header and pipe straightness, video
►
Completion Date: 2004
borescope, and detailed visual examinations to ascertain the condition
of the Main Steam lines, Feedwater lines, Superheater outlet headers, Economizer inlet headers, Desuperheater spray nozzles,
Superheater tubes, Economizer tubes, Waterwall tubes, steam drums, and Deaerator tank.
Tube samples were also removed from select locations within the boiler identified by Burns & McDonnell as potential
problem areas and sent to a lab for a full metallurgical analysis. The results of these tests where analyzed and a final report
was issued detailing recommendations for immediate repair, recommendations for improved cycle efficiency, an assessment
of the overall condition of the plant, estimated remaining life of the boiler, Main Steam, and Feedwater piping, the suitability
for continued service, and recommendations for re-inspection intervals.

CONDITION ASSESSMENT – LARAMIE RIVER
STATION
Wheatland, Wyoming
PROJECT SUMMARY
In connection with resource planning, Basin Electric needed to assess
the potential service lives of the three Laramie River Station 570
MW units. The utility also sought recommendations for attaining the
overall estimated useful life.

PROJECT BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION
Burns & McDonnell inspected the units and conducted a survey of
the operating and maintenance methods practiced at Laramie River
Station. Unit performance histories were compared to NERC GADS
data for similar units. Plant design documents were also reviewed to
evaluate the quality of equipment, materials, and design concepts
used in the construction of the plant.
A report was prepared, documenting the findings and the results of
the evaluations. Although Basin Electric had no formal life extension
program, it was found that many O&M practices employed at the
plant were life extension enhancing. The potential useful service lives
of the units were estimated to be 40 to 50 years at current O&M
practice levels. Recommendations were made to assist Basin Electric
in realizing the units’ potential lives.

CLIENT
►

Basin Electric Power Cooperative
Units 1, 2, and 3
3 x 570 MW

SERVICES
►
►
►

Supported long-term planning
Evaluated service life
Review O&M practices

CONDITION ASSESSMENT – HUGO UNIT 1 /
ANADARKO UNITS 4, 5, & 6 / MOORELAND
UNITS 2 & 3
Anadarko, Oklahoma

PROJECT SUMMARY
Western Farmers retained the services of Burns & McDonnell Engineering
Company to perform a study to evaluate the feasibility of continued
economical and reliable operation of Hugo Unit 1 to a target date of 2040
and beyond. The gross 475 MW/net 450 MW pulverized coal plant was
placed into initial service in 1982.
Western Farmers also elected to have Burns & McDonnell conduct a
reliability assessment on their Anadarko combined cycle (single shaft)
Units 4, 5 and 6, and the Mooreland gas-fired steam-electric Units 2 and 3.

PROJECT BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION
To complete the project, Burns & McDonnell engineers inspected the
current condition of the plant, reviewed current plant maintenance and
operations practices, observed the major plant components and systems
in operation, conducted interviews with plant personnel, and reviewed
the plant’s existing information and records.
For all units studied, Burns & McDonnell was responsible for
identifying issues that could potentially affect the reliability of the plant,
inspecting all plant equipment, identifying modifications and upgrades
that may be required over the remaining life of the units, estimating
costs associated with maintaining the reliability of the units for this time,
and preparing a report detailing the findings of the project to the client
for incorporation into their long-term asset management plans.

CLIENT
►
►

►
►
►

Western Farmers Electric Cooperative
Contact:
PO Box 219
Fort Towson, OK 74735
405-247-4455
Hugo Unit 1 – 450 MW Pulverized Coal
Unit
Anadarko Units 4, 5, & 6 –
Combined Cycle
Mooreland Units 2 & 3 – Gas Fired
Steam Boiler

KEY DATES
►

Completion Date: 2004 & 2016

For the latest study efforts, Burns & McDonnell also reviewed the units
ability and flexible to be able to dispatch into the SPP Integrated marketplace, and impacts to increased cycling and ramping.

USEFUL LIFE ASSESSMENT
MCWILLIAMS POWER PLANT
Gantt, Alabama

PROJECT SUMMARY
Burns & McDonnell has performed various life extension and plant
improvement studies at the McWilliams Repower Project. The
following summarizes the study work.

PROJECT BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION
Burns & McDonnell completed condition assessment, useful life
assessment, and environmental review for the McWilliams Power
Plant.
The plant’s first two steam turbines began operation in December
1954, and the third unit went online in 1959. After being used for its
original useful life, the plant was repowered in 1996 to help meet
future generation needs. The plant’s three steam turbines were
retrofitted to a single Siemens V84.2 107 MW combustion turbine
generator and HRSG to generate steam. The repowered Plant
provides 137 MW of capacity.

CLIENT
►
►

KEY DATES
►

The study included a plant visit during which operating and
maintenance records were reviewed, pertinent records were copied,
the plant staff was interviewed. Burns & McDonnell drawings and
other plant data retained since the original plant design.

PowerSouth Energy Cooperative
McWilliams Unit Repowered Steam
Turbines

Completion: 2016

SERVICES
►
►
►

Condition Assessment
Useful Life Assessment
Environmental Review

Burns & McDonnell reviewed the overall condition of the plant including the combustion turbine, HRSG, steam turbine, and
balance of plant equipment. Burns & McDonnell assessed the plant’s ability to meet current and future environmental
regulations such as NAAQS, cross state air pollution rules, greenhouse gases, and water withdrawal and discharge limitions.
Burns & McDonnell prepared a report which described the information reviewed, the condition of the various equipment, the
quality of the plant preventive maintenance program as compared to other plants, and an overall opinion of the remaining
plant life. The report included recommendations of plant improvements and recommendations.

CONDITION ASSESSMENT – LOWMAN UNITS 1,
2, & 3, MCWILLIAMS UNIT 1
Gantt, Alabama

PROJECT SUMMARY
Burns & McDonnell has performed various life extension and plant
improvement studies on the three coal-fired units at the Lowman
Plant, and the McWilliams Repower Project. The following
summarizes the study work.

PROJECT BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION
In 2002, Burns & McDonnell completed condition assessment and
life extension studies of the three coal-fired units at the Lowman
Station. The study included a three-day plant visit during which
operating and maintenance records were reviewed, pertinent records
were copied, the plant staff was interviewed and Units 2 and 3 were
observed during operation. Unit 1 was in an outage during the visit.
Prior to the site visit, the Burns & McDonnell study team reviewed
archived drawings and other plant data retained since the original
plant design, which was performed by Burns & McDonnell. The
Burns & McDonnell study team prepared a report which described
the information reviewed, the condition of the various equipment,
the quality of the plant preventive maintenance program as compared
to other plants, and an overall opinion of the remaining plant life.
The report included recommendations of plant improvements and
recommendations required for extending its life 25 years.

CLIENT
►
►
►
►

PowerSouth Energy Cooperative
Lowman Unit 1 – 86 MW Pulverized
Coal
Lowman Units 2 & 3 – Twin 258 MW
Pulverized Coal
McWilliams Unit 1 – 2-10.2 MW & 1-25
MW Repowered Steam Turbines

KEY DATES
►

Completion
Lowman: 2000
McWilliams: 2002

In 2000, Burns & McDonnell conducted a study of the three Lowman units to report on methods for extending the time
between outages and minimizing the unscheduled outages. The study and subsequent report included the following:
► A list of high priority equipment and systems whose failure will require the units be out of service for an extended period
of time.
► Evaluated and provided costs of modifications to equipment and systems for the purpose of minimizing outage risk.
► Provided recommendations for implementing the modifications with regard to scheduled outages.
► Evaluated and provided recommendations of methods for inspecting turbine generators that may allow eight years
between major inspections.
In 1995, Burns & McDonnell conducted a detailed assessment of Lowman Unit 1 for life extension purposes. The assessment
included a review of the maintenance records, some testing, discussions with plant O&M personnel regarding various
operating issues, and a report with recommendations regarding various equipment and system upgrades as required to extend
the life of the unit. In April of 2002, Burns & McDonnell completed a condition assessment on McWilliams Plant Unit 1. The
scope or work was similar to that described above for the Lowman Plant.

CONDITION ASSESSMENT – CARDINAL STATION
UNIT 2 & 3
Ohio

PROJECT SUMMARY
Burns & McDonnell completed plant life assessment studies for
Buckeye Power at its Cardinal Station Unit No. 2 and Unit No. 3.
The two supercritical pulverized coal units are 600 MW and 630 MW
nominal output and went into operation in 1967 and 1977
respectively. The goal of the project was to determine if the units
could be operated economically and maintained reliability through the
year 2040. Burns & McDonnell was responsible for inspecting all
major equipment, components, and systems, reviewing the quality of
the overall plant design and layout, and preparing a report projecting
the plants remaining economic life and major components likely
requiring repair/replacement over that time span.

PROJECT BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION

CLIENT
►

Buckeye Power, Inc.

KEY DATES
►

Completion Date: 2004

To complete the project, a team of Burns & McDonnell engineers
traveled to the plant and spent several days inspecting the plant components and systems, reviewing existing information, and
interviewing plant personnel. Critical information was identified by Burns & McDonnell and copies were sent back to Burns
& McDonnell’s office for further review. Based on these activities, the initial Phase I report was issued to Buckeye outlining
Burns & McDonnell’s finding and recommendations.

EXPERIENCE & QUALIFICATIONS
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Independent Engineer and Due Diligence Reviews
In addition to specific condition assessments, Burns & McDonnell also has completed numerous independent engineer’s (IE)
reports and due diligence reviews in support of power plant acquisition or divesture. The IE reports evaluating the condition
of the facility, the overall design and construction, historical operations and maintenance practices, performance, and
projections of ongoing operation and maintenance costs. The map below illustrates our IE experience across the U.S.
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LOAD FORECAST EXPERIENCE
Burns & McDonnell has completed numerous load forecasts projecting energy and demand requirements, mostly as part of a
planning studies.
Burns & McDonnell develops forecasts in a bottom-up fashion. Class-specific data is acquired from our clients and used for
class-specific forecasts. These are then aggregated to form a forecast of total energy sales at the system level. A forecast of
system peak demand is developed separately based on the forecast of total energy sales and the resulting forecasted load
factor. Economic and demographic historical data and forecasts are typically obtained from reliable outside sources, such as
Woods & Poole. Woods & Poole is an independent, widely-used firm that specializes in long-term county economic and
demographic projections. Woods & Poole's database for every county in the U.S. contains projections through 2040 for more
than 900 variables. We have recently completed load forecasts for the clients listed below.
•

Pedernales Electric Cooprative

•

•

Jamestown Board of Public
Utilities
Midwest Energy, Inc.

•

•

•

Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory
Frankfort Plant Board

•

Lafayette Utilities System

•

Heartland Consumers Power
District

Wyoming Municipal Power
Agency

TRANSMISSION PLANNING EXPERIENCE
Burns & McDonnell has extensive experience with evaluating transmission and distribution system
impacts associated with increased load, generation retirement, and new generation. We have
conducted studies consisting of:
•
•
•
•
•

Distribution master planning studies
Generation interconnection facility studies
Interconnection support
Long range planning and transmission studies
Operations planning studies

•
•
•
•
•

Electromagnetic transient switching studies
Generation interconnection impact studies
Load interconnection studies
NERC compliance studies
System voltage studies

Below provides a short list of Burns & McDonnell’s recent clients for which we have assisted distribution and transmission
evaluations. We have worked extensively with Independence Power & Light and know your system.
•

Independence Power & Light

•

Alberta Electric System Operator

•

Ameren Services

•
•

City of Bentonville
Corn Belt Power Cooperative

•
•

Cross Texas Transmission
Old Dominion Electric Coop

•
•

Midwest Energy
Sunflower Electric Corporation
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Services Provided

•
•

Acciona Energy
Alberta Electric System Operator (AESO)

•

Alliant Energy

•
•

•
•

AltaLink

•
•

•
•

Ameren Services
American Electric Power (AEP: SWEPCO,PSO)

•

American National Power

•
•

Aquila Inc
Archer Daniels Midland

•

•
•

Arizona Electric Power Cooperative
Associated Electric Cooperative (AECI)

•
•

Austin Minnesota
City of Bentonville, Arkansas

•

•

Bonneville Power Administration

•

BP Alternative Energy North America

•
•

Brazos Electric Power Cooperative (BEPC)

•
•

British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority
Brownsville Public Utility Board

•

CenterPoint Energy

•
•

Central Maine Power Corporation
CLECO
Conoco Phillips Company

•

Corn Belt Power Cooperative

•

Cross Texas Transmission
Devon Gas Services
DTE Energy

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

East Kentucky Power Cooperative
Edison Mission Energy

•

•

Experience & Qualifications

Short Circuit Study

Special Study

•

System Voltage Study

•

Resource Planning and Economic Analysis

Operations Planning Study

Load Interconnection Study

Interconnection Support

Generation Interconnection Impact Study

Generation Interconnection Facility Study

NERC Compliance Study

Client Name

Electromagnetic Transient Switching Study

Experience Matrix
System Planning Projects

Distribution Master Plan Study

Burns & McDonnell Engineering
Company

Long Range Planning Study & Transmission Impact Studies

(continued)

EXPERIENCE & QUALIFICATIONS

Client Name

Short Circuit Study

Special Study

System Voltage Study

Resource Planning and Economic Analysis

Operations Planning Study

NERC Compliance Study

Load Interconnection Study

Interconnection Support

Generation Interconnection Impact Study

Generation Interconnection Facility Study

Electromagnetic Transient Switching Study

Experience Matrix
System Planning Projects

Distribution Master Plan Study

Burns & McDonnell Engineering
Company

Long Range Planning Study & Transmission Impact Studies

(continued)

Services Provided

•

El Dorado Energy

•

El Paso Electric (EPE)
Enbridge Incorporated

•

Enel North America

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

enXco Service Corporation
Exelon Wind
Exergy Development Group
Exxon Mobil

•

First Energy Corporation
Gainesville Regional Utilities
Gamesa Energy
GDF Suez Energy North America
Georgia Transmission Corporation
Geronino Energy

•

•

•

•

Grand River Dam Authority

•

Grant County Public Utility District

•

Heritage Sustainable Energy

•

Hong Kong IK University

•

Hoosier Energy Rural Electric Cooperative

•

•

Independence Missouri

•

International Transmission Company (ITC)
Jamestown New York Board of Public Utilities

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Jacksonville Electric Authority

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

John Deere Renewable Energy
Juwi Wind LLC
JW Great Lakes Wind Power
JW Prairie Wind Power

•
•

Kansas City Board of Public Utilities
Kansas Power Pool
Kansas City Power & Light

•
•

•

•
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POWER SUPPLY REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS

Client Name

Project Location

Capacity

Midwest Energy

Kansas

20 MW

Confidential Client

Southeast U.S.

75 MW

Wisconsin Public Service

Wisconsin

500 MW

Minnesota Power

Minnesota

500 MW

Arizona Electric Power Cooperative

Arizona

150 MW

Duke Energy

Indiana

300 MW

Duke Energy

Kentucky

200 MW

Duke Energy

Kentucky

200 MW

Duke Energy

Carolinas

700MW

Duke Energy

Kentucky

577 MW

Duke Energy

Indiana

400 MW

Ameren Services

Missouri

N/A

Duke Energy

Ohio

1,500 MW

Midwest Energy

Kansas

50 MW

TradeWind Energy

Kansas

1,000 MW

TradeWind Energy

Kansas

100 MW

South Mississippi Electric Power Association

Mississippi

500 MW

Rochester Public Utilities

Minnesota

100 MW

•

•
•

Renewable

Peaking

Intermediate

Baseload

Power Supply Request for Proposal

Ancillary Services

Burns & McDonnell understands utilities seek an independent third-party consultant to, at a high level, manage the entire
RFP process and evaluate proposals. Burns & McDonnell has extensive experience in managing power supply RFPs and
evaluating power supply proposals from all generation types. Further, Burns & McDonnell has partnered with clients in
managing over 45 RFPs totaling over 22,000 MW. This experience provides us with the knowledge of current market offers
and prices for evaluation within resource planning efforts. Below provides a sample of the power supply RFPs we have
conducted on behalf of clients. We understand the market for wholesale power purchases.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
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EXPERIENCE & QUALIFICATIONS
(continued)

REGULATORY FILING & TESTIMONY SUPPORT
Burns & McDonnell has supported numerous utilities with various regulatory filings and testimony support. Our project team
has experience defending and testifying on depreciation, integrated resource planning, decommissioning, property tax
assessments, and other subjects before several state public service commissions and courts. The matrix below shows Burns &
McDonnell’s experience in providing testimony before several state utility commissions or other regulatory bodies and
courts. In addition to this experience directly with regulatory filings and testimony support, Burns & McDonnell has
presented at numerous public meetings, stakeholder meetings, and Board/Council meetings associated with our
municipal utility clients providing results of our assessments they may not be directly governed by a state commission.
We have successfully defended our work at numerous regulatory bodies, whether that is within
the public service commissions, administrative courts, Boards, or City Councils.

Utility Company

Regulatory Agency

Client Represented

Subject

Otter Tail Power Company

Minnesota Public Utilities
Commission

Otter Tail Power Company

Advanced Determination of
Prudence – AQCS Upgrades

Otter Tail Power Company

Public Service Commission of
the State of North Dakota

Otter Tail Power Company

Advanced Determination of
Prudence – AQCS Upgrades

NRG Energy (GenOn MidAtlantic, LLC)

State of Maryland Tax Court

NRG Energy (GenOn MidAtlantic, LLC)

Property tax appeal

Long Island Power Authority

State of New York Tax Court

Long Island Power Authority

Property tax appeal

Progress Energy Florida

Florida Public Service
Commission

Progress Energy Florida

Rate Case – Decommissioning
Costs

Xcel Energy

Public Utilities Commission of
the State of Colorado

Public Service Company of
Colorado

Rate Case – Decommissioning
Costs

Big Rivers Electric Corporation

Kentucky Public Service
Commission

Big Rivers Electric Corporation

Rebuttal Testimony Pertaining
to Depreciation Rate Study

Big Rivers Electric Corporation

Kentucky Public Service
Commission

Big Rivers Electric Corporation

Testimony in Support of
Depreciation Rate Study

Big Rivers Electric Corporation

Kentucky Public Service
Commission

Big Rivers Electric Corporation

Rehearing Rebuttal Testimony
Pertaining to Depreciation Rate
Study

Big Rivers Electric Corporation

Kentucky Public Service
Commission

Big Rivers Electric Corporation

Rebuttal Testimony Pertaining
to Depreciation Rate Study

Big Rivers Electric Corporation

Kentucky Public Service
Commission

Big Rivers Electric Corporation

Testimony in Support of
Depreciation Rate Study

Midwest Energy, Inc.

Kansas Corporation

Midwest Energy, Inc.

Testimony Supporting
Condition of Generating Assets
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EXPERIENCE & QUALIFICATIONS
(continued)
Commission

and Evaluation of Future
Operation and Maintenance of
Facilities

Midwest Energy, Inc.

Kansas Corporation
Commission

Midwest Energy, Inc.

Long Range Resource Plan for
Capacity and Energy

Public Utilities Board of
Brownsville, TX

Texas Public Utilities
Commission

Public Utilities Board of
Brownsville, TX

Testimony in Support of
Electric Transmission Cost of
Service Study

Northern Illinois Water
Company

Illinois Commerce Commission

Illinois Commerce Commission

Cost of Capital

Westar Energy

Kansas Corporation
Commission

Kaw Valley Electric, Nemaha
Marshall Electric, Doniphan
Electric Cooperative

Wholesale Formula Rate

Bridger Valley Electric
Association

Wyoming Public Service
Commission

Amoco Production Company

Allowable costs in rates

Bridger Valley Electric
Association

Wyoming Public Service
Commission

Wyoming Public Service
Commission

Allowable costs in rates

Gas Service Company

Kansas Corporation
Commission

Gas Service Company

Rate Design

Gas Service Company

New York Public Service
Commission

Gas Service Company

Rate Design

KN Energy

Kansas Corporation
Commission

KN Energy

Cost-of-Service and Rate
Design

Northeast Utilities, United
Illuminating, Southern
Connecticut Natural Gas, et. al.

Connecticut Department of
Public Utility Control

Connecticut Department of
Public Utility Control

Nondiscriminatory Rate Design

Consumers Gas Company

Illinois Commerce Commission

Illinois Commerce Commission

Cost of Capital

Illinois Bell Telephone
Company

Illinois Commerce Commission

Illinois Commerce Commission

Cost of Capital, Price Caps,
Alternative Regulation

Consumers Illinois Water
Company

Illinois Commerce Commission

Illinois Commerce Commission

Cost of Capital

Central Illinois Light Company

Illinois Commerce Commission

Illinois Commerce Commission

Cost of Capital

Inter-State Water Company

Illinois Commerce Commission

Illinois Commerce Commission

Cost of Capital

Iowa-Illinois Gas & Electric
Company, MidAmerican
Energy Company

Illinois Commerce Commission

Illinois Commerce Commission

Proposed Merger
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EXPERIENCE & QUALIFICATIONS
(continued)
Peoples gas Light & Coke
Company

Illinois Commerce Commission

Illinois Commerce Commission

Cost of Capital

Northern Illinois Water
Company

Illinois Commerce Commission

Illinois Commerce Commission

Cost of Capital

Westar Energy

Kansas Corporation
Commission

Kaw Valley Electric, Nemaha
Marshall Electric, Doniphan
Electric Cooperative

Wholesale Formula Rate

Consumers Gas Company

Illinois Commerce Commission

Illinois Commerce Commission

Cost of Capital

Illinois Bell Telephone
Company

Illinois Commerce Commission

Illinois Commerce Commission

Cost of Capital, Price Caps,
Alternative Regulation

Consumers Illinois Water
Company

Illinois Commerce Commission

Illinois Commerce Commission

Cost of Capital

Central Illinois Light Company

Illinois Commerce Commission

Illinois Commerce Commission

Cost of Capital

Inter-State Water Company

Illinois Commerce Commission

Illinois Commerce Commission

Cost of Capital

Iowa-Illinois Gas & Electric
Company, MidAmerican
Energy Company

Illinois Commerce Commission

Illinois Commerce Commission

Proposed Merger

Peoples Gas Light & Coke
Company

Illinois Commerce Commission

Illinois Commerce Commission

Cost of Capital

Southern Indiana Gas and
Electric Company, Inc.

Indiana Utility Regulatory
Commission

Southern Indiana Gas and
Electric Company, Inc.

Certificate of Public
Convenience and Necessity for
Federally Mandated
Requirements (Mercury and Air
Toxics Standards)
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CLARIFICATIONS

APPROACH & SCOPE CLARIFICATIONS

PROJECT APPROACH
Burns & McDonnell has reviewed the Scope of Work as written within the RFP, presentation outline, and the supplemental
request for presenting options for completing the Scope of Work. The Scope of Work as defined is very similar to Burns &
McDonnell’s typical scope of work for similar efforts regarding electric utility master planning or integrated resource
planning. When selected, Burns & McDonnell will work with IPL to refine the scope of work as the study progresses, but
overall the Scope of Work appears to be clear and thorough.
Burns & McDonnell offers the following clarifications regarding the options requested by IPL.
1.
2.

3.

Deliverable 1: No clarifications submitted
Deliverable 2:
a. Burns & McDonnell Burns & McDonnell has included the optionality for IPL and Burns & McDonnell to
utilize either Strategist (on a limited basis) or defined paths to conduct the portfolio optimization efforts.
Burns & McDonnell and IPL will determine the most appropriate method of evaluation at the initial project
kickoff or subsequent meetings, that will provide a robust evaluation, yet provide the most efficient means
for completing the master plan.
b. Burns & McDonnell will evaluate alternative technologies through a preliminary screening assessment
consisting of both qualitative and quantitative (e.g. LCOE) factors to reduce the number of alternatives
evaluated.
c. Burns & McDonnell will work with IPL to evaluate power supply paths utilizing either Strategist or by
developing 12 power supply paths to further evaluate by utilizing the results of the screening assessment.
The 12 power supply paths or the Strategist model will consist of a variety of retirements for Blue Valley
and the CTs, self-build on-system additions, and off-system power purchases to address the issues outlined
within the RFP.
d. Burns & McDonnell will develop a “generic” market price forecast under base case assumptions utilizing
PROMOD nodal to use within the economic evaluation for the 12 power supply paths or Strategist model.
The market price forecast will be developed independent of the specific power supply paths under
consideration. Sensitivities, that alter various base case assumptions, will be considered within Deliverable
4 as defined within the RFP.
e. The nodal analysis will be developed for the years 2020 and 2025 (the model years developed by SPP). For
years between or beyond these two years, market prices will be interpolated based on natural gas price
forecasts and other considerations as appropriate.
f. The market price forecast will be developed for both on-system (IPL) and off-system prices. The market
price forecasts will reflect transmission congestion concerns across the SPP region.
g. The 12 power supply paths will be evaluated within an hourly dispatch model simulating the overall
generation of the units against the generic market price (i.e. zonal analysis) or power supply paths will be
developed within Strategist. Either method/model will account for fixed O&M, variable O&M, fuel, and
capital investment/debt.
h. The power supply paths will be evaluated using an economic evaluation to further screen from 12 paths to
four (4) paths or Strategist will be utilized to identify four (4) paths. The economic evaluation will assess
the overall NPV, annual costs, and other factors (e.g. implied capacity value) for selecting the four (4)
preferred paths for further evaluation.
Deliverable 3: No clarifications submitted
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APPROACH & SCOPE CLARIFICATIONS
(continued)
5.

6.
7.

Deliverable 4:
a. After completing the economic evaluation of the 12 power supply paths, Burns & McDonnell and IPL will
select four power supply paths for further evaluation or select four (4) paths from the results of Strategist.
b. Burns & McDonnell will develop a series of generic market price forecasts (the base case plus three
sensitivity/future scenarios) with PROMOD nodal. For example, the future scenarios may consist of
high/low gas prices, high market penetration of renewables, environmental regulations, and/or load
scenarios. Burns & McDonnell and IPL will jointly develop the scenarios to be evaluated. This will consist
of four nodal simulations.
c. Burns & McDonnell will develop market price forecasts for each of the sensitivity/future scenarios for both
on-system and off-system prices.
d. The four power supply paths will utilize the results of the generic market price forecasts (as developed for
future scenarios) to evaluate the overall economics of each of the paths under the sensitivity analysis in a
similar approach to the base case assessment in Deliverable 2 (i.e. zonal analysis instead of nodal analysis
for each power supply path).
e. To clarify, the market price forecast will be developed independently of the power supply paths. The
alternatives within the power supply paths will be “dispatched” against the generic market price forecasts.
f. This approach provides a robust evaluation of the four selected power supply paths, without increased
effort of simulating each path specifically within the nodal assessment (which is labor intensive).
Deliverable 5: Included within other deliverables
Deliverable 6: No clarifications submitted
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PROJECT SCHEDULE
Burns & McDonnell will work with IPL to develop a mutually agreeable schedule for completing the master planning efforts.
Below provides a summary of the schedule Burns & McDonnell envisions for these efforts. This schedule was developed
based on our experience with similar types of projects. In Burns & McDonnell’s experience, a comprehensive study of this
effort typically takes approximately six months to complete. Before Task 1 begins, we will collect data and have a kick-off
meeting in month one.
TASKS AND DELIVERABLES

NOV

DEC

JAN

MONTH
FEB

MAR

APR

DELIVERABLE 1
Condition Assessment (Tasks 1-5)
Site Visit(s)

DELIVERABLE 2
New Resource Technology Assessment (Tasks 1-4, 9, 13)
Assumption Development for Economic Evaluations (Task 5)
Status update meeting
Screening of Alternatives (Tasks 6-8, 10-12, 14)
Status update meeting

DELIVERABLE 3
DSM/EE

DELIVERABLE 4
Simulation/Detailed Economic Modeling
Environmental Analysis/Assessment
Status update meeting

REPORTING
Draft/Compile Report
Deliver Draft Report
IPL Review Period
Draft/Compile Final Report
Deliver Final Report

PRESENTATIONS
To Be Determined

Project Schedule

MAY

FEES
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RFP: P-1-2017
Deliverable Pricing
IPL Energy Master Plan

The Consultant agrees to perform the deliverables, as described herein, with the personnel identified, at the
Total Not-To-Exceed Cost listed below. The Total Not-To-Exceed Cost must include personnel, materials,
equipment, travel and all other costs associated with completing each deliverable. An itemized invoice must
be submitted which details the total number of hours for each discipline and all other expenses. The City’s
payment terms are Net 30 days from receipt of an accurate invoice. Travel expenses not covered in the
required deliverables will be reimbursed for reasonable costs, as agreed upon between Consultant and the
City. The City’s Project Manager must approve all invoices prior to payment.
1. REQUIRED DELIVERABLES:
DELIVERABLE-1: Evaluation of Existing Units:
Total Not-To-Exceed Cost (including travel)

$

81,500.00

DELIVERABLE-2: Evaluate Alternate Generating Additions:
Total Not-To-Exceed Cost (including travel)

$

121,800.00

DELIVERABLE-3: DSM/EE Programs
Total Not-To-Exceed Cost (including travel)

$

27,300.00

DELIVERABLE-4: Economic Evaluation
Total Not-To-Exceed Cost (including travel)

$

72,300.00

DELIVERABLE-5: Firm Fuel:
Total Not-To-Exceed Cost (including travel)

$

Included

DELIVERALBE-6: Mandatory Meetings
Total Not-To-Exceed Cost (including travel)

$

22,100.00

$

325,000.00

DELIVERABLE-4A: Load Forecast Recommendation
Total Not-To-Exceed Cost (including travel)

$

N/A

DELIVERABLE-4B: Transmission Study
Total Not-To-Exceed Cost (including travel)

$

N/A

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Project Kick-off Meeting
Data/Scenario Development Meeting
PUAB Presentation
City Council Presentation #1
City Council Presentation #2

TOTAL NOT-TO-EXCEED COST OF ALL REQUIRED DELIVERABLES
2. OPTIONAL DELIVERABLES:
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Independence Power & Light
Master Plan
Cost Estimate

Deliverables Cost with Long-term Contract for 2 Updates over 6-year Period
Deliverable
Deliverable 1

Description
Condition Assessment of Existing IPL units (Blue Valley, Combustion
Turbines)

Deliverable 2

Year 1: Not To Exceed First Update: Not To
Price
Exceed Price

Second Update: Not
To Exceed Price

$

81,500

N/A

Evaluate Alternative Generating Technologies

$

121,800

$

87,700

$

87,700

Deliverable 3

DSM/EE

$

27,300

$

16,400

$

16,400

Deliverable 4

Detailed Economic Evaluations

$

72,300

$

56,400

$

56,400

Deliverable 5

Firm Fuel--ONLY provide the cost of firm gas storage and gas
transportation

Deliverable 6

Required Meetings: Project Kick-off; Data/Scenario Development;
PUAB; City Council (2 meetings); 1 Town Hall meeting: Updates
Require 2 City Council Meetings and 1 PUAB meeting

$

22,100

$

22,100

$

22,100

Total

Total Not-to-Exceed Cost

$

325,000

$

182,600

$

182,600

Included

N/A

N/A

N/A

NOTES:
1. Future years are presented in today's costs. Actual costs will be subject to the prevailing Schedule of Hourly Professional Service Billing Rates at the time
of execution.
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IPL Energy Master Plan

Hourly Rates of Project Team:
Name

Position

Hourly Rate

Project Manager

220.00

Sandro Tombesi

Condition Assessment and Staffing/O&M

234.00

Dean Huff

Condition Assessment and Staffing/O&M

237.00

Block Andrews

Environmental Assessment

234.00

Megan Parsons

New Resource Technology Assessment

220.00

Zac Loehr

New Resource Technology Assessment

211.00

Resource Planning & Economic Evaluations

171.00

Kieran McInerney

Demand Side Management & Energy Efficiency

190.00

Jon Summerville

Load Forecast

211.00

Adam Mummert

Transmission Planning

211.00

Resource Planning & Economic Evaluations

211.00

Mike Borgstadt

Kyle Combes

Victor Aguirre
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Comments, Exclusions & Exceptions (Exclusions/exceptions must also be attached to
Agreement for Consulting Services—attach additional details as required):
Burns & McDonnell proposes to perform this project under similar terms and conditions outlined under
the current Agreement for Architectural, Engineering & Land Surveying Services between the City of
Independence, Missouri and Burns & McDonnell Engineering Company, Inc., dated February 13, 2017.

The Offeror acknowledges and agrees that the City is bound by the Missouri Open Records Law
(Sunshine Law) and cannot protect information for the sole reason that it is marked “confidential” or
“proprietary". All information submitted in response to this RFP shall be available for public review in
accordance with all federal, state and local laws after: 1) posting of the Notice of Intent to Award; 2)
a contract has been executed; or 3) all proposals have been rejected.

Company:

Burns & McDonnell Engineering Company, Inc.

Authorized Representative:
Title: General Manager
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Schedule of Hourly Professional Service Billing Rates

Position
Classification

Classification
Level

Hourly
Billing Rate

General Office *

5

$61.00

Technician *

6

76.00

Assistant *

7
8
9

87.00
116.00
139.00

Staff *

10
11

157.00
171.00

Senior

12
13

190.00
211.00

Associate

14
15
16
17

220.00
230.00
234.00
237.00

NOTES:
1. Position classifications listed above refer to the firm's internal classification system for employee compensation.
For example, "Associate", "Senior", etc., refer to such positions as "Associate Engineer", "Senior Architect", etc.
2. For any nonexempt personnel in positions marked with an asterisk (*), overtime will be billed at 1.5 times the hourly
labor billing rates shown.
3. Project time spent by corporate officers will be billed at the Level 17 rate plus 25 percent.
4. For outside expenses incurred by Burns & McDonnell, such as authorized travel and subsistence, and for services
rendered by others such as subcontractors, the client shall pay the cost to Burns & McDonnell plus 10%.
5. A technology charge of $9.95 per labor hour will be billed for normal computer usage, computer aided drafting (CAD)
long distance telephone, fax, photocopy and mail services. Specialty items (such as web and video conferencing)
are not included in the technology charge.
6. Monthly invoices will be submitted for payment covering services and expenses during the preceding month.
Invoices are due upon receipt. A late payment charge of 1.5% per month will be added to all amounts not paid
within 30 days of the invoice date.
7. The services of contract/agency and/or any personnel of a Burns & McDonnell subsidiary or affiliate shall be billed
to Owner according to the rate sheet as if such personnel is a direct employee of Burns & McDonnell.
8. The rates shown above are effective for services through December 31, 2017, and are subject to revision
thereafter.

Form BMR917

AGREEMENT FOR
ARCHITECTURAL, ENGINEERING & LAND SURVEYING
SERVICES
THIS AGREEMENT, made by and between the City of Independence, Missouri (hereinafter
called CITY) and, Burns & McDonnell Engineering Company Inc., a Missouri Corporation
(hereinafter called CONSULTANT).
W I T N E S S E T H:
WHEREAS, CITY requires consulting services for the IPL Energy Master Plan and,
WHEREAS, CONSULTANT is prepared to provide said professional services and shall give
consultation and advice to CITY during the performance of said services;
NOW THEREFORE, CITY and CONSULTANT in consideration of the mutual
covenants contained in this Agreement, agree as follows:
ARTICLE 1 – EFFECTIVE DATE
The effective date of this AGREEMENT shall be ______________________________.
ARTICLE 2 – SERVICES TO BE PERFORMED BY CONSULTANT
CONSULTANT shall perform the services set forth in deliverables in the IPL Energy Master Plan
RFP, hereby incorporated into the agreement.
ARTICLE 3 – PERIOD OF SERVICE
The Scope of Service shall be completed no later than June 30, 2018 provided CITY provides
Notice of Award on November 30, 2017 as outlined within the IPL Energy Master Plan RFP.
ARTICLE 4 – COMPENSATION
For services performed, the CITY shall pay the CONSULTANT, an amount not to
exceed $325,000 for required deliverables.
Monthly invoices shall be submitted by the CONSULTANT to the CITY for payment of services
performed and expenses incurred during the preceding month. Invoices shall indicate the
hours expended for each person on the Scope of Services, the total labor billing, and a
summary of other expenses and charges with supporting documentation.
Payment will be made by the City within thirty (30) days of receipt of the monthly
invoice.
The CITY is exempt from State of Missouri sales and use taxes on purchases made directly
for the CITY. CONSULTANT shall not include any sales or use taxes on transactions
between the CONSULTANT and CITY.
ARTICLE 5 – PERMITS AND LICENSES
The CONSULTANT shall procure all necessary local construction permits and licenses and a
City of Independence occupation license, unless exempt under state law.
CONSULTANT will abide by all applicable laws, regulations, and ordinances of all federal, state,
and local governments in which work under this contract is performed, and will require the same
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of all subconsultants.
The CONSULTANT must furnish and maintain certification of authority to conduct business in
the State of Missouri.
ARTICLE 6 – OWNERSHIP OF DOCUMENTS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Except as otherwise provided herein, documents, drawings, and specifications prepared by
CONSULTANT as part of the Services shall become the property of CITY, provided, however,
that CONSULTANT shall have the unrestricted right to their use. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, CITY accepts that any re-use of the documents or intellectual property shall be at
CITY’s sole risk and liability.
ARTICLE 7 – CHANGES, DELETIONS, OR ADDITIONS TO AGREEMENT
Either party may request changes within the general scope of this AGREEMENT. If a requested
change causes an increase or decrease in the cost or time required to perform this
AGREEMENT, CITY and CONSULTANT will agree to an equitable adjustment of the
AGREEMENT price, period of service, or both, and will reflect such adjustment in a change
order or formal modification.
ARTICLE 8 – STANDARD OF CARE
CONSULTANT shall exercise the same degree of care, skill, and diligence in the performance
of the Services as is ordinarily possessed and exercised by a peer professional under similar
circumstances.
ARTICLE 9– LIABILITY AND INDEMNIFICATION
Having considered the potential liabilities that may exist during the performance of this
AGREEMENT and the CONSULTANT’S fee, and in consideration of the mutual covenants
contained in the AGREEMENT, CITY and CONSULTANT agree to allocate and limit such
liabilities in accordance with this Article.
CONSULTANT agrees, to the fullest extent permitted by law, to indemnify and hold harmless
the City, its officers, directors and employees, against all damages liabilities or costs, including
reasonable attorneys’ fees and defense costs, to the extent caused by the CONSULTANT’S
negligent performance of professional services under this AGREEMENT and that of its
subconsultants or anyone for whom the CONSULTANT is legally liable. CONSULTANT shall
indemnify CITY against legal liability for damages arising out of claims by CONSULTANT’S
employees.
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

To the fullest extent permissible by law, and notwithstanding any other provision of this
Agreement, the total liability, in the aggregate, of CONSULTANT, its officers, directors,
shareholders, employees, agents, and consultants, and any of them, to CITY and anyone
claiming by, through or under CITY, for any and all claims, losses, liabilities, costs or damages
whatsoever arising out of, resulting from or in any way related to the Project or this Agreement
from any form of negligence, professional errors or omissions (including breach of contract or
warranty) of CONSULTANT, its officers, directors, employees, agents or consultants, or any of
them, SHALL NOT EXCEED the limits of insurance set forth in Article 10. The parties agree that
specific consideration has been given by the CONSULTANT for this limitation and that it is
deemed adequate.
In no event will CONSULTANT be liable for any special, indirect, or consequential
damages including, without limitation, damages or losses in the nature of increased Project costs,
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loss of revenue or profit, lost production, claims by customers of CITY, or governmental fines or
penalties.
ARTICLE 10 – INSURANCE
The CONSULTANT shall procure and maintain insurance against claims for injuries to persons
or damages to property, which may be caused by the services provided to the CITY. The
insurer(s) must be authorized for business in the State of Missouri and maintain an A.M.Best
rating of no less than A: VII;. Each policy requires a minimum cancellation notification of at least
thirty (30) days’ advance written notice to the CITY.
(1) General Liability Insurance, with bodily injury and property damage limits of $1,000,000 for
each occurrence with a $2,000,000 general aggregate and $2,000,000 products and completed
operations aggregate.
(2) Professional Liability or Errors and Omissions Insurance, with a limit of $1,000,000 each
claim and annual aggregate.
(3) Automobile Liability Insurance, with bodily, and property damage limits of $1,000,000 for each
accident.
The above limits are acceptable and do not infer or place a limit on the liability of the
CONSULTANT. The CITY is to be included as an additional insured as the CITY's interest
may appear for the General Liability and the Automobile Liability Insurance. The
CONSULTANT'S insurance providing additional insured coverage shall be primary and any
insurance or self-insurance maintained by the CITY shall be excess for the CITY and not
contribute with the coverage maintained by the CONSULTANT.
The CITY shall not obtain worker's compensation insurance on behalf of the CONSULTANT or
the employees of the CONSULTANT. The CONSULTANT shall comply with the worker's
compensation law concerning its business and its employees.
Waiver of Subrogation: CITY and CONSULTANT waive all rights against each other and
their officers, directors, agents, or employees for damage covered by property insurance
(including deductibles) during and after the completion of CONSULTANT'S services. If the
services result in a Construction Phase, a provision similar to this shall be incorporated into
all Construction Contracts entered into by CITY, and all construction Contractors shall be
required to provide waivers of subrogation in favor of CITY and CONSULTANT for damage or
liability covered by any construction Contractor's policy of insurance.
ARTICLE 11 – SHIPPING, TITLE AND RISK OF LOSS
All sales and deliveries are F.O.B. CITY.
ARTICLE 12 – DELAY IN PERFORMANCE
Neither CITY nor CONSULTANT shall be considered in default of this AGREEMENT for delays
in performance caused by circumstances beyond the reasonable control of the nonperforming
party. For purposes of this AGREEMENT, such circumstances include, but are not
limited to, abnormal weather conditions; floods; earthquakes; fire; epidemics; war, riots, and
other civil disturbances; strikes, lockouts, work slowdowns, and other labor disturbances;
sabotage; judicial restrains; and inability to procure permits, licenses, or authorizations from
any local, state, or federal agency for any of the supplies, materials, accesses, or services
required to be provided by either CITY or CONSULTANT under this AGREEMENT. Should
such circumstances occur, the non-performing party shall, within a reasonable time of being
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prevented from performing, give written notice to the other party describing the circumstances
preventing continued performance and the efforts being made to resume performance of this
AGREEMENT.
ARTICLE 13 – TERMINATION
CITY may terminate or suspend performance of this Agreement for CITY’s convenience upon
written notice to CONSULTANT. CONSULTANT shall terminate or suspend performance of
the Services on a schedule acceptable to CITY. If termination or suspension is for CITY’s
convenience, CITY shall pay CONSULTANT for all the Services performed till the date of the
termination by the CITY or suspension expenses. Upon restart, and equitable adjustment shall
be made to CONSULTANT’S compensation.
This AGREEMENT may be terminated by either party upon written notice in the event of
substantial failure by the other party to perform in accordance with the terms of this Agreement.
The nonperforming party shall have fifteen calendar days from the date of the termination
notice to cure or to submit a plan for cure acceptable to the other party. In the event that
funding for the contract is discontinued, CITY shall have the right to terminate this contract
immediately upon written notice to CONSULTANT.
ARTICLE 14– WAIVER
A waiver by either CITY or CONSULTANT of any breach of this AGREEMENT shall be in
writing. Such a waiver shall not affect the waiving party’s rights with respect to any other or
further breach.
ARTICLE 15 – SEVERABILITY
The invalidity, illegality, or unenforceability of any provision of this AGREEMENT or the
occurrence of any event rendering any portion or provision of this AGREEMENT void shall in
no way affect the validity or enforceability of any other portion or provision of this
AGREEMENT. Any void provision shall be deemed severed from this AGREEMENT, and the
balance of this AGREEMENT shall be construed and enforced as if this AGREEMENT did not
contain the particular portion or provision held to be void. The parties further agree to amend
this AGREEMENT to replace any stricken provision with a valid provision that comes as close
as possible to the intent of the stricken provision. The provisions of this Article shall not
prevent this entire AGREEMENT from being void should a provision which is of the essence of
this AGREEMENT be determined void.
ARTICLE 16 – SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS
CITY and CONSULTANT each binds itself and its directors, officers, partners, successors,
executors, administrators, assigns, and legal representatives to the other party to the
AGREEMENT and to the directors, officers, partners, successors, executors, administrators,
assigns, and legal representatives of such other party in respect to all provisions of this
AGREEMENT.
ARTICLE 17 – ASSIGNMENT
Neither CITY nor CONSULTANT shall assign any rights or duties under this AGREEMENT
without the prior written consent of the other party. Unless otherwise stated in the written
consent to an assignment, no assignment will release or discharge the assignor from any
obligation under this AGREEMENT.
ARTICLE 18– THIRD PARTY RIGHTS
Nothing in this AGREEMENT shall be construed to give any rights or benefits to anyone other
than CITY and CONSULTANT.
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ARTICLE 19– INDEPENDENT CONSULTANTS
Each party shall perform its activities and duties hereunder only as an independent Consultant.
The parties and their personnel shall not be considered to be employees or agents of the other
party. Nothing in this AGREEMENT shall be interpreted as granting either party the right or
authority to make commitments of any kind for the other. This AGREEMENT shall not
constitute, create, or in any way be interpreted as a joint venture, partnership or formal business
organization of any kind.
ARTICLE 20– AUDIT
CONSULTANT agrees that the CITY, or a duly authorized representative, shall, until the
expiration of three (3) years after final payment under this AGREEMENT have access to and
the right to examine and copy any pertinent books, documents, papers and records of the
CONSULTANT involving transactions related to this AGREEMENT.
ARTICLE 21 – EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
During the performance of this agreement/contract or purchase order, the CONSULTANT
agrees as follows:
The CONSULTANT will not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment
because of race, age, color, religion, sex, national origin or any other legally protected
category. The CONSULTANT will take affirmative action to ensure that applicants are
employed, and that employees are treated fairly during employment, without regard to their
race, age, color, religion, sex, or national origin. Such action shall include, but not be limited to,
the following: employment, upgrading, demotion, or transfer; recruitment or recruitment
advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay or other forms of compensation; and selection
for training including apprenticeship. The CONSULTANT agrees to post in conspicuous
places, available to employees and applicants for employment, notices to be provided setting
forth the provisions of this nondiscrimination clause.
The CONSULTANT will, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by or on
behalf of the CONSULTANT, state that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for
employment without regard to race, age, color, religion, sex, or national origin.
The CONSULTANT will send to each labor union or representative of workers with which he or
she has a collective bargaining agreement or other contract or understanding a notice to be
provided by the Contract Compliance Officer advising the said labor union or workers'
representatives of the CONSULTANT'S commitment under this section and shall post copies of
the notice in conspicuous places available to employees and applicants for employment.
The CONSULTANT will comply with all provisions of Executive Order 11246 of September 24,
1965, and of the rules, regulations, and relevant orders of the Secretary of Labor.
The CONSULTANT will furnish all information and reports required by Executive Order 11246
of September 24, 1965, and by rules, regulations and orders of the Secretary of Labor, or
pursuant thereto, and will permit access to his or her books, records, and accounts by the
Department and the Secretary of Labor for purposes of investigation to ascertain compliance
with such rules, regulations, and orders.
In the event of the CONSULTANT'S noncompliance with the non-discrimination clauses of this
agreement/contract or purchase order with any of the said rules, regulations, or orders, this
agreement/contract or purchase order may be canceled, terminated, or suspended in whole or
in part, and the organization may be declared ineligible for any further government
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agreement/contracts or purchase order or federally assisted agreements/contracts in
accordance with procedures authorized in Executive Order 11246 of September 24, 1965, or
by rules, regulation, or order of the Secretary of Labor, or as otherwise provided by law.
The CONSULTANT will include the portion of the sentence immediately preceding paragraph
(1) and the provisions of paragraphs (1) through (7) in every subcontract or purchase order
unless exempted by rules, regulations, or orders of the Secretary of Labor issued pursuant to
Section 204 of Executive Order 11246 of September 24, 1965, so that such provisions will be
binding upon each subconsultant or vendor. The CONSULTANT will take such action with
respect to any subconsultant or purchase order as the Department may direct as a means of
enforcing such provisions, including sanctions of noncompliance; provided, however, that in the
event an CONSULTANT becomes involved in, or is threatened with litigation with a
subconsultant or vendor as a result of such direction by the Department, the CONSULTANT
may request the United States to enter into such litigation to protect the interest of the United
States.
ARTICLE 22 – GOVERNING LAW
This AGREEMENT shall be governed by the laws of the State of Missouri. The CITY and the
CONSULTANT agree that the performance of this Agreement will be deemed to have occurred
in the State of Missouri and that CONSULTANT’S performance under this Agreement will be
deemed the transaction of business in Missouri. Jurisdiction and venue for any claim or cause
of action arising under this Agreement shall be exclusively in the Sixteenth Judicial Circuit of
Missouri and the CONSULTANT submits to personal jurisdiction of and waives any personal
jurisdiction or inconvenient forum objection to, that court.
ARTICLE 23 – COMMUNICATIONS
Any communication required by this AGREEMENT shall be made in writing to the authorized
representative at the address specified below:
CONSULTANT:

Burns & McDonnell
9400 Ward Parkway
Kansas City, MO 64114
Attn: Chris Underwood, General Mgr, Business & Technology Services

CITY:

City of Independence
111 E. Maple Avenue
Independence, MO 64050
Attn: Russell M. Pankey, Purchasing Manager

Nothing contained in this Article shall be construed to restrict the transmission of routine
communications between representatives of CONSULTANT and CITY.
ARTICLE 24 – SEPARATE AGREEMENTS
CITY and CONSULTANT each reserve the right to, from time to time, enter into other
agreements or contracts for specific projects. If such agreements or contracts are separately
approved in writing by the parties, the terms and conditions of those agreements or contracts
shall prevail for the specific projects set forth therein.
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ARTICLE 25 – ENTIRE AGREEMENT
This Agreement represents the entire agreement between the CITY and CONSULTANT. All
previous or contemporaneous agreements, representations, promises and conditions relating
the CONSULTANT’S services described herein are superseded.
ARTICLE 26 – SURVIVAL OF TERMS
The following provisions shall survive the expiration or termination of this AGREEMENT for any
reason: if any payment obligations exist, Article 4 – Compensation; Article 5 – Permits and
Licenses; Article 9 – Liability and Indemnification; Article 14 – Waiver; Article 15 –
Severability; Article 17 – Assignment; Article 19 – Independent Consultants; Article 22 –
Governing Law; Article 25 – Entire Agreement; and this Article 26 – Survival of Terms.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, CITY and CONSULTANT, by and through their authorized officers,
have made and executed this AGREEMENT.
CITY
By
Russell M. Pankey,
Purchasing Manager

CONSULTANT
By
Chris Underwood,
General Manager

Date

Date _ November 8, 2017
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APPENDIX

ADDENDA

POWER & LIGHT DEPARTMENT
21500 E. TRUMAN RD · P.O. BOX 1019 · INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI 64051-0519(816) 325-7500
FAX · (816) 325-7472

Addendum: No. 1

Date: July 5, 2017
Request for Proposal P-1-2017

IPL ENERGY MASTER PLAN
The original bid documents shall remain in effect except as revised by the following changes, which shall
take precedence over anything to the contrary in the RFP.

Item 1: Addendum No. 1 replaces the RFP Cover Page with the attached document.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT:
Each bidder should acknowledge receipt of Addendum No. 1 and submit this form with the bid.

Company:

Burns & McDonnell Engineering Company, Inc.

Authorized Representative:
Printed Name and Title:

General Manager

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
CITY OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI
PURCHASING DIVISION
111 E. MAPLE, PO BOX 1019
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64051-0519
(816) 325-7087

IPL ENERGY MASTER PLAN
Date: June 29, 2017

RFP: P-1-2017

Response Deadline: August 11, 2017, at 2:00 p.m., Local Time
Please submit any questions regarding this proposal online to www.publicpurchase.com.
The only authorized source for proposal forms, addenda, and information regarding this RFP is
www.publicpurchase.com. Using RFP forms, addenda, and RFP information not obtained from
www.publicpurchase.com creates the risk of not receiving necessary information about the RFP that may
eliminate your proposal from consideration.
Proposals must be submitted online via www.publicpurchase.com by the date and time indicated. Paper,
fax, or email responses will NOT be accepted and will not be returned to sender.
(ATTENTION RFP RESPONDENT – COMPLETE AND RETURN WITH PROPOSAL)
Respondent’s Name: _____________________________________________

Phone No.: _____________________

(Please print or type company name)

E-Mail Address: _________________________________________________

FAX No.: _______________________

Address _______________________________________ City _____________
By: ____________________________________________________

State ______

Zip _____________

Title: ________________________________

(Name of Authorized Agent)

Signature: ______________________________________________

Date: _______________________________



Respondent makes firm offer and is not revocable within one-hundred-twenty (120) days after response deadline.



Respondent does not make an offer in response to this invitation. Why did you not make an offer?__________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

NOTE: ALL PROPOSALS ARE SUBJECT TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS HEREIN.
Follow us on Twitter @IndepPurchasing and Facebook at IndepPurchasing.

POWER & LIGHT DEPARTMENT

21500 E. TRUMAN RD · P.O. BOX 1019 · INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI 64051-0519(816) 325-7500
FAX · (816) 325-7472

Addendum: No. 2

Date: July 25, 2017
Request for Proposal P-1-2017

IPL ENERGY MASTER PLAN
The original bid documents shall remain in effect except as revised by the following changes, which shall
take precedence over anything to the contrary in the RFP. Addendum No. 2 includes the two (2)
changes listed below.

Item 1: Adds Deliverable 1.6 to “Deliverable 1-Evaluation of Existing Generation Unit(s) Condition.”
Item 2: Replaces Section 7, “Evaluation Criteria.”

ACKNOWLEDGMENT:
Each bidder shall acknowledge receipt of Addendum No. 2 and submit this form with the bid.
Company: Burns & McDonnell Engineering Company, Inc.
Authorized Representative:
Printed Name and Title:

General Manager

RFP P-1-2017
Addendum No. 2
IPL Energy Master Plan
Item 1: Adds Deliverable 6 to “Deliverable 1-Evaluation of Existing Generation Unit(s) Condition.”
6.

For options of retiring the units at Blue Valley, include a narrative describing the need or lack of need to
dismantle the existing buildings and remediate environmental issues at the site. This narrative will cover
two future scenarios: a) No generating resources on the site; and b) New generating units on the site.
NOTE: the T&D Service Center, Pole Yard, Warehouse and other T&D related operations will continue at
this site.

Item 2: Replaces Section 7, “Evaluation Criteria” with the following:
7. EVALUATION CRITERIA
Responsive proposals will be evaluated in accordance with the following criteria, which are not necessarily
listed in priority order.
A.

Fee Structure and Cost of Deliverables (Up to 20 points).
a. The fee structure for each deliverable identified in the request will be on a time and expense
basis with a maximum not-to-exceed amount. Costs will be a major consideration in the
evaluation process. Proposals will be evaluated based on the total Not-to-Exceed cost of the
work. Each individual Deliverable will be priced separately and included in Attachment 2 —
Deliverable Pricing.
b. Include the job classification (and associated billing rate) for each of the firm’s individuals who
are expected to participate in the deliverables requested.
c. For each deliverable, the Consultant shall include travel, materials and any other costs
associated with completion of the deliverable.
d. Consultant will provide costs associated with on-site meetings to include the following:
i. The estimated travel and labor costs and all other non-labor expenses for the required
face-to-face meetings including project kick-off, data/scenario development, two
presentations to City Council and one presentation to the Public Utility Advisory Board
(PUAB). Indicate the individual(s) that will give such presentations.
e. Meeting pricing will be provided in Attachment 2 — Deliverable Pricing.
f. Cost points will be calculated based on the Not-To-Exceed Cost of Required Deliverables
unless the City elects to include one or both optional deliverables.

B.

Experience with, and quality of: 1) Past Integrated Resource Plans (IRPs); 2) Past production/load
simulation modeling efforts; 3) Past Economic evaluations of similar scope; 4) Experience evaluating a
wide range of generating technologies and DSM/EE programs; and 5) Success defending
recommendations when challenged (Up to 25 points).
a. Consultant shall submit information on the general background of your firm (number of
employees, years in business, type of consulting work performed, financial standing, etc.).
b. Consultant will provide a summary of previous experience and samples of past IRP evaluations
including prior experience utilizing Production and Load Simulation Modeling for economic
evaluations.
c. Supply summaries of past Integrated Resource Plans you have developed or helped to develop.
Summaries will include, the scope of the Plans; the technologies assessed; scenarios
evaluated; recommendations implemented, and other key aspects of evaluations and
recommendations.
d. Provide a summary of presentations you’ve made to defend past recommendations when
opposition arose.

C.

Experience in permitting, implementing, and installing generating equipment (Up to 10 points).
a. Summarize your experience permitting and installing various generating technologies.

b. Provide examples of forecasting unit operating costs and provide comparisons of estimated cost
to actual, if available. Provide the source of your estimates (e.g., EPRI, Direct construction
management experience, operating experience, or other). Include all fuel types, and all
technologies evaluated including vendor-specific equipment analyzed.
c. Environmental Assessment Experience. Provide a summary of past environmental evaluations
including formal Environmental Assessment Studies you may have performed or managed.
Summarize the environmental regulations you have included in past IRP evaluations or similar
analyses. Provide background regarding the future environmental scenarios you have included
in past IRP or other evaluations.
D.

Experience evaluating the remaining life of existing steam units and combustion turbines. Provide
examples of past generating unit condition assessments, including experience with recommendations
for required modifications, staffing levels, and future operating costs to maintain reliable operation for
aging generating assets (Up to 10 points).

E.

Experience, background, and qualifications for developing hourly energy-market price forecasts
including experience with the SPP Integrated Market; experience forecasting location-specific LMP
prices; and experience forecasting location-specific prices and prices for ancillary services. If using an
outside vendor (subcontractor) for market price forecasts, identify the vendor and include the required
information for this outside vendor (Up to 20 points).
a. Energy Price Forecast Experience. Provide the source of the market price forecasts and the
data included in the forecasts, e.g., the software utilized; the variables included in the forecast
such as transmission limits, Node-specific loads, the generating resources included, unitspecific generator operating costs (and the source of this cost information); and other critical
items included or evaluated in the forecast development.
b. Provide a summary of Future Scenarios modeled in the forecast. Include a discussion of how
SPP’s Integrated Market will be the focus of this forecast.
c. Provide a description of how the forecast evaluates and identifies the hourly market price for
specific Load Nodes (LMP pricing) and the hourly price for ancillary services.
d. Market Price Forecasts. Provide the background, qualifications, experience, and other data to
support the validity of using the source providing these forecasts.

F.

Experience and qualifications of key personnel assigned to this project (Up to 10 points).
Provide the background and qualifications of personnel that will be utilized for these services; the
number of personnel to be assigned to this study and their resumes; and their past experience with
similar projects.

G.

Substantial Compliance (Up to 5 points).
Any exceptions to the City’s Scope of Services or standard contract (Attachment 3) will be taken into
consideration in the evaluation process and can have a negative impact on the scoring of the proposal.

Total weighting: 100 points.
Note: The Consultant is cautioned that it is the Consultant’s sole responsibility to submit information related to
the evaluation categories. The City is under no obligation to solicit such information, if it is not included in the
Consultant’s original proposal. Failure to provide such information may have an adverse impact on the
evaluation of the Consultant’s proposal.

AFFIDAVIT

AFFIDAVIT
STATE OF
COUNTY OF

Missouri
)

Jackson

ss.

.)

Burns & McDonnell Engineering Company, Inc.
., County of

of the City of

Kansas City

Jackson

_, State of

Missouri

being duly sworn on her or his oath, deposes and says:
1. That I am the General ManagGr____________________________ (Title of Affiant) of

Bums & McDonnell Engineering Company, Inc.

(Nameof Responderit) and

have been authorized by said Respondent to make this affidavit on the Respondent’s behalf;
2.

No Councilmember, nor the City Manager, the Director of Finance or the City Purchasing Manager is
financially interested in what the Respondent is offering to sell to the City pursuant to this invitation, nor
is the Respondent a City employee or board member whose proposal creates a conflict of interest. A
conflict of interest would arise if a City employee or board member is in a position to affect either the
decision to solicit proposals or the selection of the successful respondent;

3. Respondent has not participated in collusion or committed any act in restraint of trade, directly or
indirectly, which bears upon anyone's response or lack of response to this Invitation; and
4. The authorized signer of this document certifies that the organization and each of its principals are not
suspended or debarred by the City of Independence, State of Missouri or Federal government.

Chris Underwood

(Name of Respondent)
_ (Signature of Affiant)

By:

General Manager
Subscribed and sworn to before me this

V[

day of August

(Title of Affiant)
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AMANDA L. 6. DUNN
(SEAL) Notary Public - Notary Seal
STATE OF MISSOURI
NOTARY PUBLIC in and for the County of
Jackson County
My Commission Expires Sep. 15, '2Q21Lf_
MISSOURI
Commission # 16012249
^rate 0T-------------------------

My commission expires:

i

t

Jfpf. 15,7010
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Jackson

RESUMES

MICHAEL BORGSTADT, PE
Project Manager
Mike will serve as the project manager for this project. He manages a staff
of over 20 project consultants that provide technical analysis of various
studies for the utility industry. As a project manager, Mike specializes in
power supply and resource planning studies, financial and engineering
analyses of power projects, due diligence reviews, technology assessment
and evaluations and strategic site selection assistance. He has provided
engineering and economic analysis assistance on the following projects:

Clean Power Plan Evaluation & Power Supply Options Study | South
Mississippi Electric Power Association

EDUCATION
►
►

BS, Mechanical Engineering
MBA

REGISTRATIONS
►

Professional Engineer (MO)

13 YEARS WITH BURNS & MCDONNELL
15 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Mississippi | 2016
Mike was the project manager for an evaluation of the South Mississippi Electric Power Association’s (SMEPA) ability to
comply with the Clean Power Plan (CPP) and assess its power supply paths moving forward. Burns & McDonnell evaluated
the final CPP regulation as it applies to SMEPA’s fleet. Burns & McDonnell assessed both mass-based and rate-based
compliance plans to determine whether SMEPA had a preference. In addition to evaluating the CPP, Burns & McDonnell
also conducted an economic evaluation of SMEPA’s load within MISO and new generation options, including brownfield,
greenfield, and repower combined cycle options. Burns & McDonnell simulated the dispatch of SMEPA existing fleet as well
as new generation alternatives to determine the overall economics and emissions associated with the CPP. Burns &
McDonnell developed fuel and market energy price forecasts utilized within the study.

Integrated Resource Plan | Lafayette Utilities System
Lafayette, Louisiana | 2016
Mike served as the project manager for Lafayette Utilities System’s (LUS) resource planning study. The study consisted of a
load forecast, regulatory review, technology assessment, and economic evaluation. Capital costs, O&M costs, and
performance estimates were developed for natural gas-fired resources, renewables, and battery storage within the technology
assessment. The technology was assessed for its ability to meet LUS’ load requirements within the MISO market. Burns &
McDonnell developed fuel and market energy price forecasts utilized within the study.

Power Supply Evaluations and Asset Due Diligence | Northern Virginia Electric Cooperative
Virginia | 2016
Burns & McDonnell assisted Northern Virginia Electric Cooperative (NOVEC) in the evaluation of potential power supply
alternatives and well as asset due diligence on selected resources. Mike served as the project manager. Burns & McDonnell
provided assistance in the evaluation of proposals submitted to NOVEC. The proposals included both power purchase
agreements and equity ownership opportunities. The resources included both existing and new facilities and natural gas-fired
combined cycle and peaking resources. After a shortlist was developed, Burns & McDonnell conducted a due diligence of the
selected facilities evaluating design, operations, permits, and agreements. Burns & McDonnell also developed cost estimate
for new resources as a comparison against the several of the projects under development.
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Technology Assessment & Site Selection Study | South Mississippi Electric Power Association
Mississippi | 2015-2016
Mike was the project manager for a technology assessment and site selection study. The technology assessment focused on
new natural gas-fired generating resources, both combined cycle and peaking alternatives. Several configurations were
evaluated including greenfield alternatives and existing repowered options. The technology assessment estimated the
installed capital costs associated with each power generating resource as well as performance. The site selection study was
focused to finding suitable locations for the development of a combined cycle facility. The study evaluated sites for its
proximity to natural gas supply, water supply, and access to high voltage transmission. The sites were assessed for
environmental issues such as impacts to air emissions, wetlands, and threatened and engendered species. Additionally, Burns
& McDonnell evaluated site locations for a utility-sized solar resource.

Resource Planning Study | Kansas Electric Power Cooperative
Kansas | 2015-2016
Mike served as the project manager for a resource planning study to evaluate both short-term and long-term power supply
needs. Kansas Electric Power Cooperative has a power supply contracts expiring both in the near-term. The study consisted
of a technology assessment which evaluated the capital costs, O&M costs, and performance of new generation options. The
study evaluated natural gas-fired resources consisting of both combined cycle and peaking. The new resources were
compared against the power supply alternatives available from third-parties and SPP market energy. Burns & McDonnell
developed fuel and market energy price forecasts utilized within the study.

Resource Planning Study | Midwest Energy, Inc.
Kansas | 2015-2016
Mike served as the project manager for a resource planning study to evaluate both short-term and long-term power supply
needs. Midwest Energy has some power supply contracts expiring both in the near-term and long-term. Burns & McDonnell
develop a technology assessment which evaluated the capital costs, O&M costs, and performance of new generation options
for combined cycle, peaking, and renewable resources. The new resources were compared against the power supply
alternatives available from third-parties and SPP market energy. Burns & McDonnell developed fuel and market energy price
forecasts utilized within the study.

Technology Assessment in Support of Integrated Resource Planning | The Empire District Electric Co.
Missouri | 2015-2016
Mike served as the project manager for a technology assessment in support of The Empire District Electric Co.’s (EDEC)
integrated resource plan. The technology assessment considered a broad range of technologies consisting of coal-fired
resources, natural gas-fired combined cycle, reciprocating engines, combustion turbines, biomass, solar, and wind. Burns &
McDonnell develop capital cost estimates for each of the technologies as well as fixed and variable operations and
maintenance costs estimates. Performance estimates were completed to project output and heat rate characteristics. The
technology assessment was developed in support of EDEC’s integrated resource planning filing with the state of Missouri.

Infrastructure Planning Study | Rochester Public Utilities
Rochester, Minnesota | 2015-2016
Mike was the project manager for an assessment that evaluated Rochester Public Utilities’ power supply over the next 20
years. The evaluation consisted of a technology assessment of new power generation alternatives. The technology assessment
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consisted of performance and cost estimates for new combined coal, peaking, and combined heat and power resources. The
goal of the infrastructure plan was to determine both short-term and long-term power supply needs. The study considered the
new generation resources, existing power supply contracts, and wholesale energy prices. Burns & McDonnell developed fuel
and market energy price forecasts utilized within the study.

Independent Review | South Mississippi Electric Power Association
Mississippi | 2014
Mike served as the project manager for an independent review of an economic evaluation that SMEPA developed evaluating
its participation in the Kemper County Generating Station. The review provided a third-party assessment of the methodology,
assumptions, and calculations of the economic analysis.

Power Supply RFP & Planning Study | Midwest Energy, Inc.
Kansas | 2014
Mike served as the project manager for a for a power supply request for proposal (RFP) and resource planning study. Burns
& McDonnell developed and managed the RFP process for MWE. Burns & McDonnell evaluated the power supply options
submitted in response to the RFP and supported MWE in Board presentations. The RFP focused on simple cycle and
combined cycle resources.

Power Supply RFP & Planning Study | Lafayette Utilities System
Lafayette, Louisiana | 2014
Mike served as the project manager for a power supply request for proposals (RFP) and resource plan for LUS. Burns &
McDonnell developed and managed the RFP process for LUS. Burns & McDonnell evaluated the power supply proposals
received in response to the RFP. The evaluation focused on combined cycle resources. Burns & McDonnell evaluated the
proposals utilized both levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) and economic dispatch modeling to determine economic and low
risk alternatives for LUS.

Power Supply RFP | Confidential Client Public Power Utility
Midwest (Southwest Power Pool) | 2013
Mike served as the project manager for a power supply RFP for a confidential client in SPP. The client desired proposals for
dispatchable resources deliverable into SPP.

MISO Integration Support | Lafayette Utilities System
Lafayette, Louisiana | 2013
Mike served as the project manager for an assessment of dispatch and operating cost in support of LUS participation in the
Midwest Independent System Operator (MISO) system. Burns & McDonnell assisted LUS in developing dispatch costs for
incorporating into LUS’ generation bids into MISO’s day a head market.

Power Supply Planning Study | Marquette Board of Light & Power
Marquette, Michigan | 2013
Mike served as the project manager for a power supply planning study evaluating the generation alternatives available to
MBLP for meeting future load requirements. Burns & McDonnell developed cost and performance estimates for new
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generation resources that would be able to replace aging resources and meet future load growth. The assessment considered
the transmission constraints in MBLP’s area.

Long-Term Planning Study | Confidential Cooperative Utility
Texas | 2013
Mike served as the project manager for a long-term planning study for a coal-fired power plant in Texas. The study consisted
of an environmental and regulatory assessment evaluating the impact of EPA regulations on the facility. The study included a
technology selection study for natural gas-fired resources. The study included a decommissioning cost estimate to determine
the end-of-useful alternatives available for the facility. The costs developed were input into an hourly dispatch model to
evaluate the overall economic viability of the facility. Due to the sensitivity of the environmental regulations and other
information, the study was conducted under attorney client privilege.

Power Supply Planning Study | Confidential G&T Cooperative
Midwest (MISO) | 2012
Mike served as the project manager for a power supply planning study that evaluated the new resources for meeting future
load. The study consisted of a technology assessment to review new generating resource alternatives. The cost and
performance assumptions developed in the technology assessment were utilized along with load, energy, and forecasts for
wholesale energy prices and fuel costs to developed power supply plans to meet load requirements.

Integrated Resource Planning | Lafayette Utilities System
Lafayette, Louisiana | 2011
Mike provided analysis support for resource planning efforts for a utilities Integrated Resource Plan (IRP). The IRP evaluated
the implications of the EPA regulations (CSAPR, MACT, among others) to the utility’s existing coal and gas-fired fleet. The
IRP evaluated new electrical generation facilities against the retrofitting the existing fleet with air quality control equipment
or retirement. Additionally, the IRP included a condition assessment of the existing facilities; load and energy forecast
development, technology assessment for new facilities and AQCS equipment, and an evaluation of the EPA regulations.

Resource Planning | Minnesota Power
Minnesota | 2010-2012
Mike served as the project manager for an integrated resource planning and analysis study conducted for an investor-owned
utility in the upper Midwest. The evaluation focused on both short-term and long-term goals for reducing costs and the
utility’s carbon footprint and coal-fired generation. The analysis evaluated retirement options, EPA regulations including the
Cross State Air Pollution Rule among others, and new generation alternatives.

Resource Planning – Coal Fleet Evaluation | Confidential Client
Upper Midwest | 2010
Mike provided analysis support for resource planning efforts evaluating the existing coal-fired power fleet across the U.S.
Burns & McDonnell developed a comprehensive database of all of the coal-fired units within the U.S. compiling information
such as in-service dates and existing environmental control equipment. Burns & McDonnell developed capital and O&M
costs for retrofitting the U.S. fleet with new environmental control equipment to meet proposed environmental regulations.
Using these costs, Burns & McDonnell conducted numerous evaluations investigating the economic impact to the electrical
energy supply.
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Resource Planning – Retirement and Fuel Switch Analysis | Westar Energy
Kansas | 2010
Mike provided project management and analysis evaluating aging assets for retirement and potential environmental impacts.
The evaluation investigated the potential impacts of several generating stations within the client’s fleet that may be required
should proposed environmental regulations be imposed. Burns & McDonnell developed costs and emissions estimates for
each of the plants. Additionally, Burns & McDonnell evaluated potential fuel switching opportunities to coal, natural gas, and
biomass at several generating stations. Using this information, Burns & McDonnell developed a comprehensive resource plan
evaluating the plants’ economic viability within the client’s portfolio. Burns & McDonnell recommended whether the
generating stations under evaluation should be retired or remain in-service.

SANDRO TOMBESI, PMP
Condition Assessment and Staffing/O&M
Sandro, a dual citizen of the US and Italy, has 35+ years of experience in
project development, thermal cycle analysis, feasibility studies,
conceptual designs, and coordination and implementation of projects. He
has worked in the fossil, nuclear and alternate fuel power generation
fields. He has developed open cycle, combined cycle, cogeneration and
other small, medium and large power plants. He has demonstrated his
abilities and adaptation to the diverse and unique requirements of the
power generation industry in the United States and foreign countries. In
addition to technical analysis and project development, Sandro has
experience in equipment selection, cost and budget preparation and
schedule development for proper phasing and implementation of various
project elements, and in business development, financial analyses and
justification of capital and operating budgets.

EDUCATION
►
►
►

AB, Engineering and Applied
Sciences
MS, Mechanical Engineering
MBA, International Business

REGISTRATIONS
►

Project Management Professional

4 YEARS WITH BURNS & MCDONNELL
36 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Sandro has the background, skills and experience to work with developers, utilities and construction companies to help them
execute successful projects from conceptual design through final testing, acceptance and continued performance analysis. In
addition to project work, Sandro can provide management consulting, overview and advisory roles for agencies, banks,
municipals, cooperatives, and corporations contemplating, planning and evaluating new plants or major upgrades to existing
plant systems.

Drains Verification and Documentation | Duke Energy
Gibson, Indiana | 2016
Project Manager Identification and verification of all plant drains to confirm location of ultimate drainage and update their
documentation for a coal-fired power plant.

Feasibility and Bid Development | Confidential Client
Arlington, Arizona | 2016
Project Manager Feasibility study and bid data development for a confidential client proposing to build a new multi-unit
reciprocating engine plant to provide power under a request for proposals from Arizona Public Service.

Black Point Combined Cycle | CLP
Hong Kong | 2015-2016
Lead Engineer Owner’s Engineers assignment on the mechanical and electrical scope of a new single shaft combined cycle
plant in Southeast Asia, based on an H class gas turbine.

Engineering Level Estimate | NRG Energy
Waukegan, Illinois | 2015-2016
Project Manager Development of an engineering level estimate for the upgrades recommended by the Turbine Water
Injection Prevention study at a coal-fired power plant.

SANDRO TOMBESI, PMP
(continued)
Rochester Reciprocating Engine Plant | RPU
Rochester, Minnesota | 2015
Lead Technical Consultant for the development of a 50 MW reciprocating engine power plant.

Preliminary Engineering and Specifications | APS
Yuma, Arizona | 2015
Project Manager Preliminary engineering and preparation of specifications for procurement of a reciprocating engine
microgrid plant to be built at a military base.

Transient Pressure Control Studies | NRG Energy
Midwest and Northeast US | 2015
Project Manager Analysis and recommended upgrades for safe Transient Pressure Control after the proposed conversion to
natural gas firing of six coal fired plants.

Winterization of Aeroderivative Gas Turbines | NRG Energy
Aurora, Illinois | 2015
Project Manager Engineering for the winterization of two aero-derivative gas turbines, by adding inlet heating and protective
equipment.

Operating Issues Resolution | WEC
Wisconsin | 2014
Project Manager Analysis and recommended solutions to resolve operating issues with pumps and demineralizers at two
coal fired plants.

Turbine Water Injection Prevention Studies | NRG Energy
Midwest | 2014
Project Manager Turbine Water Injection Prevention studies at four coal-fired power plants, assisting our Client in the
assessment and prevention of turbine water injection risks at all their units.

Pollution Prevention Equipment | Nicor
Ancona, Illinois | 2014
Project Manager Installation of new pollution prevention equipment, including thermal oxidizers and reboilers, at the natural
gas storage facilities of a major Illinois gas company.

HRSG Assessment | MCV
Midland, Michigan | 2013-2014
Project Manager High level assessment of the HRSGs of a large cogeneration power plant in Michigan.

SANDRO TOMBESI, PMP
(continued)
Cold Reserve Bid | Sempra
Peru | 2013
Project Manager Owner’s Engineer assignment, helping our Client evaluate EPC and equipment bids in view of preparing a
proposal to develop a 500 MW simple cycle plant with two gas turbine burning diesel fuel, to be converted later into a natural
gas fueled combined cycle plant.

Stillwater Energy Center | SUA
Stillwater Oklahoma | 2013
Proposal Manager/Engine Procurement Manager for a new 55 MW reciprocating engine power plant.

EPC Contract Scope Book | Sempra
Mejillones, Chile | 2012-2013
Project Manager Owner’s Engineer assignment, preparing the EPC Contract Scope Book on a Build Own Operate Maintain
proposal for a 2 on 1, 520 MW combined cycle dual fuel power plant intended to deliver electricity under contract to mining
operations in Northern Chile. Burns & McDonnell reviewed all technical documentation, cost estimates and schedule
prepared by the designated EPC Contractor, and made recommendations to the Consortium owners to improve their technical
and operational suitability and cost effectiveness.

Comprehensive Generation Options Study | Confidential Client
Missouri | 2012
Task Manager Combined cycle component of a comprehensive study of environmental and generation options at all
locations of a US Midwest integrated utility. Burns & McDonnell specified scope, estimated costs, and developed schedules
for several dozen different generation and emissions control options. Personally responsible for developing the basic design
and scope for a new 600 MW, 2 on 1 combined cycle plant at one site and conversion of two existing gas turbines to
combined cycle at another site, for an additional 200 MW.

Queen Elizabeth Power Station Expansion | SaskPower
Saskatoon, Canada | 2012
Lead Mechanical Engineer during the proposal phase for the expansion and conversion to a 6 on 1 combined cycle of an
existing 3 simple cycle gas turbines in Canada, adding about 200 MW of generation to the generating plant. The new
equipment is tightly integrated into the existing multiple technology power plant, in particular water supply via river intake
and wastewater disposal.

ConocoPhillips Sweeny Cogeneration Plant | ConocoPhillips
Sweeny, Texas | 2011-2012
Project Manager Director of Operations for the Sweeny Cogeneration plant, consisting of 4 Westinghouse 501D5A gas
turbines with associated heat recovery steam generators. Responsible for development, procurement, and initial
implementation of a new major maintenance strategy via Long Term Service Agreement or similar contract.

DEAN HUFF, PE
Condition Assessment and Staffing/O&M
Dean is a senior power plant mechanical engineer with 39 years’
experience working on the study, design, construction, startup,
commissioning, and performance testing of large steam-electric and
combustion turbine power stations. Since joining Burns & McDonnell in
2001, he has focused on coal-fired plant studies and lead design
assignments for coal-fired plants. He has prepared studies for various
clients analyzing the advantages and disadvantages of pulverized coal,
CFB, supercritical, and subcritical boilers. The studies have included the
analysis of the impact of fuel properties (coal, pet coke, lignite, biomass,
etc.), fuel conversions, emission controls, current and projected fuel costs,
relative O&M costs, and other Owner specific factors.

EDUCATION
►

BS, Mechanical Engineering

REGISTRATIONS
►

Professional Engineer (KS)

15 YEARS WITH BURNS & MCDONNELL
40 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

The following provides a summary of recent applicable experience:

Long Phu Coal-fired Project, PetroVietnam
Long Phu, Vietnam | 2015 - Present
Lead engineer and technical consultant for a 2 x 600MW supercritical coal-fired generation station. The project site is
approximately 150 km southwest of Ho Chi Minh City in Vietnam. Responsibilities include the review of critical and power
island design documents for Kuljian Corporation. The design documents to be reviewed included the design basis for the PC
fired supercritical boiler, steam turbine generators, power island equipment, precipitator, and flue gas desulfurization
equipment, heat balances, and auxiliary power development.

Four Corners Power Plant | Arizona Public Service Co.
Fruitland, NM | 2014-Present
Lead Mechanical Engineer. Mechanical Engineer (boiler specialist) for replacement of Unit 5 supercritical boiler
components. Responsibilities include purchase and install specifications for partial replacement of the economizer, horizontal
reheater, stringer tubes, and air heater baskets.

Ottumwa Generating Station | Alliant Energy
Ottumwa, IA | 2011-2015
Lead Mechanical Engineer. Mechanical Engineer (boiler specialist) for Alliant Energy’s Comprehensive Asset Management
Program (CAMP) projects at Ottumwa Generating Station. Responsibilities include specifications for replacement of the
existing economizer, superheat division panels and lower slope tubes; study to determine the benefit of adding variable
frequency drives to the condensate pumps and cooling tower fans; and a study to determine the capability of the existing air
preheat coils to maintain the required air heater gas outlet temperature for the new dry scrubber at low loads and low ambient
temperatures.

Taean Thermal Power Plant Units 9 & 10 | KOWEPO
Taean-Gun, Korea | 2011-2015
Lead Mechanical Engineer. Lead Mechanical Engineer for 2 x 1025 MW supercritical units each consisting of one
supercritical pulverized coal boiler firing subbituminous coal feeding to one (1) steam turbine. The project consists of

DEAN HUFF, PE
(continued)
Owners Engineer technical advisory services for major design decisions and review of technical design. Work includes
feasibility studies, process design, specifications, boiler and turbine bid evaluation assistance, training of KOWEPO
personnel boiler and turbine bid evaluation assistance and advisory services during design, construction, start-up and
commissioning.

Sam Cheok Green Power Units 1&2 | KOSPO/KOPEC
Sam Cheok City, Korea | 2010-2015
Lead Mechanical Engineer. Lead Mechanical Engineer for 2 x 1000 MW supercritical units each consisting of two (2) CFB
boilers firing subbituminous coal feeding to one (1) turbine located in Sam Cheok City, Korea. The project consists of
Owners Engineer technical advisory services for major design decisions and review of technical design. Work includes
feasibility studies, process design, specifications, boiler and turbine bid evaluation assistance and advisory services during
design, construction, start-up and commissioning.

Long Phu Coal-fired Project, PetroVietnam
Long Phu, Vietnam | 2010 - 2014
Lead engineer for a 2 x 600MW supercritical coal-fired generation station. The project site is approximately 150 km
southwest of Ho Chi Minh City in Vietnam. Responsibilities included the development of the power island EPC bid
documents for Kuljian Corporation. The power island documents included the PC fired supercritical boilers, steam turbine
generators, power island equipment, precipitator, and flue gas desulfurization equipment.

Advanced Lignite Generation Technologies Assessment | Lignite Energy Council
North Dakota | 2009
Project Manager. Project Manager for a study to address the impact of physical and chemical characteristics of North Dakota
lignite on various solid fuel conversion technologies. The study evaluated the plant performance, capital cost estimate,
operational and maintenance costs, NOx reduction technologies, busbar costs, and operating characteristics for pulverized
coal, fluidized bed, gasification and oxycombustion technologies.

Oak Grove Units 1 and 2 | Luminant (Formerly TXU Power)
Texas | 2009-2010
Lead Mechanical Engineer. The project consists of two 860 MW Supercritical Pulverized Coal Units, firing Texas lignite.
Scope included development, evaluation, and negotiation of the EPC specification, review of EPC design, review of
performance test procedure, observing the third party testing, and review and acceptance of the test report and results.

Prairie State Energy Center | Prairie State Generating Company
Illinois | 2003 - 2009
Lead Mechanical Engineer. The project consists of two 800 MW supercritical pulverized coal fired units (high sulfur and
high ash bituminous), each consisting of a boiler, SCR, wet scrubber, dry electrostatic precipitator, wet electrostatic
precipitator, and one steam turbine. Owner engineer responsibilities include development, evaluation, and negotiation of the
EPC specification and major Owner supplied equipment contracts (AQCS, boiler, steam turbine), technical review of the
contractor’s design, compliance with the EPC specification and code requirements.

DEAN HUFF, PE
(continued)
Seminole Generating Station Unit | Seminole Electric Coop.
Seminole, FL | 2006-2007
Project Mechanical Engineer. Project mechanical engineer for SECI, Seminole Generating Station Unit 3 Feasibility Study.
The study addressed the feasibility of adding a third unit at the site, unit size determination, unit technology evaluation
(subcritical vs. supercritical), the impact of up to 40% pet coke firing, contracting options, contract list with scope
descriptions, basic design criteria, preliminary system descriptions, P&ID’s, Level 2 schedule, cost estimate, cash flow, and
risk assessment. In addition, specifications were prepared and bids received and evaluated for the steam turbine and boiler.

Council Bluffs Unit 4 | MidAmerican Energy Company
Council Bluffs, IA | 2003 - 2004
Lead Mechanical Engineer. Lead mechanical engineer for MidAmerican Energy Company, Council Bluffs Unit 4. The
project consists of a 790 MW supercritical coal plant firing Powder River Basin coal and is located at their Council Bluffs
Energy Center site. Owner Engineer responsibilities included negotiations with the EPC Contractor, technical review of the
contractor’s design, compliance with the EPC specification and code requirements, review performance test procedure and
observe the field testing.

Trimble County Unit 2 Feasibility Study | LG&E
Trimble County, KY | 2002
Project Mechanical Engineer. Project mechanical engineer for LG&E, Trimble County Unit 2 Feasibility Study. The study
addressed the feasibility of adding a second coal-fired unit at the Trimble site, unit size determination, unit technology
evaluation (subcritical vs. supercritical), contracting options, contract list with scope descriptions, basic design criteria,
preliminary system descriptions, P&ID’s, Level 2 schedule, cost estimate, cash flow, and risk assessment.

Papers:
“Supercritical and Ultra-Supercritical Boilers -- How High Is Too High,” Power-Gen Asia 2013
“Choice of Coal VS Boiler Design,” Asian SBC Users' Group Presentation 2013
“Supercritical and Ultra-Supercritical Boilers -- How High Is Too High,” Power-Gen Asia 2011 (Best Paper Award)
“Merits of Supercritical Steam Generation,” Power-Gen 2002
“Should There Be a CFB In Your Future?,” Power-Gen 2002
*denotes experience prior to joining Burns & McDonnell

BLOCK ANDREWS, PE
Environmental Assessment
Block is an environmental professional experienced in ensuring
compliance with environmental regulations and consent decrees,
identifying technical issues and delivering solutions that drive operational
excellence and customer satisfaction. He has also led a number of Burns &
McDonnell’s studies regarding the future options of a specific unit or a
portfolio of units for utility clients. Block has testified in front of various
Public Service Commissions and has been an expert witness.
Block has successfully obtained air permits for over 10,000 MW of fossil
fuel fired generation. For KCP&L’s coal-fired Hawthorn 5 rebuild, Block
was able to prepare a permit application and obtain a permit in less than 6
months.

EDUCATION
►
►

BS, Mechanical Engineering
MS, Atmospheric Sciences

REGISTRATIONS
►

Professional Engineer (KS)

21 YEARS WITH BURNS & MCDONNELL
30 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

In between employment at Burns & McDonnell, Block worked as Environmental Services Director for a utility and thus he
thoroughly understands the thought process of utilities as you juggle the sometimes conflicting needs of regulatory agencies,
shareholders and rate payers with the driving need to keep the lights on affordably and with environmental stewardship.

Multiple Confidential Clients
New York, Arizona, Wisconsin, Texas, Kentucky, Indiana. Kansas, Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, Arizona, Maryland, Virginia | 2009Present
Environmental Lead for developing environmental compliance solutions with Effluent Limit Guidelines, Coal Combustion
Residual, Cross State Air Pollution Rule, Clean Water Act Section 316(a) and 316(b), Regional Haze, Clean Power Plan and
National Ambient Air Quality Standards regulations for facilities in multiple states. In this role, Block was responsible for
developing cost estimates for compliance solutions.

Confidential Client
Midwestern Utility | 2010-Present
Project Manager for a New Source Review violation project that developed a plan for compliance with the EPA Notice of
Violation while maintaining a least cost resource plan. Over 1400 compliance options were evaluated to determine the least
cost solutions. Compliance options included unit shutdowns, Plant-wide applicability permits, pollution control options, fuel
switching and other combinations. Least cost compliance options were integrated with market pricing, future regulations
including carbon legislation to determine negotiating strategy with EPA and Department of Justice. The study results were
presented to the utility’s leadership team and the Board of Directors.

Multiple Confidential Clients
Nationwide | 2009-Present
Project Manager for multiple attorney-client privileged electric utility environmental studies in multiple states. The intent of
these studies is to evaluate current and future air, water and ash regulations for fossil-fired units, develop capital and O&M
cost estimates for compliance and feed the results into resource planning models. Typically, these studies develop multiple
compliance options and cost information. Block has presented these results to executive management teams, Board of
Directors.

BLOCK ANDREWS, PE
(continued)
East Kentucky Electric Cooperative
Kentucky | 2014
Block provided expert testimony for an environmental upgrade to a facility in Kentucky. The testimony was in front of the
Kentucky Public Service Commission and the requested rate increase was approved without any modifications to the utility’s
requested rate increase.

Alcoa
Indiana | 2014-2015
Project Manager for environmental compliance study for waste and ash issues at the Warrick Coal Station. Study included
an evaluation of compliance options and costs.

Lafayette Utilities System
Louisiana | 2014
Environmental Lead preparing comments for LUS on EPA’s proposed Clean Power Plan.

MidAmerican Energy
Iowa | 2014
Project Manager for a water balance study in preparation for the final Effluent Limit Guidelines regulation. The intent of the
study was to characterize the water quality and quantities. This information will be used to determine potential changes in
water processes to minimize the water treatment required to meet new ELG rules.

Confidential Client
Midwest | 2014-1015
Project Manager for a project to determine the feasibility of incorporating an adjacent industrial plant’s product into an
existing coal fired plant. The study included the environmental implications, financial impacts and impacts on the existing
power block needed to incorporate the new product.

Luminant
Texas | 2011-2014
Project Manager in project where Burns & McDonnell is Owner-Engineer for Luminant and Block has performed several
projects in this role. Block was Project Manager on an environmental compliance project to evaluate what controls would be
needed for future environmental regulations for the entire coal fleet. Block has also helped Luminant prepare comments on
the Clean Power Plan.

Multiple Confidential Clients
Nationwide | 2010-2014
Environmental Lead. Performed Environmental Due Diligence for multiple companies evaluating purchasing of power plant
assets. Evaluation requires determination of compliance with existing and future known regulations. In the case that there is
potential non-compliance, then costs are developed for compliance alternatives.

BLOCK ANDREWS, PE
(continued)
CLECO
Louisiana | 2009
Project Manager for a project to determine potential carbon costs of Waxman-Markey legislation. Block worked closely
with the environmental and resource planning departments to develop costs and least cost planning options.

City of Austin
Austin, Minnesota | 2010
Environmental Lead providing the environmental constraints for a study to determine future power supply options.

Otter Tail Power
Minnesota | 2009
Environmental Lead to develop a Corporate Sustainability Report (CSR) report for the utility.

Confidential Client
Midwest Utility | 2011-2012
Project Manager for a New Source Review violation project in the Midwest that performed a Best Available Control
Technology (BACT) study for two separate facilities. Block also managed a preliminary engineering design study to
determine air pollution control layouts and cost information.

Old Dominion Electric Cooperative
Virginia | 2010
Environmental Lead for Old Dominion Electric Cooperative, Block has addressed strategic issues with the company on a
proposed coal-fired plant in Virginia. The issues include carbon planning, control technologies, planning and other critical
issues.

Confidential Client
Midwest | 2006-2009
Environmental Lead for a biomass study for a Confidential Client located in the Midwest. Block evaluated potential
environmental constraints that could apply to various options. Potential control costs and risks associated with each option
were identified in the study.

MEGAN PARSONS, PE
New Resource Technology Assessment
Megan is the development manager at Burns & McDonnell. She manages
proposal managers and development engineers and provides quality
reviews of project development work in the Energy division. In her role,
Megan specializes in project scoping, conceptual design, performance and
technical optimization, feasibility, and economic analysis of these projects.
She is responsible for maintaining current and accurate capital and
operating costs for all new generation. Megan has served as project
manager, development engineer, contract engineer, and performance
engineer on cogeneration, simple-cycle, combined-cycle, coal, biomass,
and carbon capture projects. Her duties include the design, technical
evaluation, performance optimization and definition, equipment
specification, economic analysis, and preliminary scheduling. Megan has
also served as the owner’s engineer on combined-cycle projects. As
owner’s engineer, her duties included project scope development,
permitting technical support, specification development, and major
equipment contract negotiations.

LOCATION
►

Kansas City, Missouri

EDUCATION
►

BS, Mechanical Engineering, Iowa
State University

REGISTRATIONS
►
►
►

Professional Engineer, Missouri
Certified Energy Procurement
(CEP) Professional
AACE

13 YEARS WITH BURNS & MCDONNELL
13 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Independent Monitor (Confidential)
Texas, Louisiana | 2015-16
Independent Engineer. Provided full technical review of advanced class combined cycle self-build bid and provided opinion
of probable cost and completeness to the Independent Monitor conducting power supply RFP. Provided Independent
Engineer’s report and responses for testimony support.

Enbridge Pipelines, Inc.
Peace River, Alberta | 2014
Project Manager. Front end engineering design (FEED) of a 4xLM6000 greenfield peaking plant in northern Alberta. Design
engineering scope of work included preliminary design development; developing gas turbine and EPC specifications,
administering equipment bids, and evaluating proposals. Developed a +/- 10% capital cost estimate for the facility.

TransAlta, Ltd
Alberta, Canada | 2011-2103
Engineering Manager. Preliminary definition and equipment procurement of a 2x1 CCGT greenfield project in Alberta,
Canada. Owner’s Engineer scope of work included managing project scope, cost, and schedule definition; developing gas
turbine and EPC specifications, administering bids, evaluating proposals, negotiating award and conforming contracts.

Old Dominion Electric Cooperative
Maryland | 2012 - 2014
Development Manager. Preliminary definition of a 2x1 CCGT brownfield project in Maryland. Development engineering
included gas turbine technology evaluation, conceptual engineering, self-build cost estimate development, and contracting
strategy development. Continued on through Owner’s Engineer phase to assist in review of major equipment, long term

MEGAN PARSONS, PE
(continued)
service agreement, and EPC specifications. Assisted in evaluation of proposals. Provided written testimony for technical
development in CPCN filings.

Basin Electric Power Cooperative
North Dakota | 2014 - Present
Development Manager. Project definition of a 2x1 7FA CCGT project in North Dakota. Scope of work includes siting study,
gas turbine technology evaluation, project schedule development, contracting strategy development, major equipment bid
solicitation, budget level capital cost estimate development, engineering/construction management specification
development.

Integrys (Wisconsin Public Service)
Wisconsin | 2013
Development Manager. Preliminary definition and technology evaluation of a 1x1 7FA CCGT project in Wisconsin. Scope
of work included siting study and evaluation, project schedule development, and project strategy development.

Confidential Client
Confidential Location | 2012-2013
Provided engineering and cost estimate review of third party developer bids in comparison to Owner self-build project to
assist Owner in project evaluation and selection. Scope of work included reviewing third party proposal EPC commercial
terms, scope of supply, capital costs, operating agreements, and service agreements. Also provided evaluation of technology
technical risk.

Duke Energy
Citrus County, Florida | 2013
Development Manager. Preliminary definition of a 2x1 CCGT greenfield project in Florida. Development scope of work
included managing project scope, cost, and schedule definition, evaluating major equipment technologies, optimizing project
performance and cost and developing technical information for permit applications.

Confidential Client
Ohio | 2010-2011
Process Mechanical Engineer. Detail design of a 1x1 7EA CCGT burning natural gas and blast furnace gas from adjacent
steel mill. Scope of work included contract engineering, heat balance, and system P&ID design.

Confidential Client
Ohio | 2010
Lead Process Engineer. Preliminary design (FEL-3) of a 1x1 7EA CCGT burning natural gas and blast furnace gas from
adjacent steel mill. Scope of work included heat balance development, developing equipment performance specifications,
process design and optimization, and developing capital cost and emissions estimates.

MEGAN PARSONS, PE
(continued)
Carbon Capture Project Development
Southeast USA | 2009 - 2010
Project Manager. A feasibility study detailing cost, performance, and conceptual design of a CO 2 capture demonstration
facility. Supervised the development of scope, cost estimates, conceptual design, and schedule for the comparison against
other future GHG mitigation strategies.

Various Clients
2005 - 2009
Performance Engineer. Responsible for thermal performance modeling, performance optimization, and EPC performance
guarantees for the following EPC projects:
►
►
►
►
►
►

1x1 GE 7FA.04 CCGT
2x1 W501F CCGT
2x1 GE 7FA.04 CCGT
2x1 GE 7FB CCGT
2x2x1 GE 9EA CCGT
GE LM6000 SCGT

Technology Assessments
Various Clients | 2006 – current
Completed technology assessments to evaluate various SCGT and CCGT reciprocating, aeroderivative, and frame
technologies to recommend appropriate technology for project development. Assessments included technology status review,
technology risk review capital and O&M cost estimate comparisons, performance estimates, conceptual site layouts, and air
permit application support.

ZAC LOEHR, PE
New Resource Technology Assessment
Zac is a development engineer for the technical development and
implementation of combined cycle, simple cycle, steam turbine repower,
coal to gas conversion, and coal generation projects for Burns &
McDonnell. His duties include cost estimating, economic analysis,
conceptual design, technical feasibility, performance optimization and
definition, performance, equipment procurement and preliminary
scheduling.

Combined Cycle Project Definition Report | NTEC Group
Wisconsin | 2015

EDUCATION
►

BS, Mechanical Engineering

REGISTRATIONS
►

Professional Engineer (KS)

10 YEARS WITH BURNS & MCDONNELL
10 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Development engineer for technical and economic development of an
advanced class 2x1 F class combined cycle plant. The PDR effort includes conceptual plant design, performances and a
definitive cost estimate. Responsibilities included managing other disciplines to develop a plant design and cost and
interfacing with the client.

Combined Cycle Generation Study | NTEC Group
Wisconsin | 2014
Development engineer for technical and economic development of an advanced class combined cycle plant. Evaluated 2x1 F,
G/H, and J class combined cycle options to select a gas turbine class for future development. Responsibilities included
conceptual design, capital costs, O&M costs, and performance development.

Due Diligence Study | IMPA
Indiana | 2014
Development engineer for a study evaluating the condition, plant contracts, and operating and maintenance programs for the
Richmond Power and Light Whitewater coal units. RPL includes two pulverized coal units. Responsibilities included
reviewing plant condition and maintenance programs through a site visit and documentation review to highlight areas of risk
and potential improvement to support a potential plant purchase.

Asset Management Study | Manitowoc Public Utility
Wisconsin | 2014
Development engineer for a study evaluating the condition, operating and maintenance programs, and black start capabilities
for MPU coal and simple cycle assets in Wisconsin. MPU assets include two CFB coal units, reciprocating engines, and a GE
Frame 5 gas turbine. Responsibilities included reviewing plant condition and maintenance programs through a site visit and
documentation review and investigating black starting the coal units utilizing the Frame 5 gas turbine. The study provided
technical and cost information to evaluate the condition and future operation of the existing units.

Due Diligence Study | KMEA
Missouri | 2014
Development engineer for a study evaluating the condition, plant contracts, and operating and maintenance programs for the
Dogwood combined cycle plant in Missouri. Dogwood includes two Siemens 501F gas turbines exhausting into two HRSG’s
and providing steam to a single steam turbine. Responsibilities included reviewing plant condition and maintenance programs
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through a site visit and documentation review to highlight areas of risk and potential improvement to support a potential plant
purchase.

Black Start Generation Study | Duke Energy
Ohio & Pennsylvania | 2013
Development engineer for a study evaluating black start conversions for a combined cycle GE 7FA gas turbine generator
plant. Study assumed a GE LM2500 gas turbine generator to provide startup power during a black start event.
Responsibilities included conceptual design, capital costs, emissions estimates, and permitting info for the configuration.

Black Start Generation Study | Buckeye Power
Ohio | 2013
Development engineer for a study evaluating black start conversions for a combined cycle GE 7FA gas turbine generator
plant. Study assumed diesel generators to provide startup power during a black start event. Responsibilities included
conceptual design, capital costs, emissions estimates, and permitting info for different configurations.

Combined Cycle Feasibility Study | Confidential Client
Iowa | 2013
Development engineer for a study to evaluate a 2x1 GE LM6000 combined cycle plant at a generic site in Iowa. Plant
included inlet chillers and will be designed for two future 2x1 power blocks. Responsibilities included developing capital
costs, O&M costs, performances, schedule, site layouts, and emissions estimates for the combined cycle plant.

Simple Cycle and Combined Cycle Feasibility Study | Confidential Client
Texas | 2013
Development engineer for a study to evaluate aeroderivative simple cycle and combined cycle options at a site in Texas.
Options include 3x simple cycle GE LM6000, 2x simple cycle GE LMS100, 3x1 GE LM6000 combined cycle, and 2x1 GE
LMS100 combined cycle. Responsibilities included developing capital costs, O&M costs, performances, and emissions
estimates for all three sites.

Black Start Generation Study | GDF Suez
Ohio | 2013
Development engineer for a study evaluating black start conversions for a simple cycle GE 7FA gas turbine generator plant.
Study assumed diesel generators to provide startup power during a black start event. Responsibilities included conceptual
design, emissions estimates, and permitting info for different configurations.

Boiler Sparging and Steam Turbine Heating Study | Confidential Client
Minnesota | 2013
Development engineer for a screening level study to add boiler sparging steam and steam turbine heating steam to expedite
startup times for a natural gas boiler plant. Study evaluated steam needs, additional equipment, existing equipment
conversion, and startup time reductions. Responsibilities included developing capital costs, steam quantity and quality
estimates, and equipment affects for the conversion.

ZAC LOEHR, PE
(continued)
Coal to Gas Conversion Study | Confidential Client
Wisconsin | 2013
Development engineer for a screening level study to convert existing wall fired pulverized coal boilers to burn 100% natural
gas. Study evaluated multiple units at multiple plants. Responsibilities included developing capital costs, O&M costs,
performance impact, and emissions estimates for the conversion.

Coal to Gas Conversion Study | Confidential Client
Minnesota | 2013
Development engineer for a screening level study to convert existing wall fired or tangentially fired pulverized coal boilers
to burn 100% natural gas. Study evaluated multiple units at multiple plants. Responsibilities included developing capital
costs, O&M costs, performance impact, and emissions estimates for the conversion.

Emission Control and Generation Study | Kansas City Power & Light
Missouri | 2012
Development engineer for a study to evaluate retrofitting multiple coal fired power plants with SO 2 , HCL, and NO X
emission control equipment. Control options included scrubbers, dry sorbent injection, selective non-catalytic reduction, dry
ash conversion, ESP, and fabric filters. Study also evaluated cooling system upgrades, water intake modifications, fuel
conversions, and gas turbine combined cycle options. Responsibilities included developing operations and maintenance costs
for the multiple options.

Simple Cycle Feasibility Study | Confidential Client
Texas | 2012
Development engineer for a study to evaluate two simple cycle GE 7FA gas turbines installed at a brownfield site in Texas.
Responsibilities included developing capital costs, O&M costs, performances, and emissions estimates for the site.

Simple Cycle and Combined Cycle New Generation Study | East Kentucky Power Cooperative
Kentucky | 2012
Development engineer for technical and economic development of four gas turbine generation options at the J.K. Smith
Generating Station. Options include three GE 7EA combined cycle options and one GE LMS100 simple cycle option.
Responsibilities included development of a Project Definition Report including control scope, budget, O&M, and schedule.
Emission information was also developed for permitting support.

VICTOR AGUIRRE

Resource Planning & Economic Evaluations
Victor is a graduate of the Electric Utility Management Program (EUMP)
at New Mexico State University (Master of Science in Electrical
EDUCATION
Engineering) The EUMP program focused on electric utility engineering,
►
Masters, Electrical Engineering
economics, and management. Victor’s professional experience is in
►
Bachelors, Electrical Engineering
generation and distribution planning and engineering. Victor has been
intensely involved in building utility Integrated Resource Plans (IRPs)
YEAR WITH BURNS & MCDONNELL
through planning, analysis (engineering and economic) and final
presentation to executive management and to the public utility
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
commission. The IRP process also included evaluation of resource
acquisition. At Texas-New Mexico Power Company (TNMP), Victor was
responsible for all engineering and planning efforts for the cities of
Alamogordo and Ruidoso, New Mexico. As the only engineer in Eastern New Mexico, the job presented many opportunities
to expand operational and technical knowledge, often in real-time scenarios.

<1
25

TUCSON ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY (TEP)*
Sept. 2003 – 2017
Manager, Lead Supply-Side Planner, Resource Planning, Department: Fuels and Resource Planning
►

►

►

►

►

►

►

►
►
►

Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) – participate in the development and analysis of the TEP and Unisource Energy
Services (UNSE) IRP submitted and presented to the Arizona Corporation Commission
Rate Case Support – Prepare analyses and draft testimony in support of regulatory filings, including General Rate
Cases and IRPs for TEP and UNSE. Draft data request responses.
Financial Production Cost Forecast – Develop and maintained complex evaluation models to screen potential
resource portfolios on the basis of costs, risks, environmental impacts.
Long-Tem Model – Perform analytical work on fundamental supply and demand drivers, commodity markets for
electricity and natural gas, new supply-side and demand-side energy technologies and future carbon regulations
(including the Clean Power Plan).
Plant Acquisition Analysis – Participate in the energy procurement process to analyze and evaluate Request for
Proposals (RFP) for long and short-term power supply contracts, renewable energy resources and future capital
projects.
Renewable Project Support – Work with the renewable and energy conservation workgroups to analyze and evaluate
future resource options that include integrating renewables, energy efficiency and low-carbon resources into the TEP
and UNSE energy portfolio
Avoided and Marginal Cost Analysis – Derive costs avoided and marginal costs estimates in support of rate design
and renewable resource integration.
WestConnect – Support the regional transmission planning group with production cost expertise.
Variance Analysis – Report actual sources and use variances to management.
WECC Loads and Resources – Compile balancing area loads and resource data and report to WECC.

VICTOR AGUIRRE
(continued)
TEXAS-NEW MEXICO POWER COMPANY (TNMP)*
2000 – 2003
Regional Distribution Engineering Manager, Department: New Mexico Engineering
►
►
►

►
►
►
►
►

Supervised Line Designers and Metering Services
Performed distribution and transmission load flow studies
Planned, engineered, scheduled and procured material for capital substation and distribution system improvement
projects in Alamogordo and Ruidoso
Programmed distribution feeder circuit breakers
Prepared capital and O&M budget for the business unit and report monthly expense variances
Prepared SAIDI and SAIFI reports
Administered FERC 362 (depreciation) distribution substation projects for the business unit
Coordinated – emergency operations plan, radio frequency interference investigation, substation maintenance
program, reliability reporting, power quality investigation, switching dispatch, protective device coordination

TUCSON ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY (TEP)*
1993-2000
Distribution Engineer, Department: Technical Support Services
►

►

►

Developed detailed design specifications for the use in compiling material lists, procurement activities for
equipment, materials and service required for assignment completion.
Evaluated, from an engineering standpoint, vendors, manufacturers, equipment and/or components available to meet
assignment specifications and made recommendations to optimize cost and reliability.
Developed and monitored work progress on assignment schedules to assure proper coordination of process during
the design, construction, testing and energizing phases of an assignment.

Transmission Coordinator, Department: Control Area Operations
►

►

►

Update and maintain TEP’s OASIS (Open Access Same-Time Information System) and serve as a primary liaison
between TEP and the OASIS service provider.
Determined the Available Transmission Capacity (ATC) and price of TEP-owned transmission paths for firm and
non-firm transmission services.
Negotiate transmission requests received on the OASIS. Schedule transmission transactions and coordinate
transmission billing with Accounting. Expedite the credit-check process for new customer approval

Supply-Side Planner, Department: Fuels and Resource Planning
►
►

►

►

Updated and maintained the corporate production model to reflect the most current fuel, load, transaction and unit
operation expectations used for fuel and budget forecasting.
Performed detailed evaluations and studies on the effect of generation unit maintenance outages, incremental sales
and purchases and generation unit dispatch.
Performed fuel proforma adjustments for various test years in support of rate case. Responded to data requests
related to rate case proforma adjustments.
Evaluated and implemented non-fuel variable operation and maintenance costs to production model. Compared
various reliability criteria measures.

*Denotes experience prior to joining Burns & McDonnell

KYLE COMBES, EIT
Resource Planning & Economic Evaluations
Kyle is a business consultant at Burns & McDonnell. He specializes in
economic and engineering analyses for electricity generation and
transmission assets. He utilizes complex economic models to support
regional transmission organizations and other utility clients in integrated
resource planning, competitive transmission planning and technology
evaluations.

Integrated Resource Planning | Minnesota Power
Minnesota | 2012-2016

EDUCATION
►

BS, Mechanical Engineering

REGISTRATIONS
►

Engineer in Training (KS)

5 YEARS WITH BURNS & MCDONNELL
7 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Kyle supports Minnesota Power’s Resource Planning Department in
completing IRP regulatory filing requirements and other related studies. Kyle’ support focuses on strategic long range
planning that accounts for current and forthcoming environmental regulations and a wide variety of sensitivities for other
economic drivers. The analyses include consideration of both supply and demand-side options using Strategist production
cost modeling software.

Power Supply Options Study | South Mississippi Electric Power Association
Mississippi | 2016
Kyle provided PROMOD zonal analysis to evaluate the overall impact to SMEPA’s power supply due to increased
environmental regulations and new technologies. SMEPA’s Morrow facility was evaluated to determine the most economic
path forward between continuing coal operations, fuel switching to natural gas, repowering as a combined cycle, or retiring.
Mass-based and rate-based impacts for Clean Power Plan compliance were assessed. New resources dispatched into MISO
South were evaluated as merchant facilities. Moving additional load into the MISO market was also considered.

Integrated Resource Planning | Lafayette Utilities System
Louisiana | 2016
Kyle provided PROMOD zonal analysis to evaluate LUS’s existing resource portfolio against new resources. New resources
included combined cycle, peaking, renewable, and energy storage options. Scenarios were considered with and without Clean
Power Plan impacts.

Power Supply Options Study | Tri-County Electric Cooperative
Oklahoma | 2016
Kyle provided PROMOD zonal analysis to evaluate various power supply portfolios against TCEC’s existing all
requirements contracts. The study focused on assets that TCEC could wholly own, but also benchmarked those options
against partial ownership of larger facilities to help approximate economy of scale benefits. The outputs from this study were
used as a reference point for TCEC’s next step, a power supply RFP.

Interconnection Study | Southwest Power Pool
Southwest Power Pool Market | 2016
Kyle provided PROMOD nodal analysis to identify potential economic impacts of a new interconnection between MISO and
SPP. The study utilized SPP 2015 ITP10 models and focused on the seam between SPP and MISO in North Dakota.

KYLE COMBES, EIT
(continued)
Economic benefits were calculated by using the delta in Adjusted Production Cost. Economic benefits were then tied back to
differences in LMPs, transmission line flows, and unit generation in the study region. Configuration changes to an existing
HVDC line were also considered.

Midstream Gas Processing Study | Sunflower Electric Power Corporation
Kansas | 2015-2016
Kyle developed a spreadsheet model to help Sunflower understand the economic drivers of midstream gas processing
facilities located in their service territory. The study focused on the differences between electric driven compression and
natural gas driven compression. The study considered capital costs, natural gas costs, electricity rates, transmission
interconnection, lead times, and permitting.

Long-Term Resource Planning | Midwest Energy
Kansas | 2015-2016
Kyle provided PROMOD zonal analysis to evaluate power supply options available to fulfill future needs. New build
resources, existing resource purchases, and various power purchase agreements were all considered to provide reliable, low
cost, and environmentally compliant power to MWE customers.

Long-Term Resource Planning | Kansas Electric Power Cooperative
Kansas | 2015-2016
Kyle provided PROMOD zonal analysis to compare resource options that are available to meet KEPCo’s load when existing
power purchase agreements are set to expire. The resources considered included combined cycle, peaking, and renewable
assets. The study examined potential impacts of the Clean Power Plan and other regulations on KEPCo’s power supply.

Integrated Resource Planning | Pedernales Electric Cooperative
Texas | 2014-2015
Kyle performed analysis for Pedernales Electric Cooperative’s first ever Integrated Resource Plan. Strategist production cost
modeling software was used to provide the cooperative with insights for their current energy contract management, future
energy purchase strategy, distributed generation investment, and ERCOT transmission cost drivers. Kyle prepared multiple
presentations and a final report for PEC’s Board.

PJM 2014/2015 RTEP Long Term Proposal Window | Confidential Client
PJM Interconnection Market | 2014-2015
Kyle evaluated the potential economic benefit of proposed transmission upgrades for the PJM Long-Term RTEP window.
Kyle worked in collaboration with the client and Burns & McDonnell team to determine whether various projects would clear
the benefit/cost threshold as prescribed by PJM methodology. Kyle performed this evaluation using PROMOD nodal
software.

SPP 2015 ITP10 Transmission Project Development Support | Confidential Client
Southwest Power Pool Market | 2014
Kyle provided PROMOD nodal analysis to evaluate potential transmission projects for an electric utility in Southwest Power
Pool. These projects were developed to be submitted in SPP’s 2015 ITP10 regional transmission expansion plan. Proposed

KYLE COMBES, EIT
(continued)
transmission projects were analyzed and developed to address economic needs as identified as part of SPP’s 2015 ITP10
assessment. The study considered projects across multiple futures.

High Priority Incremental Load Study | Southwest Power Pool
Southwest Power Pool Market | 2013-2014
Kyle provided PROMOD nodal analysis in support of a special study commissioned by Southwest Power Pool and its’
members. The purpose of the study was to evaluate reliability and economic transmission expansion projects to support
incremental load growth related to oil and natural gas drilling and exploration. The study considered a range of load scenarios
over multiple years.

Integrated Resource Planning | Arizona Electric Power Cooperative
Arizona | 2013-2014
Kyle developed a Strategist model to determine what implications environmental regulation compliance will have on a power
cooperative. The analysis included various retirement and repower options for current resources as well as looked at new
generation alternatives. The results supported regulatory filings and helped the cooperative justify a robust path forward for
their current generation that will minimize the risk of making a poor investment while remaining flexible for uncertain future
regulations.

Wind Farm Congestion and LMP Forecasting | Nordex-USA
Southwest Power Pool Market | 2013
Kyle created a PROMOD nodal model to help advise a wind developer of what their relative LMP would be for a proposed
wind project as compared to existing load hubs. This model included generation and transmission updates to PJM, MISO,
and SPP on both a near and long term basis. The client used the results of this study to promote the financial viability of their
investment.

Long Range Transmission Study | Southwest Power Pool
Southwest Power Pool Market | 2013
Kyle worked in collaboration with Southwest Power Pool staff to create a security constrained economic dispatch model with
PROMOD nodal software. The model included most of the eastern interconnect and its results were used to calculate the
benefits of various long-term transmission projects.

Long Term Resource Planning | PPI Energy Group
Midwest | 2012
Kyle developed levelized busbar costs for new baseload, intermediate, and peaking natural gas resources. These new
resources were evaluated alongside the client’s existing resources to provide a clear picture of which assets would be capable
of meeting future system load characteristics. This study utilized Strategist software to evaluate all resources and determine
which options most cost effectively meets client requirements.

KIERAN MCINERNEY, PE, CEM
Demand Side Management & Energy Efficiency
As a development engineer in Burns & McDonnell’s Energy Division,
Kieran has experience in both supply side and demand side energy
management. His duties include technical feasibility, economic analysis,
conceptual design, cost estimating, research, and strategic planning related
to the technical development and implementation of energy generation
projects. He is also skilled in energy program management, energy system
analysis, life cycle cost analysis, energy auditing, and HVAC analysis.

Duke Energy
January 2015 – April 2015
Development Manager for a generic unit assessment study evaluating
simple cycle, combined cycle, coal, biomass, wind, solar, and battery
storage technologies. Responsibilities included project definition, capital
cost estimation, O&M cost estimation, and performance estimation.

Public Services Enterprise Group

EDUCATION
►

REGISTRATIONS
►
►

►

Federal Energy and Water
Management Award, U.S.
Department of Energy, 2013

SPECIALTY
►
►
►

Technical Lead for a generic unit assessment study evaluating simple
cycle, combined cycle, reciprocating engine, wind, solar, and battery
storage technologies. Responsibilities included technical report, capital
cost estimation, O&M cost estimation, performance estimation, and
conceptual design.

►

March 2014 – February 2015

Professional Engineer (Colorado)
Certified Energy Manager (CEM),
Association of Energy Engineers

AWARDS/PUBLICATIONS

November 2014 - January 2015

Kansas City Power & Light Company

BS, Mechanical Engineering,
Marquette University, 2003

►
►
►
►
►

Project Development
Project Management
Feasibility and Technology Studies
Cost Estimating
Economic Evaluation
Energy/Water Management
Conceptual Engineering
Strategic Planning
Mechanical System Analysis

4 YEARS WITH BURNS & MCDONNELL
14 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Mechanical Lead for a boiler fuel conversion analysis at two existing coalfired generation facilities. Responsibilities include technical evaluation, economic analysis, strategic planning, and
conceptual design for converting coal-fired boilers to consume alternative fuels.

Duke Energy
January – April 2014
Development Manager for a technical assessment study evaluating simple cycle, combined cycle, integrated gasification
combined cycle (IGCC), pulverized coal, biomass, wind, and solar generation technologies. Responsibilities included project
definition, capital cost estimation, O&M cost estimation, performance estimation, and conceptual design.

Basin Electric Power Cooperative
October 2013 – April 2014
Development Engineer for a financial and technical evaluation of emissions control solutions for existing coal-fired boilers.
Responsibilities include technical evaluation, economic analysis, strategic planning, and conceptual design for implementing
NOx reduction technology.

KIERAN MCINERNEY, PE, CEM
(continued)
Vectren Corporation
September 2013 – October 2013
Development Engineer for a technical assessment study evaluating simple cycle, combined cycle, IGCC, pulverized coal,
biomass, wind, and solar generation technologies, plus energy storage technologies. Responsibilities included project
definition, capital cost estimation, O&M cost estimation, performance estimation, and conceptual design.

Louisville Gas & Electric Company and Kentucky Utilities Company
September 2013 – October 2013
Development Engineer for a technical assessment study evaluating simple cycle, combined cycle, IGCC, pulverized coal,
biomass, wind, and solar generation technologies, plus energy storage technologies. Responsibilities included project
definition, capital cost estimation, O&M cost estimation, performance estimation, and conceptual design.

United States Coast Guard, Energy Program Support*
April 2010 – September 2013
Technical Lead and Project Engineer for the development and implementation of a holistic energy management program.
Worked directly with the Coast Guard Energy Management Office Chief to provide technical support for the energy program,
from the headquarters level to the site level. Activities included energy and water utility data analyses, energy data gap
analyses, renewable energy feasibility studies, and development of an enterprise-wide utility data management solution,
including procurement and implementation consulting.*
*Received a 2013 Federal Energy and Water Management Award from the U.S. Department of Energy for contributions to
the U.S. Coast Guard enterprise-wide utility data management system.

Net Zero Energy Implementation Plan | United States Air Force Academy*
April 2012 – October 2012
Project Manager and Technical Lead for the development of a plan to guide the Air Force Academy toward its net zero
energy goal. The plan is based on a three tiered net zero approach: culture/behavior, energy efficiency, and renewable energy
generation. Included with the plan is a custom spreadsheet tool to perform dynamic projections of future energy consumption
monitor progress toward net zero goals.

Energy Master Plan | U.S. Marine Corps Mountain Warfare Training Center*
October 2011 – April 2012
Project Manager and Technical Lead for the development of an energy master plan that received an EXCEPTIONAL
ACASS rating from the Naval Facilities Engineering Command Southwest. The plan focuses on strategies to meet federally
mandated energy and water reduction/sustainability targets, as well as identifying areas to improve energy security and
reliability. Tasks included coordination with key facility personnel, energy and water utility data analyses, prioritization of
conservation measures, renewable energy screening, GHG emissions analysis, and creation of an integrative and sustainable
plan.

KIERAN MCINERNEY, PE, CEM
(continued)
Energy Program Support | United States Air Force 21 st Space Wing*
October 2011 – September 2012
Project Manager and Technical Lead for energy program support. Led the development of the Dynamic Energy
Implementation Plan for the 21st Space Wing, which includes 6 geographically separate bases. The plan and associated
spreadsheet tool monitor progress toward energy management goals. Future energy consumption is projected based on utility
data and expected outcomes of planned energy projects and capital development projects. The project received an
EXCEPTIONAL ACASS rating.

San Diego: Energy Master Plan | U.S. Marine Corps Recruit Depot*
October 2010 – September 2011
Technical Lead for the development of an energy master plan that received an EXCEPTIONAL ACASS rating from the
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Southwest. The plan focuses on strategies to meet federally mandated energy and
water reduction/sustainability targets and prioritizing existing conservation opportunities. Tasks included coordination with
key facility personnel, energy and water utility data analyses, prioritization of conservation measures, renewable energy
screening, greenhouse gas emissions analysis, and creation of an integrative and sustainable energy master plan.

Energy Efficiency Project Plans | Puerto Rico Department of State and Governor’s Pavilion*
March 2011 – May 2012
Technical Lead for the development of energy master plans for two government complexes in San Juan, Puerto Rico. Tasks
included analyses of current energy usage, energy audits, technical and financial analyses of energy conservation measures,
renewable energy feasibility studies, and strategic planning measures for implementation of short, mid, and long term energy
project solutions.

Energy Master Plan | U.S. Army Fort A.P. Hill*
April 2010 – June 2010
Project Engineer for the development of an energy master plan for the Fort A.P. Hill U.S. Army facility. Developed energy
master plan that included short, mid, and long term energy management activities. The plan focused on meeting federally
mandated reductions and maximizing cost savings/payback for the facility. Tasks included coordination with key facility
personnel, development of energy/water conservations measures, renewable energy screening, and creation of an integrative
and sustainable energy master plan.

HVAC Systems Projects*
2003 – 2009
As a manufacturer’s representative for an industry-leading equipment and controls provider, Kieran provided custom HVAC
solutions from design phase through sales, installation, and warranty phases. Projects spanned commercial, education,
government, healthcare, industrial, and high-rise residential markets. Clients included contractors, engineers, and property
owners/developers.
*denotes experience prior to joining Burns & McDonnell

JON SUMMERVILLE
Load Forecast
Jon is a project manager at Burns & McDonnell, specializing in load
forecasting, economic studies, RFP’s for power supply, and financial
analysis. With over 20 years of experience in the utility industry, Jon has
served as a project leader for projects to analyze complex development
projects, long-term forecasts, valuations, profitability, rate cases,
acquisitions, decision support financial models and deal structures. He has
experience analyzing asset acquisitions, risk management, load forecasting
and power supply RFP’s. Jon has extensive experience developing
comprehensive financial models and long-term price forecasts. He has
prepared load dispatch and long-term forecasts in support of valuation
projects.

EDUCATION
►
►

MBA, Business Administration
BS, Business Administration

ORGANIZATIONS
►
►
►
►

Midwest Finance Organization
Financial Management Association
American Finance Association
American Coalition for Ethanol

14 YEARS WITH BURNS & MCDONNELL
25 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

In addition to his consulting experience, Jon has worked directly for both
regulated and unregulated utility companies, as well as a regulatory
commission. Before joining Burns & McDonnell he served in a series of progressively expanding positions for two major
electric utilities. In these positions he performed or was responsible for financial analysis, revenue/load forecasting, planning,
asset valuation, and risk management and deal structure. At the Illinois Commerce Commission he served as a financial
analyst where he testified in rate cases, analyzed financial statements, financing requests, forecasts, rates of return and other
regulatory issues for rate cases and mergers & acquisitions. He has prepared, presented, and defended expert testimony in
dockets totaling more than a billion dollars.

On this assignment Jon will be available for preparing the required financial analyses and analyzing proposals. He would also
be available to prepare testimony before regulatory bodies or boards of directors, if necessary.

RFP for up to 900 MW of Capacity and Energy | Vectren Corporation
Evansville, Indiana | 2017
Managing the entire RFP process and working with Vectren to develop the RFP parameters, a comprehensive Evaluation
Guide, qualitative factors, and specific language of the RFP. The RFP will be advertised and directly emailed to Burns &
McDonnell’s comprehensive distribution list of power marketers, utilities and developers who would possibly have an
interest. Jon will independently receive and log each proposal. Each proposal will be quantitatively and qualitatively analyzed
and evaluated based on price, load factor, load profile, availability, interconnection, delivery point, transmission, developer
experience, and other evaluation criteria. The results of these analyses will be used to develop a short list of proposals that
will receive a more detailed quantitative and qualitative analysis.

RFP for up to 220 MW of Capacity and/or Energy | Tri-County Electric Cooperative
Hooker, Oklahoma | 2016-Present
Managing the entire RFP process and worked with TCEC to develop the RFP parameters, a comprehensive Evaluation
Guide, qualitative factors, and specific language of the RFP. The RFP was directly emailed to Burns & McDonnell’s
comprehensive distribution list of power marketers, utilities and developers who would possibly have an interest. Jon
independently received and logged each proposal and submittal check. Each proposal was quantitatively and qualitatively
analyzed and evaluated based on price, load factor, load profile, availability, interconnection, delivery point, transmission,

JON SUMMERVILLE
(continued)
developer experience, and other evaluation criteria. The results of these analyses were used to develop a short list of
proposals that are being used in a more detailed quantitative and qualitative analysis.

RFP for up to 125 MW of Capacity| Vectren Corporation
Evansville, Indiana | 2016
Managed the entire RFP process and worked with Vectren to develop the RFP parameters and specific language of the
RFP. The RFP was directly emailed to Burns & McDonnell’s targeted list of power marketers, utilities, and renewable
developers who would possibly have an interest. Jon independently analyzed and evaluated each of the proposals based
primarily on price and credit. The final results of these analyses were used to develop a list of winning bids for Vectren to
gather begin contract negotiations.

RFI for up to 20 MW of Solar Capacity | Midwest Energy
Hays, Kansas | 2015
Managed the entire RFP process and worked with Midwest to develop the RFP parameters and specific language of the
RFP. The RFP was directly emailed to Burns & McDonnell’s targeted list of power marketers, utilities, and renewable
developers who would possibly have an interest. Jon independently analyzed and evaluated each of the proposals based on
price, experience, availability, size, site characteristics, community acceptance, experience, load profile, technology,
transmission costs, project cost, and other factors. The results of these analyses were used to develop a short list of proposals
for Midwest to gather more detailed information and begin negotiations.

RFP for up to 150 MW of Capacity and/or Energy | Arizona Electric Power Cooperative
Benson, Arizona | 2014
Managing the entire RFP process and worked with AEPCO to develop the RFP parameters, a comprehensive Evaluation
Guide, qualitative factors, and specific language of the RFP. The RFP was advertised and directly emailed to Burns &
McDonnell’s comprehensive distribution list of power marketers, utilities and developers who would possibly have an
interest. Jon independently received and logged each proposal and submittal check. Each proposal was quantitatively and
qualitatively analyzed and evaluated based on price, load factor, load profile, availability, interconnection, delivery point,
transmission, developer experience, and other evaluation criteria. The results of these analyses were used to develop a short
list of proposals that were used in a more detailed quantitative and qualitative analysis.

RFP for up to 280 MW of Renewable Capacity and Energy | Long Island Power Authority
Long Island, New York | 2013-Present
Managed the entire RFP process and worked with LIPA to develop the RFP parameters, a comprehensive Evaluation
Guide, qualitative factors, Procurement Record, and specific language of the RFP. The RFP was advertised and directly
emailed to Burns & McDonnell’s comprehensive distribution list of power marketers, utilities and developers who would
possibly have an interest. Jon independently received and logged each proposal and submittal check. Each proposal was
quantitatively and qualitatively analyzed and evaluated based on price, load factor, load profile, availability, interconnection,
delivery point, transmission, developer experience, and other evaluation criteria. The results of these analyses were used to
develop a short list of proposals that were used in a more detailed quantitative analysis. Following approval by LIPA, PPA
contract negotiations are underway with seven Proposers. Three PPAs are currently being presented to the New York State
Office of the State Comptroller and Attorney General for review.

JON SUMMERVILLE
(continued)
RFP for 577 MW Backstand Capacity and Energy | Duke Energy Kentucky
Catlettsburg, Kentucky | 2012
Managed the RFP process and developed the RFP parameters and specific language of the RFP. The RFP was directly
emailed to Burns & McDonnell’s distribution list of power marketers, utilities, developers and renewable developers who
would possibly have an interest. Jon reviewed and analyzed all of the proposals and acted as an independent third party to
ensure the RFP process was fair and that all bidders were treated equally. The results of these analyses were provided to DEK
to develop a short list of proposals to gather more detailed information and present the results to their board of directors.

Other Power Supply RFP Experience: 36 RFPs for over 16,400 MW
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

RFI for 20 MW of Renewable Resources, Midwest Energy
RFP for 150 MW of Capacity, Arizona Electric Power Cooperative
RFP for 300 MW of Intermediate-term Capacity, Duke Energy Indiana
RFP for 200 MW of Long-term Capacity Energy, Duke Energy Kentucky
RFP for 200 MW of Short-term Capacity Energy, Duke Energy Kentucky
RFP for 700 MW of Intermediate Capacity, Duke Energy Carolina
RFP for 577 MW Backstand Capacity and Energy, Duke Energy Kentucky
RFP for 400 MW of Intermediate Capacity, Duke Energy Indiana
RFP for 250 MISO Planning Resource Credits, Ameren Services 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012
RFP for 1,500 MW of Intermediate and Peaking Capacity, Duke Energy
RFP for 50 MW of Renewable Resources, Midwest Energy
RFP for 1,000 MW of Wind Capacity for AEP Response, TradeWind Energy
RFP for 100 MW for Consumers Energy, Wind TradeWind Energy
RFP for 500 MW of Baseload and Intermediate Capacity, SMEPA
RFP for 100 MW of Wind Capacity, Rochester Public Utilities
RFP for Replacement Energy, Duke Energy Kentucky
RFP for 250,000 MWh of Renewable Energy, Vectren Power Supply
RFP for 100 MW of Capacity, Vectren Power Supply
RFP for 800 MW of Firm Capacity, SMEPA
RFP for 100 MW of Peaking Capacity, Dairyland Power Cooperative
RFP for 355,000 MWh of Renewable Energy, Duke Energy Ohio
RFP for 1,400 MW of Peaking/Intermediate Capacity, Duke Energy Ohio
RFP for 2,150 MW of Capacity, Ameren Services
RFP for 200 MW of Renewable Energy, Duke Energy Indiana
RFP for 75 MW of Regulation and Frequency Response, Ameren Services
RFP for 800 MW of Firm Capacity, Duke Energy Carolina
RFI for Power Supply, Ameren Services
RFP for 600 MW of Peaking/Intermediate Capacity, Duke Energy Indiana
RFP for 1,800 MW of Peaking/Intermediate Capacity, Duke Energy Ohio
RFP for 600 MW and Evaluation of Power Supply Proposals, PMPA

ADAM MUMMERT
Transmission Planning
Adam is a project manager for transmission planning at Burns &
EDUCATION
McDonnell. He is experienced in traditional transmission planning studies
►
BS, Electrical Engineering
such as power flow analysis, short circuit analysis, transient stability analysis
►
BS, Computer Engineering
and voltage stability analysis. Adam is knowledgeable with the NERC
Reliability Standards as they relate to Generator Owners/Operators,
YEARS WITH BURNS & MCDONNELL
Transmission Owners/Operators and Transmission Planners. He dedicates
time in following the business practices developed within the Regional
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Transmission Operators (RTOs) and how they impact each of the members
within that particular region. More recent experience has been focused on
FERC Order 1000 and assisting clients with developing and submitting projects within competitive transmission planning
windows in SPP, PJM, CAISO, and NYISO. He has been with the company for over nine years, experiencing a wide variety
of projects in the power system industry.

10
10

TPL Assessment and Seasonal Operating Studies | City of Independence
Independence, Missouri | 2014-Present
Adam, as project manager and senior transmission planner, performed the annual TPL planning assessments and seasonal
operating studies for IPL. The TPL planning assessment is conducted annually and only includes a steady state assessment of
the IPL transmission system for compliance with the TPL-001-1 Reliability Standard. IPL’s transmission system consists of
161 kV and 69 kV facilities. All Planning Events and Extreme Events were considered for the assessment. Mitigation actions
were developed for any violations with SPP Planning Criteria. Seasonal assessments were also performed for Summer Peak
and Winter Peak system conditions. All Planning Events and Extreme Events were considered for the assessment. Mitigation
actions were developed for any violations and recorded in formal Operating Guides to be used for IPL System Operators.

Generation Interconnect Studies and RTO Queue Process Assistance | Tradewind Energy
SPP, MISO, and PJM Markets | Ongoing
Adam, as a transmission planner, assessed the addition of multiple wind farm facilities located in many of the RTO areas.
Select project dispatch and prior-queue generators were included as part of the analysis. PSS/E and TARA were used to
perform the power flow analysis.
Adam also assisted the developer in providing the technical data and expertise in advancing multiple projects through the
particular RTO generator interconnection queue. Technical support involved developing collector system layouts, one line
diagrams, aerial plots, collector system impedance, and dynamic data for the turbines for the purpose of performing power
flow, short circuit, and dynamic stability analysis.

Generation Interconnect Studies | Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Springfield, Missouri | Ongoing
Adam, as a transmission planner, assessed the addition of multiple wind farm facilities located in many of the RTO areas.
Select project dispatch and prior-queue generators were included as part of the analysis. PSS/E and TARA were used to
perform the power flow analysis.

ADAM MUMMERT
(continued)
CAISO 2016-2017 TPP Support | Confidential Client
CAISO Market | 2016
Adam, as project manager, managed the execution of developing potential competitive transmission solutions to address
reliability violations identified in the California Independent System Operator’s (CAISO) 2016-2017 Transmission Planning
Process (TPP) cycle. Solutions developed and tested included greenfield transmission, reactive compensation, and battery
storage. Analysis was conducted using PSLF, PSS\E, and TARA software. Applications were developed for each of the
projects and submitted within the allocated window.

2017ITPNT DPP Support | Confidential Client
SPP Market | 2016
Adam, as project manager, managed the execution of developing, evaluating, and submitting transmission projects to
Southwest Power Pool’s 2017 ITPNT Detailed Project Proposal (DPP) process. Support included technical evaluation of
potential reliability projects through the use of PSS\E and PowerGEM TARA software. Formal applications were developed
for each of the projects and submitted within the allocated window.

SPP-MISO Interconnection | Southwest Power Pool
Little Rock, Arkansas | 2016
Adam, as project manager, managed project execution of special study for a utility identifying the potential economic
impacts of a new interconnection between the SPP and MISO regions. The assessment examined the benefits of a changing
capacity and flow direction of an HVDC facility in combination with new 230 kV or 500 kV connection between the SPP
and MISO regions. PROMOD was used to simulate security constrained economic dispatch across SPP and MISO footprints,
capturing adjusted production cost, net benefit, and average LMPs. The event file was modified to include additional events
and modifications of definitions as necessary in both the SPP and MISO regions.

2017ITP10 DPP Support | Confidential Client
SPP Market | 2016
Adam, as project manager, managed the execution of developing, evaluating, and submitting transmission projects to
Southwest Power Pool’s 2017 ITP10 Detailed Project Proposal (DPP) process. Support included technical evaluation of
potential reliability and economic projects through the use of PSS\E, PowerGEM TARA, and POMOD production cost
software. Formal applications were developed for each of the projects and submitted within the allocated window.

Uvalde-Campwood RPG | American Electric Power
ERCOT Market | 2016
Adam, as project manager, managed project execution of developing transmission upgrades alternatives in Uvalde County,
Texas to address reliability needs due to aged transmission lines. System upgrades considered included new 138 kV
transmission and converting existing 69 kV transmission to 138 kV. The study process consisted of performing power flow
analysis for the existing system and various combinations of upgrades developed in the longer-term planning horizon.
Various dispatch conditions and seasonal load forecasts were considered within each of the study planning years. The
analysis complied with ERCOT Planning Criteria. Various transmission solutions were developed to resolve the deficiencies
observed in the existing system assessment. Each of the solutions were presented within the filed RPG proposal to ERCOT.

ADAM MUMMERT
(continued)
CIP-014 Study | PowerSouth Energy Cooperative, Inc.
Andalusia, Alabama | 2015
Adam, as a senior transmission planner, supported PowerSouth in meeting compliance with the NERC CIP-014 Reliability
Standard. Support included performing the transmission assessment, consistent with R1 of the standard, to identify the
applicable transmission switchyards and transmission substation on PowerSouths system and to determine if the applicable
stations could cause instability, cascading, or uncontrolled separation within the Interconnection. The methodology was
developed using a sequence of events strategy through dynamic stability analysis and steady state analysis. Criteria for
determining the thresholds for instability, cascading, and uncontrolled separation were developed in coordination with
PowerSouth. The third-party verification report was also produced for compliance with R2 of the standard.

Integrated Transmission 20 Year Planning | Southwest Power Pool
Little Rock, Arkansas | 2012-2013
Adam, as a transmission planner, assisted with the evaluation of proposed transmission projects to the SPP footprint for the
twenty year horizon. Projects were evaluated across different scenarios that represented future reliability requirements,
regulatory requirements, and economic requirements. PROMOD IV Nodal was used to facilitate the evaluation.

Generation Interconnect Studies and RTO Queue Process Assistance | juwi Wind, LLC
SPP, MISO, and PJM Markets | 2008-2013
Adam, as a transmission planner, assessed the addition of multiple wind farm facilities located in many of the RTO areas.
Select project dispatch and prior-queue generators were included as part of the analysis. PSS/E and TARA were used to
perform the power flow analysis.
Adam also assisted the developer in providing the technical data and expertise in advancing multiple projects through the
particular RTO generator interconnection queue. Technical support involved developing collector system layouts, one line
diagrams, aerial plots, collector system impedance, and dynamic data for the turbines for the purpose of performing power
flow, short circuit, and dynamic stability analysis.

Facility Ratings Development and Methodology | BP Alternative Energy North America, Inc.
Houston, Texas | 2011-2013
As a compliance analyst, Adam developed documentation detailing the Facility Ratings of nine wind farm facilities as
required by NERC Reliability Standard FAC-008. The documentation included ratings for all equipment from the wind farm
feeder circuits, collection substation, interconnection transmission line, and other applicable facilities as necessary.
Collectively, the documentation identified the most limiting element that comprises the facility and the overall Facility
Rating. Adam assisted in developing the Facility Ratings Methodology as required by NERC Reliability Standard FAC-008.
The methodology details the progression and workflow of developing the Facility Rating for each of the wind farm facilities.
Similarly, Adam developed documentation detailing the Facility Ratings of two combined cycle generating facilities for BP
in compliance with FAC-008 NERC Reliability Standards. The first combined cycle facility, South Houston Green Power
generating facility is located in Houston, TX. The second combined cycle facility; Whiting Clean Energy generating facility
is located in Whiting, IN. Adam developed Facility Rating Methodologies and a Facility Ratings document detailing the most
limiting rating of each facility.

ADAM MUMMERT
(continued)
Blackstart Study | Sunflower Electric
Hayes, Kansas | 2012
Adam, as a transmission planner, assisted with the evaluation of Sunflower Electric’s blackstart procedure for compliance
with NERC Reliability Standard EOP-005. The assessment consisted of a load flow analysis, stability analysis, and transient
over-voltage analysis. The assessment evaluated whether the proposed cranking path, from the backstart unit to the start-up
unit, was stable and met criteria.

Long Range Plan | Hoosier Energy
Bloomington, Indiana | 2012
Adam, as a transmission planner, performed a Long Range Planning study for Hoosier Energy’s transmission system. The
assessment included evaluation of both the near-term and longer-term time horizons under NERC defined Category A, and B
contingency conditions. The assessment included load flow analysis only. The study identified any new transmission
upgrades that would be required for the longer-term horizon. Forecasted demand, transmission upgrades, or other planned
projects were included as part of the analysis.

Integrated Transmission Planning – 10 Year | Southwest Power Pool
Little Rock, Arkansas | 2011
Adam, as a transmission planner, assisted with the evaluation of proposed transmission projects to the SPP footprint for the
ten year horizon. Projects were evaluated across different scenarios that represented future reliability requirements, regulatory
requirements, and economic requirements. PSS/E, MUST, and PROMOD were utilized for the analyses.

NERC TPL Assessment | Sunflower Electric Power Corporation
Hays, Kansas | 2011
Adam, as a compliance analyst, assisted in the development of the TPL Assessment report as required by NERC Reliability
Standards TPL-001, TPL-002, TPL-003, and TPL-004. The report presented the technical results required by the assessment
of Sunflower Electric’s interconnected transmission system. The report was developed to also present the evidence for
meeting the requirements in the NERC TPL Reliability Standards not covered by the technical results.

Long Range Transmission Plan | Alberta Electric System Operator
Calgary, Alberta | 2011
Adam, as a transmission planner, assessed the impact of planned system improvements for the Alberta Interconnected
Electric System (AIES). Analysis included implementation of various generation scenarios and load conditions, identification
of loading and voltage violations against the AESO reliability planning criteria. Further sensitivity analysis was conducted to
simulate stress system conditions for critical generator outages and delayed system improvements. Voltage stability analysis
was conducted to determine the maximum amount of load that can be supported in the critical regions of the AIES.
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